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0 ne of the true 51gns of a game's ClaSSIC status IS surely 
ts longellrty. Super Mario Kart had t. as did Street 

F~ghter 11 and GoldenEye. all three titles providong N ntendo 
owners with hour upon hour, wee!< upon week and month 
upon month of connnuous entertaJnment. And then there's 
Halo. whose ability to tgnite the passiOns of a 100r1ful 
(sometimes housefu. thanks to Xbox's System LJnk) of 
people today remains as strong as it did back an 2002 whon 
it debuted on Microsoft's console hardware. 

Murt1player Xbox Halo as a cult, arthough to call it that 
seems to undersell the s•ze of its band of follOwers. 1t •s 
more an institution, an acutely contemporary one, today's 
equ1valent of what our younger selves once sweated and 
swore over, fearing at the time that such all·encompassingly 
engrossing things might never appear agatn. 

And so to the sequel, upon which stmilar fears have 
been focused by m lhons of gamers. This month we visited 
Bungie's Seattle HQ and found a company attempttng not 
only to meet expectations but exceed them. We wanted to 
retum with an article aeta I ng every nook and cranny of 
Halo 2, but Bung€ was not about to play •ts hand that way. 
Instead, demonstrating a unaque approach, the develope( 
wants you to discover everythlng about the story and 
sing eplayer carnP8JQn for yourself. You'D be able to do so 
on November 11 (or JUSt before on tmpor1). In the meantame. 
read about the !hangs we were able to uncover on p48. 

As usua, there's plenty more to COilSlm6 thiS month, 
too. Along wr'Jl a look at the underground shooter scene 
(see p68) there are reports from Ubisoft's faolrty an Montreal 
(p56), Blizzard's studios in lrvine (p78) and Travel er's Tales' 
offiCes in Llverpool (p60). Eacn developer IS wor1<ang on 
someth1ng genuinely provocative. and they're al. 
fortunately, wi ling to sp 11 about the r endeavours. 

(Oh, and if Halo has a resonance with you as an 
Edge reader, so should next month's cover game. 
look out for it. 1t should be interesting.) 
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Has EA become too big to play? 
With its takeover of Criterion, EA has become more than just the most dominant game 
publisher in the world: it has outgrown the entire industry. So what happens now? 

David Lau-Kee has reason to smile. Already 
reaping Criterion's rewards, the new EA 
deal is unlikely to have made him any poorer 

I n some ways, it's hard to explain the 
significance of EA's acquisition of UK 

developer and middleware provider 
Criterion. The headline 'Large publisher 
buys partner studiO' - Criterion's racer 
Burnout 3 is one of EA's big hopes for the 
autumn - is not an exciting prospect. But 
for those of a strategic bent, the importance 
of the deal boils down to RenderWare, 
Criterion's su te of game development tools. 

Yet this iSn't a deal about EA's 
acceptance of middleware. The pubhsher's 
various studios have used RenderWare on 
key sport brands. such as Madden NFL 

other players. Or, put another way, the deal 
isn't about what Criterion can do for EA, but 
what Criterion can't now do for the rest of 
the videogame industry. 

At least that's the perception among 
many. With RenderWare locked into the 
development pipeline of some hugely 
profitable franchises such as Rockstar's 
GTA, Activision's Tony Hawk's skating 
games and Konami's Pro Evo/u/Jon 
Soccer, the problem for publishers is 
that these titles are now dependent on 
intellectual property owned by their biggest 
rival. In a sense, their ongoing success 

"Now I have the freedom to plunder from the EA 
store of tools and libraries to add to RenderWare, 
the middleware playing field remains level" 

Football, in the past. lt's not even a deal 
about the boost the highly optimised 
RenderWare 4 can provide EA with respect 
to next -generation games consoles. 
Instead, the crux of the mat1er is much 
broader. Uke a skilled player of the 
Japanese game go, in wh.ch the spaces 
matter rather than the counters, EA's move 
for Criterion isn't about the move itself. it's 
about the consequence of the move for 

is now dependent on EA's largesse. 

The fightback starts here 
it's an assertion Criterion's CEO David 
Lau-Kee totally rejects. "There's no way I 
would have entertained the deal if it would 
have substantially changed our goals," he 
says. "We always have, and we always will, 
provide precisely the same technology 
internally as we provide externally. That 
won't change because we are part of EA. In 
fact, now I have the freedom to plunder 
from the EA store of tools and libraries to 
add to RenderWare. the middleware playing 
field remains level." 

Bruce McMilfan, EA's executive vice 
president and group stud;o head, is also 
firm in allaying conspiracy theorists. 
·criteriOn's midd'eware is used in roughly 25 
per cent of all games in development," he 
says. "I believe, in future. the combinatiOn of 
EA's tools and RenderWare will be a 
oompel!ing solution for other developers, 
and they'll want continued access. • 

The success of EA's involvement with Burnout 3 is revealed on page 1 00. While some may mourn 
the introduction of a brash American vocabulary, it's almost certain to outsell its predecessors 

Handled in the right way. it's true that 
RenderWare backed by EA's production 
experience could further accelerate the 
acceptance of middleware. Certainly EA is 
leaking to increase its own reliance. "Buying 
Criiterion fits our core strategy for aligning 
our worldwide studio operation behind a 
common technology framewo~." McMillan 
says, explaining one of the reasons behind 
the aoquisition. 

And perhaps this is the real significance 
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EA enjoys massive success in the online and 
sports spaces - and it's combining the two 

of the deal. Other publishers have placed 
similar faith in RenderWare - lnfogrames 
being a partiCularly enthusiastic us9f' across 
its European and US operations, for 
example. But only EA seems to possess 

the strategic vision to look beyond the 
obvious benefits. Taking it at its word, by 
owning Criterion it can make RenderWare 
better, 1mprove its internal efficiencies and 
generate cashflow by licensing the results 
to other companies. 

For Lau-Kee, ~ was this leadership 
attitude that proved to be the dealmaker. 
"The nature of a company such as Criiterion 
means we've received almost continual 
offers," he reveals. "Having worked closely 
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The Madden method 

Ce ebrating its 15th anmversary, Madden NFL 

Football is a classic case study of the EA 

mentality at work. First released for the Apple 

11 in 1989, John Madden Football actually 

boasted an inauspicious start. Two years late 

in development, early focus testing 

suggested the title Electronic Arts Football 

would be more popular. However. having 

s.gned up the chief NFL coach and 

commentator John Madden, EA took the 

decision to go with its original title. There 

wasn't even a p lan for sequel, although one 

was quickly ooncocted after early success. 

A new version of the game has been 

released every year since. 

The annual refresh, in pan carried out to 

ensure the game remained up-to-date with 

respect to players and teams, also had the 

commercial benefit of locking consumers into 

a year-on-year sales pattern. The inclusion of 

the year in each title means the current game 

version is clear to casual buyers as well. 

Interestingly, however. this marketing ploy 

only started in 1993 with Madden NFL 94, 

when EA first signed a deal to use the NFL 

licence. This also proved to be the 

springboard for the company to unleash its 

first lV ads. With total sales topping 35million 

un~s and annual sales now around the five

miHion mark, Madden proved to be the 

pertect testing ground for EA's dominance of 

the sports genre. Regular refreshes, the use 

of officiallicenoes, player be-ins and lV 

advertising are now seen as the norm within 

EA Sports games as well as the competition. 
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with EA, ~ has become increasingly clear 
that we are thinking about solving the same 
problems. Because of rts size, EA has to 
think strategically about what's going to 
happen in five years' time, exactly as we 
have to as a technology provider.· 

So, if you believe the noises ooming 
from both EA and Criterion, the result is a 
deal that's good for EA, Criterion and the 
entire games industry. There is another point 
of view, though, that says this deal marks 
the point at which EA's position within the 

industry subtly changes. Previously just the 
biggest thirdparty publisher, other publishers 
would at least go through the motions of 
talking about oompeting with EA. Now, 
however, EA's dominance, combined with 
its own middleware solution, potentially 
malkes it even more powerful than console 
manufacturers such as Sony and Microsoft. 

For many, EA's Harry Potter games crystalise everything they mistrust about the company - so-so 
titles which dominate the charts on the basis of valuable licences and ext ravagant marketing 

Its refusal to publish games for Sega's 

Dreamcast doomed the console in the eyes 
of many outside Japan. tts clout was also 
revealed by Nintendo's doosion to reduce 
the licence fee it requires publishers to pay 
in order to release GameCube titles when 
EA made noises about scaling back 
support. Instead of a typical $7 per disc, it's 
believed EA's preferential rate is around the 
$2 mark. EA still pays the standard rate for 

Xbox and PS2 disks - one reason it is often 
joked that EA makes more money for Sony 
than Sony does. The question remains: is 
such dominance good for the industry? 

EA's rise to power 
lt's hard to imagine now, but EA hasn't 
always been the biggest and best. Back in 
the mid·'gQs, an ambitious outfit called 
Acclaim ruled the roost. With revenues of 
over S500 million in 1995 and game 
franchises such as Mortal Kombat, WWF 

and NBA Jam, it seemed unstoppable. As 
often happens in the industry, the wheels fell 
off a year later. As EA's revenue hit $600 
million, Acclaim's slumped to under $200 
million. More than just a cheap morality tale, 
such rollercoaster behaviour has been 
typical of the industry. Success has seldom 
been turned into long-term growth. 

But while others have risen and fa!len, 
EA has sailed through, growing almost year 
on year. Its trick has been a laser-like 
concentration on liCensing and the best 
distribution in the business and a marketing 
department that doesn't confuse its 
customers. Amazingly, it was also the first 
publisher to get a handle on meeting release 
deadlines. According to Bing Gordon, the 
company's long-time chief marketeer, the 

To many, the Tiger Woods series is now another must-have yearly update in the EA Sports roster. 
Meanwhile, EA Games has extended its licence to work with Bond properties until the year 2010 
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rule of thumb is that a fixed release date will 
increase sales by 30 per cent. "\'Vhen 
cus10mers say: 'I'll buy it later'. it means 
never, • he states bluntly. 

Combined with the ooncept of regular 
sequels - preferably yearly for any sports 
games - ~ has revolutionised the retail 
channel. And in such respects, to date, EA's 
success has been great for the videogame 
industry. it's forced other publishers to get 
professional and focus on issues such as 
meeting deadlines and having effective 
distribution and marketing systems. 

"EA really focuses on its point-of-sale 
actMty," says one executive in an up-and
coming publisher. "When I was last in the 
US, I took our office manager out to Target. 
I stood him ten feet from the shelf and 
asked him to point out the games that 
stood out. Every single game he pointed 
out was either EA Games or EA Sports, 
with the exception of Vice City. • 

EA in charge 
One lesson EA brought into play was the 
value of celebrity branding. Its first chart· 
topping game was Chuck Yeager Flight 
Trainer. it's built the Madden brand of 
American football games into the most 
successful US franchise ever (see 'The 
Madden method') and applied the lessons 
learned from that game's 15 successive 
year1y releases to build EA Sports into the 
dominant brand - the label is said to own 
over two thirds of the entire sport-based 

games market. 
it's this sort of monopoly position that 

worries people. Such is EA's stranglehold on 
the sports genre that no other companies 
can compete. Even Microsoft and Sony 
have decided to drop their football, 
basketball and hockey releases this year, 
leaving only Saga's ESPN-Iicensed games. 
Interestingly, Saga's NFL game, outsold last 
year ten to one by Madden, has been 
released at budget price point. And the 
squeeze is spreading. In the racing genre, 
EA blasted into the top spot in 2003 thanks 



to the 'ive-mi1oon-plus success of Need For 
Speed: Underground. Th<S years sequej, 
combtned wrth the potential of Burnout 3-
a franchise made a success by Acetal m 
before EA muscled onto the scene, let's not 
forget - is already setting alarm bells nngong. 
Even titles that would have been previously 
unassailable such as Gran Turismo 4 are 

games such as GTA: VICe Oty, State Of 
Emergency and Manhunt, was set up for 

much the same reasons. 
A more subtle result of this attrtude Will 

be soon durng the second ha~ of the year. 
Bocause of production iSStoes, blockbusters 
such as Doom 3, Half-Life 2, Halo 2, 
Metroid Prime 2 and Kilizone, none of which 

"If the whole industry gets bigger and becomes 
much more profitable, EA as the biggest player 
just gets a larger slice of a much bigger pie" 

l..l1der pressure, let alone ones such as 
Acclaim's Juiced and Eidos' Clash 'n ' &xn. 

The reslit has been a move to 
extremes, 110tably the sort of mature games 
from whd1 EA has tradotionaly shied away. 
01e proponent IS Mdway. Previously With a 

core of "'ell-respected sports games. n ·s 
ruN rellVerlting ltset' lJ1der the directl0f1 of 
ex -Playboy CEO David Zucker. Lool<tlQ at 
the industry With a fresh set of eyes, he's 
stated that the company's new focus W1l be 

M-rated games, a philosophy backed up 
wrth the release of The Suffering and which 
will be extended with games such as Narc, 
Area 51, Mortal Kombat. and the Unreal 
senes. Take Two's Rockstar label, behind 

are from EA. are competing wrth each other 
Within the FPS genre as wel as trying not to 
be pushed out by GTA: San Andreas. The 
likely resun is that ffm Wl meet sales targets. 

a·s perhaps n this ignt that the most 

fundamental ann·EA feeling wil become 

eVIdent. Wrth notable exceptions, it ooesrft 
make the sort of games that are isted in 

cntics • top 1 00s of all 111119. For all the 

money EA:s made from the Jarnes Bond 
liCenCe- a deal ruN extended to 2010 - rt's 
never made one to touch Rare's GoldenEye. 
European football fans sti I prefer Konami's 

Pro Evolution Soccer to AFA. desprte the 
nonsense of not-quite-correct player 
names. Its biggest games of the last few 
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lt may ma>comose the potential of brands like 
LOTR end Oef Jam, but EA's own IPs, such 
as Tile Stms and NFS, sell many more copies 

years have been based on the lP of other 
ondustN!S - The Lord of the Rongs. Harry 
Potter- wh le Medal of Honor is Saving 
Private Ryan by another name. 

Yot, rf l..au·KOO IS to be believed, tho 
btgger EA gets. the better rt wi I be for the 
entire industry in the long run. "I've been 
surprised about how frank the senior EA 
guys are about their desore to make this a 
healthy ondustry for everyone," he says. 
"I almost hesitate to say it, but I think rt 
makes sense to EA from an almost altruostic 
perspective. If the whole industry gets 
bogger and bocomos much more profitable, 
EA as the biggest player just gets a larger 
slice of a much bgger poe." 

In that respect, at ieast. the Cnteroon 
deal mar1<s a poont of change. PJreatiy too 
domonant n some ways, the eflort EA puts 
onto developing RenderWare and the 
openness wrth whch n shales that 
knowledge wl be closely watched. 

Competrtoon is good. but the real deal 

rc.v for EA os to look for opportunnies 
outSide the videogame ondustry. 

As one of Xboxs creators. Seamus 
Blackley, has poonted out. unless publishers 
can create their own lP and outsource it to 
other rnedl8 sectors. gam ng wol reman a 
secondary creative industry. Now would 
seem to be a good time for EA to 
accept the challenge. 

fromerd 

EA: an accountant's dreani 

Even in the hyperbole of the gam ng ondustry, 

EA's financial muscle is incred b.e. The ~rst 

company to break the $1 b lloon revenue 

barrier in the financ•al year ending1999, the 

$2bi lion bamer followed in 2003. lt m ssed 

the S3billion barrier •n 2004- a year on whiCh 

it released 32 games. 27 of whiCh sold over a 
m llion copies - by $43mollion. Compared to 

its nearest rival, Take Two, that's almost three 

times as large. Whereas in terms of its stock 

market caprtalisation. a better indiCation of 

how moneymen view future prospects, liS 

$t4.5billion worth is ten times Ta~e Two's 

valuanon. But the rea.ly scary th ng is rts 

profrtabi ity. There's an oft-told story that EA 
makes more profit in its Olnstmas quarter 

than the rest of the industry makes on the rest 

of the year. Not qtrte true. but rt usualy does 

make more profit per year than the rest of the 

US and Ecropean publiShers combonecl In 

2004. for example. it made SSnmilloon profrt. 

compared to a COI1'IImed total of ActJYlSion. 
T8l<e Two and THO of S212m oon. And the 

gap benveen rt and -ts nva,s IS g<OWlllQ. 

Taking .,to account Take Two's dramatiC nse 
on the baCK of GTA: Vice City, EA st1l 

managed to increase the ratio between •ts 

annual profits and that of liS nearest 

competitor (which used to be ActiviSIOn but 

is now Take Two). Unsurpri&ngly. rt has more 

cash in the bank than it perhaps l<nows what 

to do wilh: S2.4bolloon at the last count. 

Innovations l ike EA Trax., as featured in SSX. 
have bolstered EA's financial posilion and 
attracted the attention o l the music indust ry 
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Sony hails handheld dawn in Japan 
PlayStation Meeting 2004, which took place last month at the Shin Takanawa Prince 
Hotel in Shinagawa, saw existing hardware praised and the PSP format cued up 

PlayStation Meeting 2004 was dominated by (what else?) PSP. Sony is looking to make 
the platform attractive to publishers and also emphasising its capacity for playing games 

A Iter a surprising tnbute to N1ntendo 
and •ts Famicom. Sony president 

Ken Kutaragi drew a parallel between 
Nr1!ondo's successes and his own 
company's at PlayStatoo Meet•ng 2004. 
Both the PlayStat10n and PtayStabon2 are 
about to join the Famicom and Super 
FamiCOm in the videogame hall of fame
PSI has just reached the 100m unrts 

jooned Sony on stage at the event With a 
short demo of Sengol<umuso on PSP. The 
prospect of play'ng over a 16player wi-fi 
network was a big one at the event. 

Then came the PSP prOJect ro one was 
expec\IOQ: Talcman. lnrt1811y a translatro 
program to help Japanese tourists 
overseas. Sony has added several features 
to make it enpyabte as a game. The s~mple 
interface features a bird thal acts as your 
mentor. toacher and companion. Voce 
recogn tion is c1a med to be excel ent even 
wrtnout beong trained, Cn:1 rt WOii<s In 

Japanese and Eng ISh. Users se.ect a 
Situation, like the front lobby of a hotel, and 
the ·game' manages the Situation as you 
interact wrth, and talk to, those around you 
- such as the hotel recepllonst or ~~~ 
attendant. A rrirlgame has been aoded to 
test users pronunoatoo by giVing marks to 
each attempt. More options 8Jnd modes w11 
be revoaled later. 

A new PSP position 
Sony has row stopped calling the PSP the 

'Walkman of the 2 t SI century'. the official 
designation now beng 'the por1able 
PlayStation', emphasis1ng 11 as a take
anywhere gaming device. Clearly the 

Sony's Ken Kutarag1 was positive about 
PSP, despite what appears to be some 
caution in the Japanese gaming market 

media d1sc) format. UMDs Will cost 
publiShers ¥250 (£1 25) per unit (compared 

to DVDs at ¥200 (£1 )) for ~le-layer ascs 
and ¥300 (£1.50) for cilaf-layer, and Sony 

revealed that smau orders will be accepted 
for production, allowing publishers to press 
just 1,000 copies at initial release and 
batches of 100 for repeats !hereafter. 

Sony was also keen to announce that. 
&nee E3 1n May. the number of developers 
makiOQ games for the format has JUmped 
from 36 to 59. The company also 
anrounced a 128bit copy protection 

SOld ma1<. wtWe PS2 has SOld 71 m in 
~st fi-le years. 

But the key message at the event 
was for the upcoming PSP launch 
('Seeng IS believing!'). PtayStation and 

PS2 succeeded in the same way as the 

Famocom and &per Famocom -by simply 

nstal ng a console in as many homes as 
possible -and with PSP. Sony said that 1t 
wants to mimic Nintendo's Game Boy, by 
Installing a console in everyone's pocket. 

Kutarag1 observed that hardware sales 
would keep slowing down as the PS2 
market IS saturated. With arry senous 

recovery not ocet.mng untA PlayStatJOn3 IS 

released. Whole PSP ShOUld help Sony to 

buck this trend 1n the meantime, 2004 and 

2005 will be domnated by software sales. 
Then it was t1me for Kutarag1 to go 1nto 
detail about the ~·s plans for 1ts PS3 
1at.neh. The machine ·s design cn:1 the first 
teclncal demos should be revealed 111 

Japan around March, fofloo.Ned by a much 
more detaJied presentatiOn dunng E3 in 
May. acoompan1ed by a number of games. 

Sony was keen to announce that, since E3 
in May, the number of developers making 
games on PSP has jumped from 36 to 59 

The 2005 Tol<yo Game Show. 

l1'l9ai'1YJiile v.il benefit from a nt.mbel' of 
playable PS3 games n preparatiOn for 
the conSOle's release, whiCh should be 
sornellme around February or March 2006. 

Only one th1rdparty publisher, Koe1. 

company wants to refocus the PSP as a 
console and rot a med1a player. 

The company also released figures 
conceming its proposed UMD (unrversal 

Hudson's original PSP title, Rengoku: The Tower Of Purgatory, is a surprising departure from its usual effervescent fare. An action-RPG 
with 'dark and mature' themes, the onty details released were that 1t would be available at PSP launch, and feature wireless networking 
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system for games and movies on PSP. and 
revea;ed that an Eye Toy-like camera should 
be available soon after launch, as well as a 
microphone-equ pped headset. 

No new 1nfomnation was offered 
concemng the machne's price or final 
release date, nor aoout rts battery frte. 
Several Japanese developers renn81n 

suspicious, conVInced that PSP Will be a 
costly propoSitiOn and, therefore, aimed at 
an adutt audience with the money to buy 1t. 

Square Enix has row been named as 
one of the companes 'NOrking on the 
machine, anhough 11 has yet to show what 
it 1s planning, a Sign that the company may 
be waiting to see how the platform 
performs before rt commrts. 

Meanwh~. Other Japanese developers 

remarked that the PSP hardware IS rot 
SUJ!ed to children's small hands. wh1ie 



others are not happy with the 0 -pad, which 
is presenting the same problems as the 
original PlayStation joypad: it's simply 
uncomfortable when attempting beat 'em 

up-style manoeuvres. Moreover, the L and 
R buttons, which seem frag:te, may yet 
need reworking. 

Sony had to have something tangible for 
the show, and n obliged wnh six playable 
PSP games. Most of these were still in the 
early stages of production, but they 
managed to deliver interesting experiences. 

Unsurprisingly, the 20 games were 
closest to being finished, and Saga's Puyo 
Puyo Fever was the most impressive, wnh 
high-res graphics and smooth animation. 
Foghting game Vampire Chronicle (aka Dark 
Stalkers) from Capcom was suffering from 
the constraints of the uncomfortable 0 -pad, 
and its graphics lacked fluidity. As an early 
demo, though, there's hope for a much 
smcother 60fps when it's finished. 

Ookodemo lssho, another outing for 
SCEI's feline mascot Toro, was a 30 
game, but one with a 20 style. Like Puyo 
Puyo, it's already demonstrating crisp 
graphics. In terms of true 30 software, 
Shin Sangokumuso from Koei was the 
most impressive, with a good example of 
how to use the analogue 'trackpad' 
posijioned below the PSP's 0 -pad, and 
the game provided a similar experience 
to the original PlayStation version. 

Konami's Metal Gear Acid was, 
unsurprisingly for a Kojima title, displaying 
long cinematic and dialogue sequences, 
which made many showgoers talk about it 
in terms of being a 'digital manga'. lt 
remains to be seen how the action phases 
will give the game more dynamism. 

Meanwhile, From Software's Armored 
Core Formula Front (see p4 7) surprised 
many attendees. as it was not the mech 
action title everyone expected but a more 
thoughtful AI simulation game. 

The Japanese launch line-up 
lt's clear that PSP game development is still 
at a very early stage, with only Puyo Puyo 
Fever advanced enough at the PlayStation 
Meeting to give any impression of how the 
hardware will perform as a gaming platform. 
The games will obviously evolve dramatically 
'n the coming months. but the time-to
Japanese-launch clock iS ticking, and it's 
difficult to see how certain titles will be 
radically overhauled throughout the 

As you'd expect from a game of its ilk, Sega•s Puyo Puyo Fever is a PSP title that doesn't 
have far to go before being complete. But how will launch software like this be received? 

remainder of their development schedule. 
PlayStation Portable lcoks as if it will be 

lacking a truly stellar line-up at launch, 
although there could be surprises. Namco's 
handheld version of Ridge Racer has not yet 
been demoed, but n would significantly 
bolster the initial roster (and the software 
selection will obviously be seriously ramped 
up upon westem release). Certainly, the 
prospect of Ridge Racer or Winning Beven 

Armored Core makes its debut on PSP 
with Formula Front. The series' profile in 
Japan should ensure it some attention 

over a PSP wireless network is strong 
enough to suggest that Sony's portable
gaming debut should be successful in 
Japan, at least if these games arrive 
quickly enough. 

On the topic of development, Sony also 
confirmed that PSP devkits have been 
delayed. leaving developers relying on 
emulation swtes. The first version of the 
proper technology is expected to reach 
developers wnhin weeks, however. and a 
performance analyser should be available 
for spring in 2005. 

Clearly, with its attractive media unit 
costs, Sony is attempting to make PSP as 
attractive to publishers as possible. 
Development costs for anything other than 
ports or remixes will be high, and without an 
attached licence any new game could be a 
risky proposition. A paucity of early titles will 
ensure that simple games like Puyo Puyo 
Fever have a decent chance of selling. 

Expect things to hot up on the 
PSP front in the coming months. 
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PS Awards 2004 • 

lt was no surprise that this year's awards 
reflected the story currently at the heart of 
the Japanese game industry: lower sales. 
No double-platinum prizes (for 2m copies 
sold) were awarded. Nevertheless, Sony is 
confident that next year will be very rich in 
doub e platinums, with at least FFX/1 and 
Dragon Quest VIII aiming to sell that many 
copies. While ~ is true that the lack of 
such prizes in 2004 works against the 
omage of the platform, everyone is 
expect>ng 2005 to be a better year with 
the two most popular RPG franchises 
(FF and 00) lead'ng the way. 

Sony has also decided to reform its 
budget series for P$2. The Mega Hits! 
collectoon (games selling at more than 
500,000 copies) was merged with the The 
Best collection, a unification which points 
to the growing lack of titles selhng 500,000 

copies or more in the current market. A 

new logo and package design have been 
made to distinguish the old and new The 
Best collections. 
Eleven games received the Gold Prize 
for 500,000 copies sold: 
• Derby Stallion 04 (Enterbrain) 
• Onimusha 3 (Capcom) 
• Shin Sangokumusoa 3 Moshoden (Koe~ 

• Jikyu Powerful Proyakyu 10 (Konarni) 
• World Soccer Winning Eleven 7 
International (Konam~ 

• Gran Turismo 4 Prologue (SCEI) 
• J League Pro Soccer Club wo tsukuro! 3 
(Sega) 

• Taeko no Tatsujin Appete 3 daime 

(Namco) 
• Kidosenshi Gundam Meguriaisora 

(Band a~ 
• Kidosenshi Gundam A£GO vs Titans 

(Banda~ 

• Dragonba/1 Z 2 (Bandai) 
The Platinum prize for a million copies 
sold was picked up by four titles: 
• Sengokumuso (Koei) 

• World Soccer Winning £/even 7 
(Konami) 
• Dragon Quest V (Square Enix) 
• Minna no Golf 4 (SCEI) 
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Gizmondo bets all on convergence 
Having let Nintendo soften up the mobile market, Tiger Telematics 
reveals the final form, price and release schedule of its handheld 

The only change still 
to be made to the 
prototype is this new, 
final button design 

014 

0 tner than a oecade's head start and a 

brand name to kill for. the Game Boy 
always had one thing gOing for n: slmpfldty. 
By oontrast. the new generatiQn of 
handhelds are all convirced convergence is 
the Mure. Manufacturer after manufacturer 
has stuck rts finger in the mob le gaming pie 
and pulled out a strange fistful of plums: 
mp3 player, Bluetooth, touchscreen, rad o. 

Gizmondo is a serial offender. Gaming, 
SMS messaging, camera, music and movie 
playback, GPS, Bluetocth and GPRS are 
part of the package, but JUSt when you're 
about to srt down and christen it the perfect 
all-in-one you notice that rt isn't a phone. So 
IS th s random box-tJCking, or is there 
reason behind Gizmondo's largesse? 

1>s a game device. it has some cred•ble 
potential. Sensibly laJd out. the face buttons. 
shoulder buttons and D-pad allow games to 
be oontroroo conventiOI'laly. l'le screen. 
although dwarfed by the PSP's. runs at a 
brigllt 320x240 ~ion crd, far more 
importantly, 1S actualy filished and ready to 
go into customers' hands in 04 this year at 

£DG 

Angelfish Is a classic 20 shoot 'em up, which is a good indication of Tiger Telematics' 
willingness to exploit more old-fashioned genres which may work best on a digital 0 -pad 

a price of £230. l's Edge goes to press. rts 
maker IS planning to announce a deal which 
wi I see G1zmondo supplied wrth Nvidia 

eh psets, greatly boosting the un t's 30 
capabff1t1es. Following th•s news. deals wrth 
too- 'big-name' pubkshars are 111 the 
ppelf'le, and eig'ltto ten higl·profile t ties 
shOOd be revealed Ill the comong weeks. 

Where GiZmondo marks out liS own 
temtory. howeYer. is Ill TogerTelemalics' 
willngness to :ry to integrate the dcllice ·s 
other capabi tes onto the mechanics of the 

games it hosts. Already announced IS 

Colors, a gang-based FPS which will use 
GPS to a low you to receive alerts when 
opponents physK;ally enter your turf. tt has 
also just been oonflnlled that the mach1ne 
wil sh~ with a smple GPS-based game 
which w'll alow users to deslgna:e their own 
playilg 'ieids anywhere Ill the world. One 
tarrtalisi-lg illustration o' the Idea's potent.al

althougn it's i'fl>ortarrt to stress that n 's not 
CUTently bei"lg actvely pursued by 

Gizmondo (or agreed by the RA) - iS 



Stunt Car Extreme (above) and the 
Jensen Button-endorsed Chicane will be 
the first 30 driving games on Gizmondo 

tapp ng rnto the GPS systems of Formula 

One cars. relaying •heir live posrtoOnS to your 
handset and allowing you to race alongSide 

"hem on a sumy &x10ay afternoon. 
Beyond gamng, Gizmondo has some 

very appealng properties. Whle rt doesn't 

operate as a phone, the pre·paid SIM card 

relevant shop. it's an idea that Will send a 
s.ckentng shudder down most people's 
spines - a gaming device with guaranteed 
spam but Tiger is adamant that only 
adverts which are of active benefit to the 
user wi I be accepted. T me will tell, but 
there's no questoon that ootdlng a second 

revenue stream tnlo a device w!lch risKs 
being Ct\Jshod by more established brands 
demonstrates a kind of realistic thinkr'lg 

which bodes wel for rts su'W/81. 
W th all eyes mooong at the PSP, rt's 

Gaming, SMS messaging, camera, music and 
movie playback, GPS, Bluetooth and GPRS 
are all part of the package, but it isn't a phone 

~ wl sh" with wil a.low users to send text 
and MMS messages from the handset, 

integrallng well with the 640x480 VGA 
camera. Vlll11e •t's a peculiar notoon - does 

anyone rely on texts heaV11y enough to swap 
their main SIM card into thetr Gizmondo, 
and wi I having a secondary Gizmondo 
phone number be more confusing than ~·s 

worth? - rt makes more sense than having 
the technology rn the del/ICe and not 
allovvlng users to access rt. 

Gizmondos mu~ime<ia applications wtich 

may well VM rt the most customers. 
Ruming WtrOON5 Medra Payer 9, using 

standard MMC cards for storage (as wen as 
game software) and supporting USB for 

data connections, Gizmondo offers a much 
more plaus·ble way of integral ng mp3 
collections and doWJnloaded movie files 
into a garnrng deVICe. The quahty of 
playback IS perfectly watchable, and audio -
wl'>ether through headphones or the 
onooard speaker - is clear and d<Strnct 

The contest then comes down to 
battery life. Gizmondo's ctams are modest. 

and consequently bei!IMltlle - three-and-a· 
ha f hours of continuous gameplayng or 
movre watching. 120 hours on stanctby. 

Even wrth all this, it's sti I a tough sell. 
Gizmondo has a lot to explain to a market 
known to be sceptical and conservatrve. 
Wrthout truly excellent, tailored software rt's 
unlikely that it stands a chance. Tigor 
Telematics is the first to recognisa thLS -
confident n tts product but keenly aware of 
1ts lKlderdog status. H 's thtS that gives the 

company an tnterestJng edge. 

The questior then becomes one of 
whether rt vnl have ume to fully exploit 
the untqUe quafrties of its device 

before the bog boys turn up. 

frmtend 

Colors, the first GPS FPS, is a high-risk 
game. No other genre is as unforgiving 
of a poor 0-pad or a jogged elbow 

The GPS can be used as a tracking 
device, and appicatoOnS can be sold that 
would turn the IJrlll lllto a l'lCMgatoon system 
for use Vl cars. GPRS w1 also allow users to 
receive targeted adVerts - short ~lm ckps or 
two-for-one offers whrch would send yoo a 
barcode whtch yoo could display in the 

Super Drop Mania will ship with the device. Part Tetris, part Puzzle Fighter, part Pokemon Puzzle League, it's yet another hybrid block 
game. Its time-wasting gameplay should be a perfect match for a mobile device, and will provide a good contrast to more ambitious titles 
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Edinburgh experiences gaming storm 
Second International Games Festival to be held in Scotland provides 
positive signs for how electronic entertainment can be showcased 

T his isn't a knee-jerk Scottish weather 
joke, but this year's Ed:nburgh 

International Games Festival was greeted 
with a nasty bout of what was termed 
'good museum weather'. 1t did little to 
dampen spirits, however, as the festival 
demonstrated its ability to grow and 
develop from last year's modest start. 

This year there was a much greater 
sense of public access. Go Play Games, 
held in the same space in the Royal 
Museum that previously hosted the Game 
On Exhibition, attracted enough interest to 
produce queues which snaked out on the 
street. Inside, STALKER, Doom 3 and Four 
Swords Adventures all proved suocessful 
draws, attracting both holidaying garners 
and faintly bamboozled museum goers. it 
was genuinely uplifting to see good games 
displayed in the kind of environment we've 

campaigned so long for: friendly, bright and 

welcoming. The worth of the expenment 
was proved by every granny who 
suocumbed to Eye Toy and every 
disapproving father who stopped dead 
and drooling in front of PGR2. 

Less convincing were the screenings 
held at the Odeon cinema. These most 
clearly demonstrated the challenge which 
faces the festival: how to balance the needs 
of the curious but uninformed public, the 
devoted and demanding game fans, and 
the serious-minded and occasionally 
sceptical industry delegates. it's a tall order, 
and as the festival grows it will become 
easier for specific screen1ngs to be targeted 
more precisely at their likely audience. 

EA's Steve Shnur, Future's Greg lngham and Eidos's lan Livingstone all gave well-received 
presentations. None got as many laughs as the slightly inept Gametrak demonstration 

The conference itseH was a mixed bag. 
Wide-ranging sessions inducted Seamus 
Blackley (now With the Creative Artist's 
Agency) and EA's Neil Young debating - for 
once in an informed and meaningful way 
the old question of whether or not the 

lt was genuinely uplifting to see good games 
in the kind of environment we've campaigned 
so long for: friendly, bright and welcoming 

Go Play Games, despite taking over only a corner of the museum, generated considerable 
local interest. Friendly and informed staff were on hand to encourage nervous novices 
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videogame industry needs to think more like 
Hollywood. The Edge Award jury returned 
its verdict, awarding the prize for innovation 
and excellence to Made In Wario, while the 
BAFTA Interactive award for new talent was 
given to Sony London's Paulina Bozek for 
her work on SingStar. 

Lighthearted highlights ranged from 
Dominik Diamond's exploration of the more 
offensive end of the four-letter-word scale 
to the spectacle of the combined wit of 
Seamus Black.ey, Denki's Gary Penn and 
Future Publishing's own Mike Goldsmith 
fail•ng to recognise a screenshot of Half-Ufe 
during the girls-vs-boys quiz finale. The girls 
(with the help of a gender-bending Jez San) 
were crowned clear winners. 

Although an undoubted success this 
year, the festival will have to find better ways 
to provide detailed and specialised debate, 
without damaging the sense of public 
aocessibility, in order to beocme a key focus 
for the industry. And it's aocessibility, 
surely, that is the point of tak ng 
videogarnes to Edinburgh at the 
height of festival season. 

The industry's PowerPoint skills were 
tested to breaking point- and in some 
cases beyond it - during the sessions 

The girls (top) mime a strange variant of 
Tetris, and (above) Nintendo's Oavid 
Yarnton accepts his Edge Award 



PlayStation Experience heads north 
Sony spurns London's baffling Games Week and takes 
its roadshow to the thrills and spills of Alton Towers 

L ast summer, Sony taught ECTS how to 

suck eggs. The second PlayStation 

Experience drowned out the ailing trade 

show, attracting ticket sales of over 35,000. 

This year, as industry attention spl~s 

between Olympia's ECTS and GDCE events 

and ExCel's Ga)he Stars, EGN and EDF. 

SOny has cut Lon~·s Gordian knot and 

gone where it th1nks the people are. 

Following on from~he mix of 

performance and gaming which made last 

year's event such a success. SOny clearly 

1ntends to take full advantage o f its music 

heritage, promising performances from 
breakth·ough urban acts and established 

chart artists. The event will run for a week, 

but VIP Experience goers and competition 

winners will have priority access to the 

park's most popular rides on Thursday 

September 23, and will be able to play new 

and unreleased PS2 titles. These special 

guests will gel to stay on for a laviSh 

aftershow party and mingle with cefebs. 

Details remain a little sketchy at this 

stage, with no confirmation as yet of 

specific titles available at the event. The late 

announcement prompts speculation that 

Sony, perhaps unsure of which London 

location to endorse, was only able to finalise 

its summer plans very late in the day. 

However, it 's hard to see how the triple 

attraction of rollerooasters, videogames 

and late summer sun could fail to 

pull in punters. 
Last year's event (top) was regarded by most visitors as an absolute success. The shift to 
Alton Towers ' facilities will mean a change in appearance, but the aim will remain the same 

Recently reviewed 
A rundown of last issue's review scores 

Title 
Gradius V 

Sudeki 
Chronicles Of Riddick: Escape From Butcher Bay 
Spider-Man 2 
Front Mission 4 
Ape Escape: Gacha Mecha Athlete 
Richard Burns Rally 
City Of Heroes 
Tetsujin 28go 
Chaos League 

Gra dius V Sudeki 

Platform 
PS2 
Xbox 
Xbox 
GC, PS2, Xbox 
PS2 
PS2 
PC, PS2, Xbox 
PC 

PS2 
PC 

Publisher Developer Score 
Konami Treasure 9 
Microsoft Climax 6 
Vwendi Universal Start>reeze 
Activision Treyarch 6 
Square-Eflix In-house 6 
SCE! In-house 5 
SCi Warthog 7 
NCSoft Cryptic Studios 8 
Bandai Sand lot 5 
Oig~al Jesters Cyanide 6 

Chronicles Of Riddick Spider-Man 2 

£DG£ 

frmtend 

In what will be taken as a mixed blessing by 
fans of its traditional console and arcade fare, 
Sega announced at the begonning of August 
that ot had founded a new office on Shanghai, 
w~h the intention of breaking into the 
lucratwe Chonese MMO market 

Sega Shanghai intends to launch three 
PC titles, the most lavish of which is the 

newly announced Shenmue On/ine (above) -
a eo-development between Sega and Korean 
MMORPG creator JC Ente<tainment. Yu 
Suzu~i will oversee the project, whoch will 

apparently allow thousands of players to 
participate on 'realt!me fight actJOn'. 

The other two titles are PC onlone 
rewori<.ings of exisbng Sega games. PSO: 

Blue Burst os an upgraded port of the Xbox 
Phantasy Star On/tne. featuring a small 
amount of new unique content and an upped 
polygon count. CTRacer is a car-modding 

and downhill racing title, co-<leveloped with 
Hyundai Oigrtal, which draws on lnitial-D-

In our August issue we incorrectly reported 
that the Entertainment Software Assocoatoon 
has conducted research onto the effects of 
voolent videogames. 

The ESA has never conducted such 
research, nor does it have any plans to do so. 
The ESA does make available mformatoon on 
studies conducted by independent 
researchers on a vanety of issues onvolving 
video games but does not conduct or fund 
research directly. 

We are happy to make thos clear. 
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Codeshoo 
Tracking developments in development 

Disc re 
As the visuals-creation market grows ever more competitive, old 
hand 30 Studio gets a makeover in an attempt to show its muscle 

I n a world where hrt games are vital 
for finanaal success. even tools 

comoan es have been Jumping on the 
bandwagon. it's a trend that's notably 
impacted the companres supply1ng the 
30 modetl ng and ar~~matlon packages 
that make up the foundation of all 
development. Softwnage's flagsh p for 
XSI remains Half-Life 2. while Alias 
uses calling cards such as Call Of Duty 
and Gran Tunsmo 4 to highlight the 
advantages of Maya. 

For Discreet, and its 3DS Max 
product, the Sltuat1on has boon 
somewhat different. it has tradit100ally 
placed less emphasis on poster 
children, 111stead focusing on the fact 
that rt 's used by the lll8j0nty ot game 
dellelopers. Discreet clams Max is 
used 111 some form 111 around 80 per 

cent of game projects. 

The annot.n::ement or 1ts latest 
release demonstrates a change of 
policy, however. Backed by Internal 
reorganrsatJon, whiCh has resuned in 

its non-entertSJnment business bei'19 
merged into parent company 
Autodesk, Discreet rs ready to oome 
out fighbng. The most sinking example 
is the high-profile presence or assets 
from Ublsoft's Prince Of Persia soquol 
to illustrate some of the package's 
features. Previous releases had been 
illustrated by models created either by 
Discreet itself or hired-in freelance 
artists so it's a mark of how seriously 

the company IS taKing the bus.ness of 
upprng rts profile .• r s also a good 

example of what Discreet's animation 
product manager Dave Campbell 
says has always been one of 3DS 
Max's bog sal ing points. 

"Games is a hit -driven buSiness: 
you've got to have hit games in order 
to stay alive. For developers this can 
often boil down to having a rock-solid 
art pipeline, particularly when it comes 
down to th ngs such as sequels and 
reus ng content," he explains. "3DS 
Max •s a known quantity so there are 
lots of experienced animators and 

programmers. whiCh is vttat w11en you 
need to ramp up teams quickly for 
sequels or even revtve a 3DS Max 
version trroe or verSIOil four ~ine. • 

Somethrng else Discreet IS Keen to 
stress rs Max's cost-effect1Ven8SS. 

Pnced at £2.695. the llE!'N release 
comes complete With Ctlaracter 
Stucio as wet Ths ph.Jg-in pcrvkage 
for advanced anmatJon previousJy cost 
arOIXld £700. it's oow bundled With 
the 3DS Max 7 liCence, thanks, rn part 

lo the purchase of Unreal Pictures and 
the rntegratron of rts experbse into the 
core development team. 

"Even though we've shortened our 
development cycle and lightened up 
our team, I think developers will find 
there are more productron features in 
Max 7 than there's ever been 
betone," campbelf reckons. 

The latest version of Discreet's 3DS Ma• modelling and animation package 
demonstrates its power with the help of Ublsoft's all·new prince of Persia 
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A new way of quickly equiping c haracters w1th clothes is 30S Ma>e 7's skin-wrap deformer, which animates 
objects by interpolating movement from the undortying skin, allowing the prince's threads to move naturally 

One production tool In 30$ Max 7 is a skrn·morphing engine which means artists can 
more realistically animate rotational movements, such as the elbow bend seen here 

What's in the box? 
Corporate posrt-oning asode. thete are plenty of new features'" 3DS Ma>e 7 to excrte artists 

and anmators A tOOl to generate normal maps os one key addobon. which has been 

developed in corlfUncliOn w~h cloents such as Epic and BloWare. Other tools inclUde a 

progressive morph engine so artosts can set up muse e fle><ing. and a skin wrap defom>er, 

wh eh mea~s props and clothes can an1mated d rectty from the movement of a character's 

skin. Support has been added so models can be e•ported'" the appropriate format for 

Sony's PSP. and a Slm•lat exporter will soon be prov1ded for 30 Java mobile phones, too. 

More generally, D1sc:teet has wOO<ed hard to ensure models and environments match their 

in-game look os much os poss•ble by oplimiSing the texture management workflow. 



he righ ejob? 
Animazoo's GypsyGyro-18 motion capture suit is so flexible, 
the company claims that you can even use it underwater 

Animazoo's GypsyGyro-18 motion
capture suit contains 18 gyroscopes 
which transmit positional and rotation 
data wl relessly t o a base station. As 
well as providing clean data, the system 
can capture multiple actors in realtime 

T here's nothing I ke a big expo to 
fuel a marketing department's 

hyperbole. And whiiG ·mui!J-person 
motiOn-capture record to be broken at 
Sggraoh' -the headline comng out of 
Bnghton-based Animazoo- may not be 
setting the world al>ght, 1t's certainly 
mari<Jng the company out as one to 
watch in the computer animation space. 

Strictly speaking. of course. rt's 
arguable whethef An mazoo's 
demonstratiOn of captunng the motion 
of five actors SII11Uttaneously woUd 
actualy be defined as a record FilmS 
such as The Matnx senes have routinely 
captured many more act0fs. The rub, 
however. is Animazoo's assertion that 
Ws the first to bo able to capture such 
motion and use it to drive CG 
characters in realtome. wothout arry 
post -processing. 

Tradrtoonally this has~ been 

the bugbear for users of motoon 
capture. Ws a great way to generate 
large amounts of anomation quickly but 
it has always taken tome, typically days, 
to ensure the data os clean enough to 
plug into a game eng ne. despite recent 
strides tao<en to automate the process. 

This is where Arwnazoo ttlnks its 
nove approac11 pays off Whole standard 
motion-capture systems work by 
defin'ng fixed areas in which optical or 
magnetic systems are used to track the 

movement of an actor's limbs, 
An mazoo's latest GypsyGyro-18 suit 
uses 18 small gyros which are buin onto 

a ~ body suit. Each of these sends 
posrtoonal and rotatooal ll'lfOfmation at 
up to 125 trnes per second wirelessly 

to a base stabon, which can be up to 
40 metres away. 

The result is that the actors aren't 
restricted to a partocular capture area. 
The system is quicker to set up. too. 
w th calibrat1011 taking about ten 
mnutes, and accord1ng to Animazoo's 
MO Ali Kord, the r9SUitong animation 
data doesn't need arry cleaning up. 

"Gettong good raw data from motion 
capture os a real first," he says. "If you 

have to clean up data after a motiOn· 
capture S9SSIOn, rt's easy to end up 
destroying the subtle nuances. That's 
IMly we say it you're cleaning data. 
you're ki~ data: 

A corolary is that actors can be 

recorded doing more speciahst 
activities. Animazoo's systems have 
been used to capture skateboarders 
performing in an open arena and, most 
recently, a motorcydost trav&JI ng at 
100mph around a manufacturer's test 
track. Kord also boasts that With 
GypsyGyro-18, captl.Klng people 

SWlmmong is now a possobohty. "The 
only limotation for this suit ts !, 
your omagination, • he claims. 

Capturing new markets 
As well as usual motion-capture cl ents such as game 

and film companoes, Anlmnzoo is keen to promote ots 

technology in more novel areas. One o f rts cheaper 

electro-mechanical suots has been tested for use in 

kataoke bars, for example. In th•s case, the "'nger's 

movement is used to an mate an onscreen CG character 

whoe lip syncnong is provided by phonetic recognotJon 

softwate which os fed by a smaJl rrucrophone attac:Md 

to the headgear. Another exper1ment os the 

DJ-focused Exosense. lhos captures the movement 

of the wearer and uses rt to generate sounds. loops, 

lights and visuals through lnteractoon wrth a MIDI 

mixing desk and appropriate software. Perhaps the 

most bizarre idea, however, •S the introduction of 

mobon capture to the couruoom. Labelled forensiC 

anomabon, Anomazoo reckons rts motJO<H:aptute 

systems have the potentoal to enable lawyers to pteSent 

certaJn evodence on a much more jury·fnendly manner 

t:!DGE 

www.anunazoo.com 
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C:J... Getting an NES advantage 

US: Emulating old hardware on PCs is all well and good, but 
thoro's noth ng like the feel of a SNES pad when you're hopping 
around corners on Super Mario Kart. lt 's not Just that the cLWSOr 
keyS don't cut ~. but something ess easdy clefned: game pads 

have a feel, a weoght. a history and an lrrOied memory, ahd that's 
allost when you ll)' to recreate old sottw.Ye expenences with fin'/ 
ki1d of 1.4)-to-Clate .rpJt. Retrozone's 1u1ct00 IS more lllterestlllQ 
than tl19l( llUldane name suggests: they refit classiC ccllltrol!ers 
tor modem-day PCs, replacing awkward proprletaly plugs ~h 
USB frttlngs. They also do convertors and muiLtaps, and while 
thO<r prices aren't cheap, their solutJons are elegant, and sure to 
m<lke you the envy of every geek in your neighbourhood- even 
that smug-looking fellow with the NES belt buckle. VISit them at 
www.sealteeomputing.com/retrozone 

~= saviour of the teabreak 

US/Europe: Out There's ~ Flash-g<me wondetland 
pri&JOts two 11teractNe deiglts this month. A Mtxder Cl 
Sc8tacrows <S a scratchy. bleak. beautmA thiOQ. polar OPPOSite 111 

aesthetiCS to orisinal.corn but strik1:1gly Similar 1n old-school ethics. 
it's I ke a Game & Welch with fluid animation and real physics, 

drawn With a scribbly stylus by a talented goth, and it Sits at 
www.theskeletonshop.com 

Cyrl<am Airtos, meanwnile, IS located at www.sticky.W/ 
gam<Ycyrkam_airtos and accurately Simulates kill ng dead time in 

an off.ce. Balls of rolled-up paper are fed from the background by 

a colleag.Je; the player controls thei" character's jointed arm. which 
has to catch the~ and then toss~ lllto a bon. The arc ol the 
shot deper'ds on the movement ol your mouse and the tJme of 
release. which makes it rew<lfOOQ 'you'\18 got a respon$1119 

controller, and frusrramgty near to llllpOSSible ,f you haven't. 
Ou' top score after a few attempts: 2,260. Emonently beatable. 

~n doesn't necessarily come into 
play n .. rface design, for example. Wrth 
PlaYtXii\ think I have an advantage, as a 
heterosexual woman, in that Playboy just 
wasn't part of my past. I was also able to 
equalise my interest between the pictorial 
side to Playboy as well as the editorial and 

journalistic integrity of the maqazine." 
PrayOOy: The Manoon designoj 8IU1da 13raithvv<wte talKs to warcry.oom. 

"If Hiroshi Yamauchi phones me up, 
I will pick up at once." 

Bill Gates a.•.ats a very irnportarlt phOne cal. 

"lt was tempting to take a stand and say that 
our products were never going to use any 

advanced Creative/3Dl.abs prodUCts 

L 
because of their position on p~g 
gaming software algorithms, but ttiat 

would only have hurt the users.. • 
John CMnac:k cro the (row-rescM!d) spat d had Jill.l~awer;..-' 



ea Super Publicity Seeker Alpha 

US: As gaming's acceptance/notoriety/back pocket grows. so 
does ~s ability to attach C-list stars to ts events. 'G-Phoria - The 
Award Show 4 Garners' (because the one th ng gaming really 
needs is another awards show) was US station G4tech lV's own 
attempt to imbue the industry with the glitz and glamour of 
Hollywood. lt certainty succeeded, as long as you equate 
'Hollywood' ~h 'Anna Nicole Smrth doing slightly dodgy cosplay'. 
The busty model, previously sorta famous tor marrying a 
nearly-dead riCh man and being insane on her own reality lV 
show, dressed as Farah from Prince Of Persia and Ivy from Soul 
Calibur. So, that just about outstrips Jordan playing a prostitute 
from GTA. We await next year's Game Stars, and Holly Valance 
dressed as Bowser. 

Cll-r- But is it art? 

Australia: The highbrow echelons of the gaming community play 
introspective philosophers and ask: "Can videogames be art?" But 
perhaps the question realty should be: "Can art be videcgarnes?" 
because that's one that can be answered more succinctly, at least 
by anyone aware of kldrew Best's worlk which, according to the 
Australian Centre For The Moving Image: 'Collapses differing 
peroeptions of actuality into one another, making hierarchical 
certainties difficult to determine'. Yes, that was always the problem 
we had with Donkey Kong, determining its hierarchiCal certainties. 
Maybe it'll be easier now that Best's collapsed the differing 
perceptions of actuality using only scaffolding, barrels, drums, 
fabric, fans, globes, chain and plaster. Level two next, please. 

C5i Brain war 

Sweden: We first covered Mindba/1 a few years ago, after a brief 
encounter ~h the emerging sport in Amsterdam left the 
magazine reeling from laid-back defeat. We're much more Zen 
these days, of course. and now can prove it, thanks to the 
hardware's {slightty tardy) commercial release. The game's a little 
like a tug of war played with the brain. Players sit at either end of a 
table and try to 'push' a ball toward their opponent using mind 
power alone. Headsets sense how relaxed the user is, and 
applies foroe to the ball appropriately; stress out because you' re 
losing and the loss is guaranteed. it's all about striking a balance 
between not caring and caring enough to not care, which is as 
curious as you might imagine. Details at www.mindball.se-
come and have a go if you think you're blissed enough. 

Data Stream If Wad f1"llCCe games 
Choice cuts from Microsoft's spellchecker, but what are they? 

Frottage 20 shrnlp fun ,..,ith underwear 
Ninja Maiden Ve<y hard but innocent bosses 
Wood Of Aircraft Massively mu~ayer flYiOg 
Bobtail A solar·pov.oered cat 
Vicarage More cha.>ing, vicar1 
Shame Ryo hides his lace 

Parapet The Rapper Fortified rhythm action 
Gyrator Man Spinning to the music 

Majorca's Mask Makes~ look like Tenerife 
Grandma An RPG for ~~~ the family 
Metric Fusion lmpenal pnme? 
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popular. when it was 
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er=. Win free games for a year 

UK: In a blatant attempt to further sell out, we've teamed up with 
gaming websrte SimplyGames.com to give one lucky 'Mnner the 
chance to win ~100 to spend on games every month for a year. 

You have complete freedom to choose arry game you want 
(so long as you're not too young - don't forget those ELS'f>A 
ratings now). Pro EvolutkJn Soccer 4, Halo 2, Doom 3, Forza 
Motorsport or Call Of Duty - all these blockbuster titles and 
more covld be yours foe' free. 

Also, ten runners· up will gel one normal-priced game of their 
choice, so long as it's on the Simply Games site. 

For your chance to win, point your browser at the Simply 
Games website and click on the Edge competition link. 

I:T7 Hatf-Ufe ships 

Scotland: Five years ago, we devoted a section of Out There to 
discussing Half-Ufe mods. 'With 163 mods currently in 
development, even 1\/alve] must be surprised at the popularity of 
the pastime', the rnagaztne wrote, highlighting ActiOn Half-Ufe and 
Science & Industry as two of the most interesting. While individual 
mods come in and out of vogue, the success of the hobby as a 
whole has proved enduring. More than that, innovatiOn keeps 
coming, ths time in the shape of The Ship. 

Uke an onrne version of popular university geek-sport 
Assassin, The Ship has up to eight players sneaking round an 
early 20th century ocean liner, trying to bump off specific targets 
in creative ways without being dl$poSed of themselves. 1t makes 
a welcome change from the traditional guns-and-ammo stytings 
of HL spinoffs, and we suggest you visit www.theshtponline.com 
for a gander. 

ij Continue I) 
Lego 
Digital toysets versus real toysets? o.fficutt .. 
Halo 2's marketing campaign 
Creating an online bt= 
eA's pm;hase of Criterion 
Better middle'''are for eve.yone! 

Quit 

EA's purchase of Criterion 
The monster's just out of control! 

Online moneygrabbing 
Rumours of 'premium' se.vices on Xbox Live. Do<l~ like? Do<l't buy 

Some of those GBA NES classics 
Let's be honest: we're talking ftller. areo' we? 
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ClEil Killing Monsters 

FlfSt pl.blished 1n 2002. Killing Monsters is obviously not a new 
book. In the hght of current controversy, however, ~ •s a very apt 
one. With the subtitle 'Ntrf Chlldren Need Fantasy, Super Heroes 
And Make-Believe Vdenoe, fs a firm response to the knee-jOIK 

c:orrvnentators v.i'o can r:ny see 111 shades o' black and blacker. 
/'os Jones. a former come lxlok and screen wmer tlmed MfT 

academe, po111ts out. ctiiOren and YQU'19 ac:uts M! not blank 
slates, ready to be desensiiJsed by whatever the culture presses 

upon them. Instead fantCISies. ndud ng viOlent ones, are often a 
way for cl1ildren to explore and confront ther posrtiOn 111 the big, 
wide wor1d 1n an abstract and non-threatening way. Po1ntn'lQ your 
fingers, shout>ng 'bang, bang' then watching an adutt wildly grab 
their chest and d.a can be empowering experience, not a reason 
to ban toy guns. The problem, he explains, is not that cnildren 
are driven to emulate literally what they see in enterta.nment. but 
rather that adults are so concerned they often make the srtuatiOO 
'MJISe. The headline wmers dearly come 111 for critiCism on this 
point. For~- -Mlen a 2001 study repooed that cl'lilaen's 
bel1a\.onr ~ v.tlen they spel'( €SS troe playrlg games 
and watd'1i1g TY. the papers ran W11h 'aggres51119 tendencieS n 
viOlent lV shows and games can be tempered n they cut back' -

a myopic take on roo1ngs whiCh hadn't distingUIShed between 

Doom, Tetns, Rugrats or WWE. His conctus1on is Simple: be 
Involved in your cl1ildron's lrves, talk to them about what they're 
watcning or playing, and don't bebeve the anti-hype. 

C!!ll lime's Eye 

Wrrn a backgi'O\.I1d as a soen!Jst and keen to lll at the logical 
irflJticatioos of fut~. $1~ Baxter has of:en been 
cor-npaOO to Arth.r C Cl<wl<e. so k nakes sense to Slap the I'M> 

together and see what they come up wrth. Tme's Eye, the ~rst of 
a prom.sed OOIIaboratrve senes. deals with typical themes that 
have punctuated their work. The due is in the title: hme. 

Slarting w1lh the concept that an alien cutture has cobbled 
together a copy of Earth created by taking slices from various 
historical periods rang ng from cavemen to astronauts. you 
certainly get the impreSSion the authors are enjoY'ng ther wor1<. 
While there's enough tongue-in-cheek pseudo-science to keep 
the hardcore happy, the raa1 fun of the lxlok JS the Jumbled 
iJx!aposrtiOO of historical players. ·oa you think rt 's a coincidence 
Alexa1der the Great and Ghenghls Khan, two of the most 'e<Wd 
wanors. have both been tJroug1t togethef?" one chataeter asks 
the other. And the mora you trn< about n. the cleverer the idea 

behirld the lxlok becomes. the unexplained a5en nt~ 
being the goong pens of the I'M> authors. You can almost hear 
them chortl ng down the phone ~ne to each as they come up 
wrth another non-soqu1tur. 'How about throwing Rudyard Kipl1ng 
into the mix?' 'Great idea, Arthur', and so on. 

Of course. whether the Time Odyssey series can ma.nage to 
keep up such dolights in the long run is another matter. For the 
time oong, rt's off to a great start. 

KILLING MONSTERS 
WHY CHILDREN 
NEED FANTASY, 

SUPER HEROES, and 
MAKE- BELIEVE 

VIOLENCE 

URL www.ilovebees.com 

The most notable thng about the 1a·es; HaJo 2 
trailer wasn't anythng to do with tne game r.SAII 
was the way the YMw.xbox.oom logo at the end 
mornentanly gt tched 1nto www. loveboos.com, 
setting nvest.gative garners off on a cuneus 
mystery tour, beg nn~ng wrth an online honey shop 
plagued by technical problems. Hidden messages 
n com..p'ed JPCGs 1rnply the presence of at least 
one rogue AJ, and v.tltle the storytire IS st n evolving 

at the time ot IM:"..ng. vague aiUslons to Halo's 
Lf1lllerSe make soern cer.an thiS IS some knd ol 
precusor to Noverrbor's mar1 Elve'lt. To join n the 

Clelect.ve work and specutaiiOI'l, VISit the ilovebees 

V' iki. CNer at bees.netl'llll8.oom 

Paper Mario 2. as it's known in the UK. sees a 
plunber noted for his portliness l9duced by one 
dimension. Losing his z axis giYes OU' hero al sorts 
ol ,_ ~ howeller, so he doesn, _,to 
mind-as this Japanese~ demollfltJates •. 

A voioeover <ronomces: "The mystenous adllentue 
of Paper Mario" and the theme tune dinldes its thing 
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J 
ust past the railway tunnel, around the 
corner from the dentist's surgery, before 
you hit the harbour and down the road 

from Science Girl's house; just beyond the 
boundaries of logic but before we reach the 
impossible; just the other side of a shot of 
whisky; just sober. just; that's where you'll find 
Johnny casino's House Of Games. 

Ah, Johnny Casino. Variously: smart, stoic. 
scurrilous, smoking in the shadows With glorious 
cheekbones. Specifically: a journalist of some 
note some time ago, a word sniper for hire, 
loquaoous on paper but evasive in person, 
always punctual and always deadly. Casino 
retired from professional games journalism after 
a sub editor left his prose mortally wounded. A 
man of pride, RedEye's hero writes for himself 
and himself alone. punching out thousands of 
words of game theory on his busted-up 

typewriter, then incinerating it in his garden. They 
say that on glorious summer evenings. when the 
grass is fresh cut. the air smells of burned meat 
and the bugs make love on the hot asphah, you 

can squint to the west and see Casino's 
thoughts going up •n smoke, a giant insuh to the 
games industry written against the sunset. 

They're right, actually. That's how casino 
does his advertising. Smoke signals. To 
RedEye's knowledge it has only ever wori<ed on 
one person, and that was RedEye. When a 
blackened scrap of paper landed on Red Eye's 
window s;ll, he knew to whom it belonged. 

So that's how RedEye knows casino's still 
writing, and what he wouldn't give to read some 
of those words. 1t seemed inevttable that he was 
destined tor greater things. When Casino quit 
the journalism game, the first thing RedEye 
asked him was what he was gong to do next. 
First came silence - Casino excels in the kind of 
pause that carves a question mari< on your 
spine- and then the answer. "Johnny Casino .. 
is go1ng to write someth ng important. • The 
unspoken assumption on RedEye's par1 was 
that casino was going to write the great 
unAmencan novel. In fact, the laconic lothario 
actually meant a letter to his bank manager. 

Hence Johnny Casino's House 01 Games, a 

small, elegantly decorated boutique on the edge 
of town that's financially supported by love, 
honour and creative accounting. The House Of 
Games sells videogames, but is like no other 
insmution in the country, insomuch as it is 
neither soullessly generic nor striving to attain 
individuality by developing an atmosphere and 
aroma akin to a 15-year-old boy's bedroom. 
Johnny Casino's House Of Games is defined by 
the House Rules. the only wori< of Casino's 
meant for public consumption- read instruction 
- for many years, an abridged version of which 
is reprinted for your edifice and education here. 

Rule one: No shoes, no shirt, no seNice. If 
you are a tracksutted chav with no manners or 
style, a teenage girl with hoop earrings bigger 
than your head or a shifty heroin addict who 
smells of dog. then it is assumed you will either 
try to steal from Johnny casino or pay with 

money earned by stealing from people Johnny 
Casino loves. Johnny Casino will not have 
thieves in his store, unless you count himself, 
Steal ng The Hearts Of Beautiful Russian Spies. 

Rule two: No sell-out. Johnny casino's 
floorspace belongs to one person. and that's 

special sell-through into your pasty, sweaty 
hands in pursuit of a bonus. They will answer 

1 
factual questions With factual truths, take your 
money with a smile, and look damn fine. 

Rule four: Organise appropriately. Games 
that are similar go next to each other. This isn't 
pigeonholing, just a different way of thinking. 
Eye-level shelves (the top shelves, because 
anything above that is stretching, and stretching 
ain't cool unless you're stretching for the hand of 
a hot girl who's falling into a hotter volcano) have 
the best games according to intelligent critical 
opinion, the opinion of Johnny Casino and his 
close friends, then standards fall to the floor. 
The 'shoot things a lot' section contains single 
copies ot Halo and lkan;ga at the top, and a 
small, elegantly scripted card says if you like the 
latter, you might want to check out Viewtiful Joe. 

Rule fiVe: Johnny Cas.no's House Of Games 

does not play advertorial over the in-store sound 
system. lt plays jazz. The in-store televisions do 
not show lavish trailers. They show jazz. There is 
fine air conditioning, and every hour the most 
sweet-smell•ng ass.stant breezes round the 
store. filling it with an unthreatening aroma. 

A journalist of some note some time ago, a word sniper, loquacious 
on paper but evasive in person, always punctual and always deadly 

Johnny casino. Promotional stands clulter and 
confuse. Shelves will hold one copy of each 
game, never more, never less. There will be no 
pre-ordenng, nor will Johnny casino's beautiful 
staff ever answer the phone wtth a sales pitch. 
Game pods - one of each - will play the best 
pre-release software, not the most heavily 
mari<eted. A bar wtll sell alcohol to customers of 
age. and alcohol-free whisky-flavoured Slush 
Pupp19s to those in training. 

Rule three: Beautiful staff, beautiful shop. 
tf you want purchasing advice, ask the 
good-looking cowboy at the bar. Anything else, 
and Johnny Casino's House Of Games' 
beautiful sales reps wtll be happy to not -mislead 
you. They know nothing about games, but they 
are experts in the deadly art of being helpful and 
polite. They will not try to foist this week's 

Rule six: Do Not Ask For A Loyalty Card As 
A Slap In The Face Often Offends. 

Casino's idyl is a lesson to us all, but most 
speCifically to current dealers of our electronic 
fix. While many features are unworkable in a 
modern world, it is time to look at another way 
of selling games. RedEye's friend decided to get 
back into games, but, pressured into buying a 
PS2 and MOH: Rising Sun, backed out again. 
Eye Toy and PES3 changed his mind, but 
RedEye isn't a game doctor, prescrib•ng to the 
needy. He's not asking for a bar in every store
not yet - but Casino's paradise is clear. pleasant 
and informative. That'd be a start, wouldn't it? 

RedEye is a veteran videogame journalist. His 
views do not necessarily coincide with Edge's. 
Email: whoisredeye@gmail.com 
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W
e don't th nl< only witn our minds. OJr 
bodies th1nk too. As psycholog SI 
Timothy Wttson shows 1n a book about 

what he calls 'the adaptive uncoosoous, · our 
sensory systems monnor and fi1er infoonatoon all 
by themselves before dec>d ng what to present to 
our oonsdous attentlQI1. Your muSCles go through 
an ntense high· speed choreography JUSt to avoid 
bump.ng •nto someone in the street. Without your 
having to deliberately perform all the separate 
twists and steps. Athletes and musiCians tra1n 
'muscle memory,' so that legs and fingers will 
work of their own accord in dlZZ}'Ingty complex 
hannony. When I am writing. my fingers 
somet1mes appear to construct sentences by 
themselves and my mnd then decides whether rt's 
garbage or not. To mean anythng llllhe real 

world. as certain robot -centric AJ reseatcners 
already bel eve, intelrlgence must be ombod1ed 

What does thrs mean for a videogame that 
attempts to Sltuate us in an otherwordty space? I 
have wntten before about d<sembod ment tn 
firstperson games and the way th1s works aga1nst 
tdenhfication with your fictional character. You can 
see your hands holding an assault nfle, but look 
down and you don't seem to have any feet, as 
though you are an unfortunate amputee Sltbng on 
an ant1·gravny disc. Your field of V!$100 might pop 
up and~ to sinuate footsteps, but thS IS as 
l1kely to make you feel queasy through motoon 
sio<ness as to persuade you of reaii1'10'Jefllerlt. 
Too often you feel fike a mobile reiiCUio, and 

hq,-speed FPSs such as Unreal Tournament 

essentially become cursor-Wielding contests. 
Now. gratify~ngly, a game has come along that 

not only acknowledges this dissonance but goes a 
long way towards solving it The Chronicles of 
RlddiCI<: Escape from Butcher Bay IS, to my mind, 
the first firstperson adventure to have thought hard 
about ISSUeS of embedment and character Ill the 
genre, and rts subtle and nte<llgent englfl99nng IS 
a tnumph. I cast a shadow that hJrks before me n 
gloomy lflteroors, creepng ~ wals and along 
ool ngs. I can SWing my fists 111 front of my face. 
and d someone hrts me my head gets knocked to 
the side. I look down and - yes - I have lower legs 
that seem to be in reliable contact w1th the floor. 

But that's not enough, of course, because Vin 
Desel has gone to the trouble of recording his 
1101ce for the game, Ill h s Illimitably excellent sty1e 
of t've-JUSI·woken·~·after·a·long·n.ght's·parlylng· 
and·l·haven't ·had·any-coffee·but ·l-coL1d·stil·kil· 
you, and Mr Desal (whiCh, let's face it. is a coolef 
name than Mr Unleaded) presumably wants h s 
tmage in the game more oons1stent!y than in 
occasional cut-scenes. So we switch to 
thirdperson whenever we have to climb over 
crates or down ladders, operate door controls, or 
get a shot of nano-meds, and thus we get to see 
the superb '1keness of our lovable big baldy very 
J'equently. it's a good commercial solutJon, but rt's 
also a bnftiant garnilg SOlution - because 
dambemg over crates, or oown ladders (or more 
usually falling c»MMIaodef shafts) is exactly lhe 

sort of thing :hat iS hideously annoyif"9 to do in a 

firstperson view Ard '' also brings us Closer to a 

psychologoealldentlficatoon WJth m rror-eyeo vest 
dude. I never t1re of the ittle nano·med cut-scene. 
and every time I soo 11 I get a pleasurable wince 
out of seeing the needles ptung1ng 1nto Vin's neck. 

Okay, so weut a m nut e. I thought about wribng 
'my neck' at the end of that last sentence, but I 

embedment, but it's 1mportant to note that even 
when I am 'just me' dunng the game, I am a rTJ9 
who seems more convincl1gly Sltuated Ill lhe 

garnewor1d than IS usua in the lirstperson gerve, 
thanks to lhe sght of my foreiimbs and shadow, 
whiCh I am happy to accept as 'mine' as they are 
1ess immediate'Y identlfoable as those of V n DJeSe/. 

it's a complex problem, th s one of 
embodiment and Sltuabon in the v1rtual space. but 
it's not just a matter of vertiginous psychological 
theonsing. A breakthrough in the illusoon1Stic 
mechaniCs of embodiment. as prov1ded by 
Riddick, consbtutes another advance for that 
sltghtty vague phenomenon we <:(1,1 'immersoon'. In 
Short. n RiddicK, because for at east some of the 
tine I am really him. I feel am more realfy there -

more than "' Deus Ex, or Thief (whiCh. lll•ts thlld 
•teratoon, arguably glumly acKnowledges the 
embodiment-versus-character problem by offefing 

S'Mtchable first or thirdperson VIeWS, but does not 
find the kind of triurrphant synthesis offered in 
Rldd!Ck) or even Halo. Helped by the superb, 
bumpy, light-scattering textures, the pervas1ve 
aesthetics of rock, rust and grime. and the 
emphatic clanks and echoes of the sound design, 

7 , afa y <:19 ~v • u ~sel s enormous :::i ers ana torso 
down be ow my virtua oo· of VJew as I creep up beh"nd someone 

could'l't qute bnng myself to do so. For one thing, 
I have a bt more hair than Vlll. Perhaps the 

embodiment IS not complete. In a way, I SliD 
oons1der the protagon,st of the game to be 'me' in 
the firstperson view and 'Vin' in the thirdperson. 
But rt's not so strictly compartmental sed. In fact. I 
find that each thirdperson sequence reminds rne 
that- hey! -I'm Vin D1esel. and for the next few 
moments back in the firstperson action I am Vin 
Diesel. Which IS not to say that my hair falls out, 
but that some part of my rlllnd fairrtly imagines V111 

Diesels enormous shoulders and torso down 
below my vvtual point of 1/tew as I creep up benind 
someone and execute a \IICIOUS two-handed neck 

snap. Ard then the effect wears off and I'm JUSt 
me agan. unt1l the next th rdperson sequence. 

So, for me, Riddick does not quite achieve 
total psycholcg1cal cons1stency in its illuSion of 

£DOE 

the game offers about as close to the experence 
of b9lng 111 a maxtmum·secunty penrterrtiCIIY on a 
d stant planet as I ever really want to get. 

ConSider the fact that a seamless experence 
of embedment in the diQilal realm miQht be 
exceedingly weird. Suppose some future Eye Toy 
could sub,ect you to a full-body scan, so that rt 
would be your arms and your legs viSible in 
firstperson and your body and face in thirdperson 
How would we react? Would we cognitively rebel 
aganst such a dramatic confrontatoo wth 
ourselves? HoY.• would rt feel to see our personal 

avatars rnaJITlEld and kllied? Embodiment IS a 
seductiV9 dea, but a potE¥Jilaly troubling one too. 

Steven Poo/e is the author of Tngger Happy: 
The Inner Life of Vldeogames' (Fourth Estate). 
Email: steven_poole@mac.com 
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h noooll can't take this any longer! 
Actually, don't worry, nothing dramatic 
has happened. lt is just, well, at the 

moment Japan is simply too hot. Every day is l1ke 
being plunged into an 1nferno. We have even 
expenenced 40 degrees! Believe me when I say 
that the Earth's climate is in disarray. No, 
seriously, it has been said that Japan has been 
much hotter than India lately. 

I have difficulty with such hot temperatures 
and this year's scorching summer is being 
especially hard on me. In these conditions, staying 
inside at home during my days off or while on 
vacation is getting on my nerves, so I usually 
decide to go outside. But there's the problem: it is 
really hot outside. I can't stand it - in fact I have 
problems just standing still. 

But this brought something to my attention: it 
is nearly impossiole to do anything in such 

conditions, but it is also true that this may be the 
right time to try to start something new ... Well, I 
realise not everybody would think like this but th.s 
is how my mind works. Normally, you get 
interested in something after seeing it or listening 
to it. lt gets your attention, triggers your 
imagination and creates inside you this will to do 
someth1ng accordingly. 

In my case, there is almost no reason for why 
I feel this way, but don't you find it interest•ng 
when people start something with a lot of passion 
without any visible, obvious reasons? Well, I find 
this fun, anyway. 

No, really, I do. Why is that? Well, maybe 
because of its surprising aspect. I mean, you are 
being totally confronted by the unknown, a true 
adventure. Each surprise can bring you more 
enjoyment. You can't ask for any advice in 
preparation for what you are going to be 
adventuring into, because if you do get to know in 
advance what is interesting (or not) the surprise 
element will simply not exist. 

So don't ask for any advice, and don't go 
through any preliminary preparation either. Many 
people would start planning, asking for adviCe 
and making preparations for what they are 
about to begin. But when they do so, they surely 
arrive at that point when they say to themselves: 

'Oops, that looks much more constraining than I 
initially thought'. Or even: 'This looks like being 
very expensive, after a I'. Negative points appear, 
and your initial excitement IS replaced by a much 
more cautious approach- that is if you don't 
end up feeling totally discouraged about the 
whole endeavour. 

That is not very good. I really think you need to 
go with your initial passion and excitement to 
undertake your idea straight away wfthout asking 
for advice or making any preparations. Well, this is 
very much the feeling I have at the moment: it's a 
wave and I'm surfing on it. 

OK, then, you're asking, what is t you're gong 
to start? I know you are wondering what I'm about 
to do. Well ... it's surfing. Yes, I know I don't like 
the summer and the hot temperatures, but th1S is a 
way for me to begin liking summer. But this will not 
come easily. it's going to need some work. 

When I had this idea I rushed to the nearest 
surfing shop, and the man there explained to me 
exactly what I would need. I see now. To be 

honest, I was thinking that this latest adventure 
was going to cost me a lot of money, but I was 
surprised to discover that it was really not that 

be gratified with satisfaction or turn into deep 
disappointment? I will tell you after I've been d~ing 
it for some time. But something is sure: such 
behaviour gives you a lot of excitement. 1t is really 
good to feel it. 

So, you're asking what the hell all this talk 
about taking up surfing has got to do with 
videogames? I'm coming to tnat, I promise. This 
latest adventure of mine reminds me of how I 
initially joined Sega and how I have worked and 
behaved inside the company all these years. 

When I decided to join Sega, it was definitely 
not something I had carefully decided. I d1d not 
take the time to compare the good and bad things 
about the different companies in the Japanese 
videogame industry. I had no knowledge of 
videogames anyway, and I did not even have any 
experience with computers! I managed to get 
myself an interview and I found myself working 

inside a videogame company with computers. 
But th s did not mean I was not suited to 
becoming a videogame creator. I mean, I have 
managed (more than managed, actually} to malke 
a living from this work all these years. 

Being impulsive is not a problem, I think. lt can 

Isn't it gratifying to follow your impulses and your instincts sometimes? 
lt works. Great ideas or achievements may come from being impulsive 

costly, even for the board (although the clothing 
was a little expensive). 

The next step of my adventure brought me to 
the car dealer ... Yes, I mean, you need a car 
which 'fits' your new passion .. . Well, in my case I 
just needed a car. I'm not crazy, and I don't need 
any advice from surfers on what kind of car I 
would need to buy. lt is not a matter of feeling like 
a surfer from what I drive - I just need a car which 
can transport the board. You see, I drive a Ferrari 
and it can't poss bly be fitted with a surfboard 
carrier - it's JUSt not possible, and would look 
absurd anyway. I was very reasonable and 
managed to get a car for not much, just around a 
mi I on yen (£5,000). 

As I'm writing th1s column, I'm looking forward 
to next week when I'll be experiencing this sudden 
new adventure of mine. So will my latest impulsion 

bring you to great things. But then you m.ght reply 
that it was just damn luck, and bloody good 
timing, that I got the job in the first place. You 
could argue that I'm just extremely lucky! But 
just think about it for a moment: isn't it gratifying 
to follow your impulses and your instincts 
sometimes? 1t works really well for me. Great 
Ideas or achievements may come from being 
impulsive, from sudden thoughts. 

Now, will surfing turn into a great achievement 
or into failure? Will the way I have gone about 
starting my new hobby pay off the way it has in the 
past? Only time will tell. 

See you! 

Toshihiro Nagoshi is general manager of Sega's 
Creative Center division. His games include the 
Super Monkey Ball series and Daytona USA 
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D on't Judge a bool< by.1ts cover, they say 
But rt 's a stupid saYif19 If you see a bool< 
With a pctum of a naKed tramp on the 

front called Pictures Of NaKed Tramps Vol3, and rt 
bears a stiCker readng 'You W\11 see lots of 
piCtures of naked tramps - strpped, washed and 
shaved for your pleasure - 'n th s bool<'. then the 
chances am you know what you'ro g01ng to get. 

Adm ttedly, that isn't always the case w1th a 
games mach;ne. I mean. who could suspect the 
&VII which lurks at the heart of the average. 
harmless-looking personal computer? To al 1ntents 
and purposes, consumer electron1cs am designed 
to evoke a sense of their purpose and who !'lay 

target. N ntendo clearly bel eves consoles am toys. 
wt.ch is prooaby wtrt it made the GameCube 
resemble a bloo< of Lego. wh~~e Sony and 
Microsoft rnalke no bones about the fact they're 
ta<get ng as w1de an aud ence as pos51ble w1th 

the1r consoles - but the trendsetters first and 
foremost. Nevertheless, you have to wonder why 
all three don't spend a bit more time and monoy 
on the aesthetiCs of their hardWare. 

Though I'm fortunate enough to own more 
than one games machine, the downside is there 
s.mply isn't room to have them al beneath the l\f. 
At least, not un ess lv:ish to have a length of 
tlamlflQ bamboo Inserted daily between my 
grunbly cushions by the lady of the house. So. 
aSide from my PC. I can ody have one gcmes 
rnachoo on show at a trne. And. 1 have to 
confess, •t's the PlayStatl()(l2 wt11c11 has worn the 
b1ggest hole 1n front of my telly. Absurdly. th1s has 
nothing to do with the games. Yes, we all know 
that the GarneCube boasts the sort of games that 
proper, devout gamers I ke to play. And yos, the 
Xbox also has plenty of games worth shouting 
about. But the ghastly truth of the matter IS that 
the GameCube and the Xbox absolutely suck as 
far as the look of them goes 

The former has a oocUous joypad - too many 
b\Atons. and a stupid layout - while the latter is 
just horrible in fMMY sense. And you can chuck 
the sooding Game Boy Advanoe SP in there too: 
I've not played O'l that1n yonks, beiCauso 1t's so 
nasty. Couldn't they have JUSt stuck a fronthght on 
the far more pleasing orig naJ GBA? The SP has a 

comfort evel equ1vaent to nd ng 1n a car wrth 
square wheels r:Ner a oebble beach whde srtt ng 
on a spooal pouffe made out of cac:l and oong 
'orce-fed a liSt of Slltiles. By a naked tramp. 

Upon rts unveilng. the PS2 was heralded as a 
revolutlOrlCI!Y piece of deSign. Oh, how the press 

releases cooed over rt. SI ml ne, subtle and 
evoking the spirit of 2001: A Space Odyssey, we 
were told aga'n and aga1n. At tho time t hated it. 
To me it lookGd far too much like a piece of 
seriOus computer hardware rather tl'an a home 
entertainment dGVICe or -let's be honest - a toy. 

But despite that, ,...,11Jie st I thinking the PS2 is 

one of the most InSipid-looking consoles ever -
the 00g1na PlayStaoon. Mega Drive and &4:>er 

Ill tendo am all far nicer to look at - it's so bland 

as to be inoffensNe. You don't notice it s.wng them 

in the living room You can tuck it be!Ween the 

armchair and the TV und, and people Will mostly 

mistake 1t for the shadow of a book. Perhaps even 
Pictures Of Naked Tramps Vol 4. 

Not ike the Xbox, whiCh until recently I hadn't 
played on for almost six months. I shelved rt in a fit 
of p1que after wasting C40 on the dreadful Knights 
Of The Old Reput:Jiic (if this was a Star Wars film it 

Aside lrorr the fact that the Xbox IS larger than 
the average family saloon car, rt's just a sucl<y.• 

I.Klirlspored pace of desig'l tl'at's as unpleasant to 
hold as it s to otlselw. You can~ they sat 
around 1n the rneetlllQ. the designers throv.ing out 
wi d Ideas, be'ore some sappy exec piped up: 
"Oh. just make rt a b'9 black box .. . and put some 
sort of X on the top. Noth ng too fancy." 

Ono needs only look at the iPod, or any of 
Apple's range of computers, or take a tnp around 
Carphone Warehouse, to realise that Nintendo, 
Microsoft and even Sony have a heck of a long 
way to go before theif systems can compete wrth 
other consumer electronics design. 

The PSP ~ 'il<e a step 111 the nght d«<C!ion, 
but there's sill a wi'IF. of the '90s about it -
especially when we're told that the offoa version 

W111ose the sexy, flat controls 1n favour of raised 
buttons. lt comes across 1 ke an anorexiC blend of 

Lynx and Game Gear. But f the PSP looks duI, 
the N ntendo DS looks positiVely stinkmongous. 
lt's functional and noth ng more. and 1f Albert 
Spoor had designed handholds he would've 
conceived the DS. Nintendo should make Luigi's 
Bunker, or ExciteReich OS, for its launch. 

Perhaps you shouldn't even be aware a console is there. Either have 
it blend in with your other below-telly boxes, or make a feature of it 

would be Galled Re-tutd Of The ..Jobble). Oriy 
recently did I dust ~ off for the 1mpressive HA 
Spectrum Wamor In those 111tenm six months 
there were a number of excluStves I never played, 
simply because I knew it would mean having to 
got the Xbox out and plugged in, and the end bit 
of the controllers found (why do they come off? 
WHY?!). I'd have to suffer the annoying, fiddly 
black and white butters. and the equa:ly irritating 
rounded COIOUrGd ones. it's iust too much trouble. 

Heck. even though I knew Red Dead Revolver 
would probably looK better on the Xbox than the 
OS2 I s:ll went for the latter versaon because 1 
didn't want to look at the Xbox, or touch the Xbox. 
or have the ugly thlllQ stanng back at me. You 
wouldn't want a h1deouS, fat crone glaling at you 
from the corner of the Mng room. You'd put a bag 
over her head. or make her wait tn the bedroom. 

n the same way ugly people WISh we COIJd 
lo\le them for their personalrty. f SIIT1ply can't bnng 
myself to lOve consoles just for their games. I don't 
iike what the Xbox looks I ke, or how the GC pad 
feels. so I tend to favour games on PS2. I don't 
evon I ke what the PS2 looks like, but noods must. 
Heck. I buy more PC games than anything. chiefly 
because it's in a cupboard and my mouse and 
keyboard are wireless. Perhaps that's the solution: 
perhaps you shouldn't even be aware a console is 
there. E1ther have it blend tn With your other t)ejow

tefly boxes. or rnalke a 'eai\.W'e of it. Either way. if 
the next generation of hardWare doesn't tease my 

sense of cosmetics, "11 hllve to entertaJn myself .n 
another way. NaKed tramp photography. anyone? 

Mr Biffo is a semi-retired videogarne }OUmalist. 
His views do not necessarily coincide with Edges 
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Pariah 
Unreal's creator returns with a new FPS vision and a secret weapon -
and it's one you won't spend the game looking down the sights of 

The developer still has an eye tor stnk1ng 1magery, from shootouts in the rising flood to the 
hunchbacked dropships' insectile menace. Visually, Pariah looks to reprise the splendour of Unreal 

ITl 
oo many games have crap stones.· 
obsel\ies James Schmalz, Digrtal 
Extremes' founder and creative 

dlf9Ctor. "Esoecially fitstperSOn Shooters. and 
we want to break that mould - love 1t or hate 
n. we've got a StOI'Y you' I remember," 

Tough talK for any game, let alone an FPS, 
but Patiah marl<s DE's first attempt to step out 
of the shadow 1t cast for itself with the onginal 
Unreal. Where that game would certainly 
showcase a talent for memorable event· 
dr'l\fen narratl\/9, 1ts new utle hopes to repeat 
the coup 'Mth a character-driven one 

"lt's fun to be sneaking in corridors gunning 
down your enemies, and fun as helllo be 
flying over sand dunes in your three-wheeler'' 

Pariah's multiplayer will largely Ignore the subtlet ies of the slngleplayer game in favour of last 
actton, but Schmalz promises "a couple of brand new game types" in addition to standard modes 
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Set on the penal wasteland of a derelict 
fuii.Ke Earth, the playor assumes the slumped 

shoulders of disgaced mlitary dOCtor Jac.< 
Mason, sent to recover pnsoner Karina J and 
escort her olf-wortd. 1>s could be expected, 
the extraction goes disastrously wrong, 
leaving Mason and Karina on the run from 
both the military and the inmates. 

With his bruised eyes, receding hau1ine 
and bad skin. Mason IS one of the most 
fasconat,ngly ~protagoniSts thos Side 
of Silent Hi . His lack of combat tran1119 wl 
apparently have an effect on gameplay. but rt 's 
unl1kely to be a marked one - the genre, attar 
all, suggests even a physics PhD with 
Coke-bottle glasses can reload a combat 
shotgun I ke a pro. Mason's inrtial 
effectiveness .n firefights, though, could easily 

be outclassed by that of his charge. 

Kama snould prove more than capable of 
holding her own, thanks to the foundatiOn 
provided by the bot AI from Unreal 

Championship: surely the aCid test of 
response to not srt.Jahons But even If that 
sidesteps (or orde-strafes) some of the 
potentJBI pitfalls of gUiding a companion NPC 
through the game, the challenge 1s to Simulate 
a believable character, not just a deathmatch 
player. " it's definitely been a concem of ours, 
and we've addressed il Simply through brute 
force,· says Schmalz. "She has a massive 
amount of anmations and dialOgue [and) 
we've spent a huge MlOUnt of tme on her Al.' 

Much of tne game m take place 11 

sprawling outdoor areas. wrth the action 
occasiona!ly broughl 1nto lighter confines "W1 

wanted to give the player a wide variety of 
completely different sections, and also take 
advantage of each environment to affect 
gameplay," Schmalz explains. "So its fLr1 to 
be sneaking Ill dM< comdors gl.MIIlQ down 

your enemas, and fLr1 as hell to be flying ovet 

sand dunes 1n 'fO'J/ Wasp three-wheeler. • 
Sections intended for veh1cles have been 



arranged as phySics toyboxes. with objects to 
collide with and scatter (including unfortunate 
pedestrian enemies) and jumps to take. Even 
so. the player is free to attempt them on foot, 
although the suggestion leaves Schmalz 
nonplussed: "You can run through those 
sections, ff you like. But it's just not as fun." 

With all the engine-flexing on display, in 
addition to a level edrtor (it's unclear if this will 
feature in Pseudo Interactive's PS2 port) and 
multiplayer support, it's interesting that DE is 
so eager to talk up the storyline. Although not 
talk about. perhaps necessitated by its 
evolution during the course of development: 
Schmalz mantions that the team is on the fifth 
draft, and that components of the game have 
changed with each revision to ensure they are 
intertwined. "The most difficult thing has be8() 

developing and integrating the story well
it's much more than a justification of the 
singleplayer context. We're quite singleplayer 
focused. although the multiplayer has gotten 
a lot of good attention." 

In concept. at least, it is fresh evidence 
that a genre often accused of encouraging 
lazy copycatting is in fact enjoying a new 
wave of confidence among developers, a 
sensation DE is well aware of. "it 's great to 
see games like Riddick, Far Cry and BF1942 

pushing new ideas. • agrees Schmalz. • And 
we just started playing Doom 3. which is a 
hell of a lot of fun. Some games push the 
genre more than others, but it's attracting 
more and more people and justifying larger 
and larger games. So it's good for us, ~;:~ 

and good for the future of FPS games." ·~ ~:-: 
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Rather than rely on the good graces of 
previous doctors to seed Pariah's Earth with 
medkits, Mason carries a 'healing tool' that 
can be used at any time. However, excessive 
dosage causes his vision to blur (left), a nasty 
side-effect to suffer In the heat of battle 
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Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas 
lt's one small step towards release and one giant leap for 
mannequin-kind as GTA treads a stream of fashion consciousness 

Diet, exercise and lifestyle now play a part in shaping San Andreas' lead character CJ. Quite 
whether the fickle '90s fashions will be able to keep up with an expanding waistline is unknown 

[JJ f this were any other game, such a 
straight-laced drip-feed of details 
would be likely to cause l~tle other 

than apathy. How many cars? How many 
levels? How many guns? Such details are 
normally confined to fact sheets, and count 
for little more than fleshing out a game's 
abstract. But then the past two GrAs have 
been created in such a way that those details 
and numbers are what kept people playing for 
several dozen more hours than the story did. 

Much like Halo, VICe City's form and 
functiOn have seeped so deeply into the 
mindset of gamers that all it talkes is a morsel 
or two of detail to get the appetite going, alive 

In fashion-conscious urban gang culture, 
your colours say iust as mucn aoout you as 
who you're hovenng a target reticule over 

Whereas Vice was a city of neon and funky 
nightlife, San Andreas' look seems to be 
one of lazy sunsets and palm-lined suburbs 
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with the possibilities that such specifies bring. 
And it seems that Rockstar has chosen to 
hand the player of San Andreas the kind of 
avatar customisation and twiddling that's 
rarely seen outside of online gatherings or 
'create-a ... ' modes in sports games. 

The appearance of lead character CJ isn't 
just an aesthetic choice, however; in the 
fashion-conscious circles of urban gang 
culture, your colours say just as much about 
you as who you're hovering a target reticule 
over. As the opening missions are completed, 

CJ starts to garner respect from his gang, the 
Orange Grove Families, and can up his 
esteem within the group by kitting himself out 
with the right apparel. Conversely, rival gangs 
and the police will be able to spot CJ far more 
quickly. Clothes shops are dotted around San 
Andreas, from the functional bargains of Binco 
to the more expensive, brand-led chic of 
SubUrban. Certain missions require certain 
get -ups, with the player no longer guided to a 
su~able, spoon-fed icon as in Vice City. 

Barbers· shops are also present, with your 
hairstyle mooted to command respect or 
derision from pedestrians as well as rivals. it's 
not so much freedom as a strategic choice, 
but one that can be tailored to malke your 
movements through the game world as 
seamless or thorny as you wish. 

Rockstar has been keen to point out the 
vagaries of burglary, too, an option which is to 
become a necessarily reliable source of cash; 
CJ's role in this GTA is no longer that of a 

glorified goon for hire, and so financial 
rewards for progressing through the game 
aren't guaranteed. Whereas Vice City featured 
just a handful of stores to be held up with a 
gun and a few seconds of posturing. a 
robbery in San Andreas needs planning, the 
right outfit and a getaway van. Wearing a 
balaclava or ski mask puts CJ into sneak 
mode, useful since ransacking someone's 
home can only be performed during the night 
Plundered items will have to be fenced, and 
the classier areas will provide more valuable 
fodder for organised thieves. Just how rite the 
opportunrties for this Grand Theft Manual will 
be are unclear, but it seems to leature the kind 
of scope that raise it above a mere subgame. 

tt seems that San Andreas' theme of play 
1S as much about expansion as progression. 
As well as the myriad city locations and 
outlets detailed so far, there are those that 
show the state's sprawling countryside, 
promising the kind of offroad expanse that 



it's not just the car that makes a man in San 
Andreas, but the 'do. And the threads. And the 
tatts. Appearance is customisable on many levels 

once formed the playground fOf entire games 
(Rookstar's own Smuggler's Run, for 
example). The scope becomes all the more 
dizzying once you realise that these are the 
areas in between the cttyscapes where the 
bulk of GTA's gangster pantomime plays out. 

An RPG's worth of depth is being injected 
into San Andreas. If it can be implemented as 
smoothly, capably and gracefully as the series 
has managed with the geekier elemenls of 
gaming- of rewarding experimentation and 
exploration, of burgeoning collection·based 
Side quests - then garners maybe shouldn't 
start to get excited, they should instead start 
getting worried for how deeply the ,_ -;; 
San Ano'reas bug may bite. ~~~ 
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As well as barbers and tailors, CJ can visit 
tattoo parlours to sculpt his appearance and -
as circumstances dictate - blend In or stand out 

This is San Andreas' riff on Hollywood. 
The big question is: what do you get in 
return for pulling a wheelie through the '0'? 
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Oddworld Stranger 
Oddworld goes west and finds a new hero, a 
new style, and a new twist on animal cruelty 

038 £DGE 

@] 
ddwor1d Inhabitants. partly because 
it's a nice pun, wants you to believe 
that Oddworld Just Got Stranger. it's 

a valid gag, since Stranger's titular hero is a 
departure for the series: mean, graceful and 
self-assured. But it's also a bit of a oon 
because, in many ways, Oddworld just get 
normaller. Stranger takes the series tnto the 
realms of far more conventional gameplay, 
namely a thirdperson/firstperson adventlJre 
with guns, puzzles and fistfights. 

However, Stranger is far from being a 
oonventionat game hero. Part bear, part Asian 
and part Ron Pertman, he stndes through the 
game's lavish western pastiche like he owns 
it. Pick up a new bounty from the office in 
town and then stalk oH tnto the sunset, 
looking to even sorne scores and earn some 
readies. If you should forget where you're 
headed, you can talk to yourself, causing 
Stranger to growl out some reminders about 

Foonat: PS2.Xbox 
Pvbbsher: EA 
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what you've signed up for. You are free to 
toggle between thirdperson and firstf16rson 
modes at any time, but the game does 
impose some rules. Approach an obstacle -
say, a rope that needs to be climbed - and 
the game will slide you automatically into 
thirdperson so you can see more clearly what 
you're doing. In thirdperson, however, your 
offence is limited to fists. Firstperson is where 
your gun comes out. 

Except it's not a gun and it dcesn't shoot 
bullets. Stranger carries a double-barrelled 
shortbow, but before you can fire it you'll need 
to hunt some ammunition. Load it with wasps, 
skunks and chipmunks and you'll disoover 
each critter has unique powers. A spider will 
wrap an enemy in a web cocoon, 
immobilising him un:il you scoop him up for 
the bounty; skunks become stink bombs 
and wasps serve as your machine gun. 

The world Stranger hunts in is vast and 
lavish. The only leve! Oddworld Inhabitants 
has revealed so far - an assault on a well· 
patrolled fort - is intricate, offeting sevefal 
points of entry and lines of attack. Enemies 
are serious enough to make the firefights 
matter, but stupid enough to mal<e ~ feel like 
this is still Oddwor1d. Even the boss lurKing 
inside appears to have been calibrated for fun 
rather than frustration. 

The game could hardly look more 
promising. With a style all its own and a 
confident spin on some enduringly successful 
gameplay, Stranger might already have the 
burgeoning western craze all sewn up. The 
biggest question hanging over it, perhaps, is 
just how it's all going to be crammed 
into an ageing PtayStation2. 

The village sections are where Oddwor1d's 
traditional humour becomes most apparent. The 
grumpy hysteria of the local chicken-people is 
suprisingly endearing and is ably matched by 
the expressive and enter1aining animation 



GoldenEye: R~ue Agent 
That's Ar Oh Gee You Eee, not Ar Oh You Gee Eee_ Has the 
industry learned nothing from Rouge Leader's blushes? 

[[] 

n a perfect world, picking the 
intemet's rnost commonly 
m1sspelled word for its tag line would 

be GoldenEye's biggest problem. A sequel to 
one of the rnost saintly games ever made. its 
new publisher needed to tread carefully 
around a brand that many garners feel they 
can more claim ownersh'p of than EA 
Unfortunately, in an effort to invigorate the 
game's design, the company may have 
trampled over its brilliance. 

Rogue Agent's hook is that you don't play 
Bond. You play a renegade MI6 agent, swept 
up in a war between Goldfinger and Or No. 
Having lost your eye in the fight, you now 
have a golden replacement, which brings with 
it super powers (along with, presumably, very 
complicated insurance requirements). The 
game remains in the firstper:son, and its other 
big innovation is that you carry twin weapons. 

lt's around this point that doubts begin to 
surfaoe. You have free choioe of the weapons 
you combine, except for any large ordinance 
which requires two hands. However, from the 
initial levels we've played, it was hard to 
gauge how much difference this made from 
simply being able to carry two weapons and 
swap between them - the system seems 
to add neither a tactical edge nor a visceral 
thrill to the gunplay. Dispatching enemies 
seems to be a simple equation of filling 
them with enough lead so that they fall over: 
bullets seem to oount for as little in the game 
as they do in the films. 

Your golden eye will have four powers, 
but so far only two have been revealed. The 
fir:st is a magnetic shield, which - coupled with 
the game's recharging health system - means 
that what rnost often kills you is simply your 
own lack of patience. 

The second is this season's essential 
accessory, the telekinetic grab. This allows 
you to hoist opponents into the air and fling 
them to their deaths, but is much rnore poorly 
implemented than in games where it forms a 
core component of the gameplay. Eye powers 
have a limited use, and must be powered up 
by performing 'good' kills and headshcts 
before you can use them again. 

The most telling aspect of the game is 
perhaps its plaoehclder HUD. Scheduled to 
be completely redesigned before release, right 
now it's one of the clumsiest and most ill 
considered we've ever seen - all flash and no 
function. The game may yet prove to be a 
perfectly good FPS, but there seems little 
chanoe of deserving the name it 
inherits. Rouge Agent it is, then. 

£DG£ 

Format: GC, PS2, Xbox 
Publisher: EA 

Developer: In-house (EAL.A) 

Orign: US 
Release: Novemt>ar 

Previously 1n E 138 

The game looks quite sparkly, if a little generic. Level 
design has an impact on play, one section featuring 
revolving panels to provide a brief second of cover 
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Under The Skin 
Capcom puts away the swords, the pistols 
and the virus, and wheels out the slapstick 

040 

One of the levels is set in a magnificently cute iteration of Raccoon City, w here the 
ghastly Nemesis himself has to be pranked to the point of dropping all of his coins. 
No mean feat, especially with the T-Virus munching its way through your inventory 

£DG£ 

Foonat: PlayStation2 
PubliSher: Capcom 

Developer: In-house (Production studio 4) 

Origin: Japan 

Release: OUt now~). October 29 (UK) 

Previously in E136 (as Panic Maket), E137 

[ill nder The Skin's plot is taken 
straight from the bottom-lefljhand 
corner of an episode of T risha: 

'My three-year-old son's causing chaos in 
a nearby galaxy!" it's maybe a fitting 
comparison for a game consisting of cartoon 
violence and social mischief. 

Alien Kozumi has just turned three. As is 
the traditional rite of passage for all inhabitants 
of the Meiwaku star system, he must travel to 
a neighbouring solar system and cause as 
much mayhem as possible in order to qualify 
for maturity. Which, of course, is where Earth 
comes in, used not so much as a sandbox as 
a litter tray for a prank rampage of this alien 
interloper-cum-teenage tearaway. 

Kozumi can 'scan' any one of the 
inhabitants of Under The Skin's compact 
levels, and use one or many nearby UFOs as 
a changing room to assume that person's 
form in order to wander unnoticed. Every time 
you change into a fresh skin you're given five 
oomedic contraptions to unleash on the 
populace who, when suitably harassed, will 
drop coins for you to collect. There's no limit 
to how quickly you can use up your five 
misch et-making devices; in fact. using them 
up in quick succession on a confused and 
dazed crowd is often the best way to tease 
out ever-greater numbers of ocins. But once 
they're gone, you'll need to find another 
body to snatch, and repeat the process all 
over again with a replenished fistful of 
destructive props. 

it's the sahsfaction of these props that's a 
major part of the game's appeal. They range 
from Simple kindergarten troublemakers, like 
an extending boxing glove or a handful of 
tacks, to weapons of mass drsruption - a 
T-rex stampede, for example, or an oversized, 
naming bowling ball. 

The levels feature another alien, one who's 
often an opponent in a dash to get the 
greatest coin total, or sometimes an ally in a 
fight against a larger, common foe. Take a 
pratfall over one of your own traps, or those 
set by a rival, and you'll spill some coins and 
have to continue in your pants. Take another 
hit and your true form will be revealed, 
meaning you'll have to transform again 
pretty quickly or be beaten by the victimised 
humans around you. 

lt's longevity that seems to be Under The 
Skin's greatest problem; while it seems to be 
a worthwhile twoplayer deathmatch game, 
when the jokeshop charm of it all wears off it 
seems that there may not be much " 
remaining under that skin, after all. Z::.,7--



Blinx 2: Mastas Of Time And Spaoo 
Artoon's broken timepiece gets another chance to prove 
its worth, roping in yet another dimension for the cause 

rtoon seems to have been granted 
nine lives' worth of grace, wijh the 
chance to put right the wrongs of 

what was, to many, an astronomical letdown. 
The onginal Blinx: The Time Sweeper was a 
game that choked rather than purred under 
the tick-lock logic of time control, scuppered 
by the confused and undernourished 
Implementation of an ambitious set of ideas. 

Has Artoon set out to make amends? The 
first five minutes of the game certainly implies 
so. Whether as a concession to the hateful 
character design of Blinx himself, or as a 
sweetener for a game thal's been fitted out 
with some significant multiplayer options, 
8/inx 2 opens with the chance to customise 
your feline Time Sweeper to within a whisker 
of your heart's content. 

There seems to have been a significant 
relaxation in tenns of time oontrols, too. 
Collecting a time-control power is no longer 
a matter of having to match three pickups 
in a row, bul Simply a case of collecting any 
and all of them as you go along. There are 
moments when the use of time controls are 
prompted, too, such as when confronted by 
a blast of enemy firepower from a nearby 
gun emplacement. 

The Time Sweeper's quest, however, is 
just a quarter of what 8/inx 2 appears to offer, 
which is where that plural in the title comes 
good. A horiZontal splilscreen mode allows fQ( 
cooperative play through the main quest, and 
is the only way to open up a number of areas 
that have to be tackled in tandem. 

However, it seems that the masters of 
space aren't the tnular Time Sweepers; the 
game includes a parallel quest that follows the 
stealthy antics of the thieving Tom-Tom Gang, 
and fealures a Similar twQPiayer cooperalive 
element. Playing as the Tom-Tom gang 
involves infiltrating strongholds patrofted by 
Time Sweepers. and is facilitated by us1ng 
decoys, banana skins and stun darts to 
scupper the guards on patrol. And this is 
where the game's fifth dimension comes into 
play, with your Tom-Tom characters able to 
enter suospace, sink into the floor and scan 
the area ahead for as long as they can hold 
their breath. 

So, Blinx 2 offers far-ranging character 
customisation, a team-based reconsideration 
of the Q(iginal and an entirely new spatial spin 
in the form of the Tom-Toms' quest. Enough 
with the new, though: does enough of the 
old 8/inx still reman in the new game to 
make il all for nought? Time. all too 
appropriately, will tell. ~ 

When confronted with shrapnel f rom an enemy gun emplacement, you've the option to pause, and 
suck up the bullets w ith your sweeper, or slow down time for a Matrix-style series of bendy dodges 

G 

Fom-.at: Xbox 
Publishe<: Microsoft 

Developer: Artoon 
Orlg•n: Japan 

Re-ease: 042004 
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Mercenaries 
The first tiny cracks appear in Pandemic's status 
as Most Exciting Game Developer In The World 

[[] 

t was one of the besl pitches of E3, no question. The idea of 
running riot in a war-torn North Korea, balancing the 
ambitions of the Chinese army and the Russian Mafia against 

the ooncerns of your own morality and the limitations of your bank 
balance, was almost trresistible. 

For now, what Pandemic has to show is an inevitable letdown. 
Months of development remain, but the game as it stands lacks the 
spark of its premise. Although a tiny gauge in the corner demonstrates 
the warmth of your relationships with each of the rival factions, there 
doesn't seem to be much evidence of unrivalled freedom or 
free-wheeling tactics in the activities you undertake. Gunning, 
running and attaching explosives to cabins seem to work pretty 

Vehicles can be commandeered, and forces loyal 
to factions which feel favourably towards you will 
fight on your side. Unless you start shooting them 

much the same whether you're doing it for 
love of money or love of oountry. The only 
flash of character is the ability to log in to your 
Russian Mafia arms account and order up a 
oouple of missiles mid-battle - for 
instantaneous delivery. it's a pleasingly 
preposterous system, but rt will be interesting 
to see how it impacts on game balance. 

As things stand, Mercenaries seems like 
a game with a b•g mouth and rather ordinary 
trousers. We look forward to being "-- -
proved wrong. c-~ 

Tony HavvkS Underground 2 
The sound of the first Underground was mostly groans and yawns. 
Neversoft's sequel promises more in the way of oohs, aahs and ows 

[!] ven the steamroller of the Tony Hawk brand couldn't iron out 
the wrinkles in the first THUG. Crass gags and pointless 
missions did little to enhance the revolutionary gameplay 

which made the skater's virtual name. 
For the sequel, thinking caps have clearly replaced beanies. 

Alongside the Jackass-meets-South Park of the main story mode, the 
complete 'classic' Tony Hawk experience has been recreated, where 
more serious-minded skaters can take full advantage of the lavish and 
complex environments oonstructed for the game's world-tour theme. 

There are also enoouraging indications of Neversoft having 
experienced the game the way players do. The new tantrum move, 
which lets you trigger enraged animations should you land on your face. 
also stokes up some fresh points to start off 
your next combo. The bullet -time slo-mo 
effect, which at first seems like an empty 
gimmick, is actually designed to help you nail 
tricky landings. The design-your-own-skate
sticker tool will trigger happy Jet Set Radio 

memories, but also allows you to incorporate 
a 'sticker slap' move into combos. 

Touches like these give cause for hope. 
Whatever else, any game that fea•ures a 
skateboarding, apple-throwing 
Benjamin Franklin can't be all bad. 
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Levels are almost intimidatingly intricately 
designed, encouraging exploration and rewarding 
the discovery of hidden areas. The World 
Destruction tour is meant literally - environments 
can be blown up to reveal new routes and ramps 

Format. PS2, Xbox 
Publisher: LucasArls 

------ ~eloper: Pandemic Studios 
Origin: US 

Release: Februa.y 2005 

Previously in E 138 

The choice of three main characters, including 
the requisite shapely lady, should add a greater 
sense of variety and personality to the story 

Format: GC, PC, PS2, Xbox 
Publisher: Activision 

Developer: Neversolt 

Orig n: US 
Release: Autumn 2004 

Hidden characters have their own bizarre forms 
of locomotion and, as a consequence, their own 
personalised objectives tailored to each level 



Snir:a- Elite 
Format: PC, P$2, Xbo• 

Publ•SI'ler: TBC 

Developer. Rebellion 

Origin: UK 

Release: 01 2005 

it's an impeccably researched, super-realistic WWII game! But 
hold your flogged, dead horses: Rebellion has a fresh take 

The game currently includes a rather gory 'bullet
cam'. Great for confirming kills, it's a little harder 
to stomach the sight of your bullet spiralling 
unstoppably into an unsuspecting eye socket 

[[] 

t may be 1945, and ~ may be Berlin, but this isn't quite the 
game you're expecting. Sniper Bite's American hero, a laconic 
special forces operative, has been dispatched to the city to 

set his sights not on the Germans. but the Russians. The United 
States. haVIng got to hear of a Russian plot to seize experimental 
German nuclear weapons, has realised that it's the Eastern Bloc which 
is about to pose the biggest threat to world peace. This isn't a late 
WVI/11, this is an early Cold war. 

Although you'll be able to explore and fight in thirdperson. the 
game's heart is the firstperson sniping mode. You'll be required to 
consider wind and trajectory degradation, as well as needing to get 
into position early enough for your pulse to steady. Berl'n has been 

majestically recreated, and the potential for 
learning the secrets of the rubbled streets 
and of the thrill of locating that perfectly 
shadowed roottop is enormous. The game's 
muHiplayer also presents peculiar possibilities: 
will other human players really have the 
patience to s~ it out right at the other end of 
the map? An unusual prospect indeed. 

With the game already close 10 
complelion. Rebellion intends to announce 
a publisher for Sniper Elite in the -~ 
coming months. ~ ,.::: 

As things stand, the oddest element of the 
game's HUD is the health bar, which squeezes 
a human figure into one side of your compass 

Star Wars RepubiC Commando 
FOf'ITiat: PC, Xbox 

Pubhshe<: LucasArts 
Developer: In-house 

Ongin: US 

Release: Februa.y 2005 

Republic Commando may have filched Samus Aran's visor, 
but it doesn't seem to have stolen her sense of adventure 

Your commandos are ordered through a panel 
of icons displayed on your HUD. The system is 
fluid, helpfully indicating each trooper's health 

Bigger enemies require your troopers to make 
the best use of space, and these moments, 
rather than the more predictable corridor 
gunfights, show up their AI l imitations 

£DG£ 

Previously in E138 

[!] he clue is maybe in the fact that the squad you command is 
made up of clones. The theory behind LucasArts' shooter is 
sound - blend the immediacy of an FPS with the depth of an 

on-the-fly squad game, and set it in the increasingly over-crowded but 
endlessly appealing Star Wars universe. The practice - so far - is 
looking disappointing. 

Your clone troopers feel clumsy, and your command over them is 
basic at best. Mhough they can be trusted to heal each other when 
wounded, you'll bo required to laboriously instruct each one in tum to 
use the heal'ng station they're all slumped against. As extra firepower 
they work well in plain corridor sections. but once confronted with a 
boss they're as likely to be in the way as not. 

Context-sensitive commands (such as the 
door-breaching manoeuvre demoed to such 
effect at E3) break up the monotony, but may 
not be enough to convey the sense of being 
in true ocntrol of three other individuals. 

lt may be that there is a lot more to the 
game than LucasArts is currently willing to 
show. There's certainly plenty of time for more 
variety, depth and precision to be worked into 
the basic framework. Without it, however, 
Republic Commando oculd remain as e-:e 
soulless as its troops. v ,...,_. 
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Yoshinetsu Byuden 
Though Otogi's Raiko may have hung up his swords 
for now, From has another samurai legend to recount 

eartened by the success of its Zen-and-violence Otogi series 
en Xbox, From has stepped up to the challenge of taking on 
Koei's Dynasty Warriors with its own historical mass-combat 

epic, literally Legend Of The Hero Yoshinetsu. it's a move that could be 
described as 'brave·, among other terms, but the developer has chosen 
to bolster its chances by pitch·ng to the larger PS2 userbase. Whether 
the more tactical approach Yoshinetsu takes will appeal to the genre's 
traditional audience is another matter. 

Playing as the 13th century warrior of the title, you command a 
small infantry squad With face-button-issued commands: a !lack at wtll, 
form defensive position, assert pressure and charge. In addrtion to this 
level of taches - which admittedly may be only as involved as altematrng 

From has never been overly concerned with 
finessing its in· game cameras, something 
that could prove a concern with Yoshinetsu 

button-mashing between 'heavy attack' and 
'charge' - Yoshinetsu can be supported by a 
maximum of two allied heroes. Whtle they are 
capable ol f.gllting independently, direct 
control can be assumed. allowing the player 
to set up multi-pronged battlefronts. 

it may lack OWs spectacle - packing 
noticeably fewer combatants on screen - but 
in attempting to oullhink Koei's juggernaut 
rather than outnumber it, From may yet gain 
a foothold in the genre where other 
oompetitors have failed. 

Hard Luck: Retum Of The Hera38 
The Towering Inferno comes to PS2 in this latest d isaster survival title: we 
hope it's the drama, not the game structure, that prompts cries for humanity 

@] isaster games, it seems, come in threes: following Konami 
and !rem's fire-fighting efforts. Spike is throwtng rts helmet 
into the ring with a search-and-rescue operation that could 

prove to be the most interesting ol tile crop. 
As a fire breaks out rn a high-rise building, you take charge of one 

of three player-controllable heroes - one accidental, the others more 
intentional - in the~r attempt to escape the blaze and save the rest of the 
20-strong cast. The fire spreads in roaltime, so spending too long rn an 
area can result in your escape routes being blocked as the flames take 
hold; the building's power, security and access systems will also 
degrade as the situation worsens. 

Rescuing your fellow occupants is a matter of guiding them through 
the inferno to 'safe zones'. Some will follow 
the player willingly, whereas others require 
more coaching. Sutvivors can be led by the 
hand or carried, at the cost of precious time, 
and in a somewhat sadistic twist the player 
rnay sometimes encounter a group which can 
only be rescued one by one. Both the plot 
progression and the game's oonclusion will 
change based on who gets out alive, and 
this, coupled with each character's divergent 
storyline and abilities, should provide 
replay Incentive. .;.. 
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Spike claims to have paid particular attention to 
'fire physics', suggesting the building's death 
throes may play out differently with each game 

~ormat PlaySta!lon2 
Publisher: From Software 

Developer: In-house 
Origon: Japan 

ReiC<lSc: January 2005 

The gouts of blood drawn by Yoshinetsu's 
strikes come as stark contrast to Dynasty 
Warriors' cheertut light -show maimings- From 
intends the battles to be more grimly realistic 

Format. Play$tation2 
Pt.btisher: Spike 

Oevelopcr: In-house 
Ongn. Japan 

Release: 04 2004 

Max the cop and Douglas the firefighter may 
be more practically useful, but 'designer' Scott 
Winkler has them beat for snappy dressing 



ArrnorOO C'A:re Famuk:l Front 
Format P$2, PSP 

Publishe< From Software 
Oewloper ~ 

Oron .._, 

Rel9a<e 04 

A side chapter in the Core canon sees human error 
removed from the equation, along with human control 

The PSP version (not shown) Is j ust as visually 
sharp as its sister machine's version, but 
some would-be early adapters will be 
disappointed that Formula Front is a strategy 
t1tle rather than a fully featured action game 

rmored Cote's PlayS:auon Portable debut, rcw revealed to be 
accompanied by a Slstec- PS2 version, 1s a propoSition for 
mechsmiths wflo consider getting their hands d1rty to involve 

grease and circurt boards rather than being strapped into a cockpit. 
Wh le constructoo and slat-balancing are player-controlled, combat 

is strictly hands-off, Wlth your mech's perlonnance in arena duels 
dictated by •ts programmable N. Each battle IS assessed by a VS 
Analyzec- to pck out weak spots, allowing the player to address 
deficiencies 1n their AI strategy 1n post -match pep ta1ks. Multiple 
mech/AI configurations can be created and stored for comparison. 

Corrpared to previous Core titles, then, the focus is less on 
fashiOning an exoskeleton and more on ~re-tuning the bran beAnd rt -

the kild of pseudo-prograrrmng language 

strategy that has been largely neglected on 
conroe since the l•kes of Carnage Heart 
(though it's as yet unclear how Intricate 
Formula Front's options are). 

From has declared both ver5100S WIH 

feature t.nQUe content rather than betng ports 
or companoon peces, but has ret'llalned 
tight-lipped on details. The two versions 
should be able to exchange data, if only to 
allow those CnJCia extra momonts of AI 
building on the morning commu:e. 

Dramatic camera positioning during the battles 
should allow From to play up the series' 
customarily crisp, c lean mechanical design 

ArrnorOO Core Nine Brooker 
Formal. PlaySiallcn2 

-------~Pub<•shec From Software 
DevelOper ln-hou$11 

01lgln: Japon 
Release: October 28 ~). TBC (UI<j 

Meanwhile, the main series thunders on, looking to draft new 
players and set veterans duelling to the mechanised death 

AC's m.nus have always done a good job, 
but Nine Breaker's new st,.amlined layout 
should remove the need for a pen and pencil 

The Arena mode's stages vary in size and 
makeup from no-nonsense death pits, such as 
the one on the left, to more intricate complexes 

£DG£ 

flee- seven years and nine versions of From's most successful 
series, the developer is apparently concerned Annored Core 
may be losing 1ts edge - although a fanbase as cornnilted as 

AC's is unlikely to mutny for a few more •ncremental updates yet. 
Nine Breaker is ntended to pec-form the d fflcu~ balancing act of 

answenng fan expectations wflile bfinging new players into the fold. 
Newcomers will be able to sign on for a training mode, intended to 
teach evec-y detail of pilohng through more than 150 lessons. 

Even bettec-, the routtnely obtuse menu system (one of the 
disappointments or the recent Nexus outreach programme) has been 

redesigned for ease of use- and not a moment too soon, as the 
already colossal quantity of customtsatiOn opt•ons are to rece1ve a 

further shipment of new parts. 
The hardcore Core atldlence is addressed 

With Arena mode, which pares the game back 
from battlefront scenanos to pure 
mech-on-rnech combat across a selectiOn of 
v81)'1ng stages. Entering the tournament as a 
lowly Ranker AC, players fight for the right to 
square off against the reign'ng champion for 
the Nine Breaker title An on ine ranking 
system wl provide bragg61g rights Y.'lthOut the 

need to make physical contact with 
othec- puny, antlike humans. 
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P~ Alptlas This month's announcements and updates 

Alien Homin1d 

!'ormat GC. PS2 
POOiosher 03 
~·elope< The Bellernoth 

This gleefully VIOlent Metal Slug-meets-ond~G
American-cartoon-Fiash-game comes to console 
- well, two of them - packed wtth new content. 
twoplayer coop and some fabulous explosoons 

Starship Troopers 

~mal: PC 
Publisher Empire 

Developer: Strangol to 

Better late than never, Empire's FPS treatment 
goes straight for the central nerve stem: the early 
footage is promising, if curiously lacking in 
urgency. But there's time enough to get lt right 
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Psychonauts 

1-ormat PC, Xbox 

Pu~>~<sne<· ·~ 
0&.-elopcr DoubiO Fro 

Tm Schafer's prodigal psychic son returns, 
rescued from post·Microsoft limbo by Majesco. 
Some of its once-dazzling mechanics have lost 
their shine to recent psychic upstarts, though 

Pathway To Glory 

r ormot N G.19e 
Publts.her': Nokl8 
Developer n-house 

it's quite simple: Pathway To Glory's demo is the 
first and only N-Gage game which has caused us 
to run our batteries dry. Demanding, flexible and 
lavish, its multiplayer potential is still huge 

0 

-----------------------------------------------

Star Ocean; Till The End Of Time 

F!)l'lllllt PlayStaton2 

Plbo:;her Ut>ISOII 
Dev<>IOper SQuare-Enox 

Till neally two yean afte< the original release, 
too, but Ubi is turning around the PAL version in 
double· time. The wait fO< western localisation 
has at least ensured we get the d•rector's cut 

Sid Meier's Pirates! 

Fonnal PC. Xbox 
Publisher Alarl 

Developer Hrwos 

i • ', ·• 
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Tho Sullivan·Biuth·Styled makeover of Pirates! 
demanded a console version like it demands that 
exclamation marlk. Xbox owners can now plunder 
the Spanish M:1in from the comfort of their couch 

Freedom Force Vs The Third Reich 

~CJm'1;31_ PC 

Plblos"Er. VMlnat Urwcrsa. 
Dci.OIOpOr: rratoonal Games 

Irrational's Silver Age superlhero romp, previOUSly 
to be self-published, has secured VU's backing 
for its American release. The fate of the game's 
European release remains on a cliffhanger 

Super Mano Ball 

Format: GBA 
Publisher: Nintondo 

Developer: Fuso Games 

Mario Pinball's Japanese release (dtd we 
mention it's from UK devco Fuse Games?) Is due 
at the end of August. Its easy charm and good 
looks continue to impress in both torritorios 













The Plantronics-manufactt.n!d headset is 
an improvement on the original Xbox Uve 
model. 11 launches alongside the game 











A partJCUia1y proMI:::.")Q ondusion in Chaos Theory Is r.!e twoplayer cooperatr;e game Ion or 
off ne) that has been worl<ed on by a sep:!1llte team a1 Ubisof: Mont-eal sonce Feeruary. Tile 

iflllled oeve~<lp~Tlenlllme has reso.;tted In~ lour maps being offered. althougn, if the mode 

proves popula!, expect MOre VIa downi03d "There's 'lO way that ~was poss ble to recycle tlle 

Slngleplayer maps. • expbinS ~e producer Stephane Ray 'The deslgr>e<S didn't nave h 
on tho>r mr1ds that n was !or two players, so t~'s why m.; team os wOtlcng uniquely on mat

and ~ makes a dolference. Occaslonaily "' coop btles you get the fee!""9 that tlley've ,..ost added 
a'lOther ctO:l!'acter but Ifs t11e same nrt:Mecture and the s:w1e enwon."1eflt I goarartee t.~at 

wi'.h the maps we've c:re:1ted yoc; cannot foniSil it alone- you ~ust be wi:h your lroend." 

Tile game essentJ3;1y ~ the same as n S>ngieplayer b;..t witl1tt>e additJon o' COOP 

moves (such as t~rowtng your colleague ove< an onfra-red beam, c· mbong uo the s de of a 

ou ldong, stand.ng on nos si'OI..IdetS whllo shooting over a waiQ and they are the aspect Ray s 
proud est of •we gove you the feeling that you are doing someth"'9 soec<al, that you O,ave 
access to some areas th:~t you are oat supposed to. it's because of these moves that the game 

and level d9Slgners can desogn some very noce structures. Tons of new possib•loties ex<st 

In play, coord<nat<ng strategies offer an attractiVe new dynam<c on the Splmter Cell 

gameplay nnhougn admittedly tt>e coop moves, while simple '" t~.eor one-button execulion. 
prove a :1tt1e cumbersome in terms of set-up and player placement. But a little pract.ce should 

certaonly 011 the procedure and tho potentoal •or this mode rema~ns thoroughly exc<ling. 



Chaos Theory feelS darker than previOUS Splinter Gel! games. tt's a lot to do W1tll the team's 

a;>proaeh. We don, want to push the reellsM atrf furtnet than we did. but we did want to up 

the emobonal stakeS m the game. One of the ways to do t11at $to add a bit of an edge tort." 

Hocking says. This enotiOnal connectJOn cent-es on the nooon of ten5101\ arguaoty me man 
e:'>OIIonal experienoe m a stealtl' game. As :ensioo wmin a stea1h dynamiC is mherent!y inked 

to enemy prox!mily. tile team has eng.._.t the game botll an terms of oo,ectws and Al 

behaviour to de!iver such srtuaoons. while alSo providlll9 a new close-range a:tack syslem. 

Eq..ally. thO stOtYtel!lllll e!ement has unde<gone a re'l!s.on. A ~ dialogue system 

tal<es into acc:ouot preVIOUS events and player chotces (necessary goven the game's non-inear 

lear>tngs) and the .:se of in-game cut-scenes has been removed and replaced by what tl"oe 

de>eloPer ts te<m~ng 'memorable moments • Developed with a HOllywood spec•alist t~ 

tncldents &m to tnj8Ct drana onto the gaMe while alowing the p<ayer to mamla•n camera 
control and thus proll'Ote a more •nvol111og expenence. "We're try•ng to lOok for ways to create 

the emotoons that you feel when you exper•ence tradrtional drama: says Hockong 

One exn'llple oncludes the shadow of a man undergo ng electnc-shock torture be•ng 

prorected on to a wall you approach earty on t'l the level which, when combined wtth game·s 

exceilent auooo QuA1tty, leaves little to the omagonatoon. HocKing aga•n: "I !hiM it's more 
chn•lengong ard again much rlskter to •nv•te the player to feel something dramat•cally and 

emot•onally compel long thank os to rust yank away the camera and force h•m to watch ot." 
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May contain small parts 
Lego Star Wars, from startup publisher Giant Entertainment, is blending 
two extraordinarily beloved entertainment universes into something new.' .. 



T 
o begin. a 1111e of Lego trl \IICI. The word Lego 
comes from the Danish 'Leg Godt'. meanong 
to play we1 That os the Lego philosophy -

playing v.'el - and that confident qualoty oozes from 
ahlost everytting the Danish manufacturer has 
branded s.nce rts ll'lCePIIOil. To oontrue. a dleap 

Shot. Lego videogames have not (trad<tionaM 
played wen. Star Wars games, too, have forged an 

unerMable reputation recently. apart from a certalll 

RPG. So. rrorn an Edge reader's po~nt of VIew at 
least Lego Star w.vs rnc1s itselt i'l a pecUer 

Sltua:ion from the start: two powerfuiiiCellCeS, each 
theoretJCaly tab' made for videogames, each a 
blessing and each a curse. 

Ws likely, then, that that an Edge reader Wlll have 
come to this part of the magazine last of all, 

EDO 
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regardless of how much they've 1oYed Lego, loved 
Lucas. wtry blame then'J? 'Mlat coUd they expect 

from a J()IJ!TleY ttrough the first three '"ms that, 
acoordii'IQ to the developer's miSsion statement, has 
been made for c/Wten? it's not for then'J, ~t? 
Jonathan Smith, dellelopmeot director at the 
game's publisher. G&ant Entertairment. answers 
w1thout rT11ss'ng a beat ·vou·re taking about a 
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Game: Lego Star Wars 
Format PC. PS2, Xbox 
Pubbshe<: Giant Ent. 
Deveoper: Travtlller's Tales 
Origin: UK 
Release: 2005 
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By using the force (mapped to circle on the PS2 pad) Obi-Wan and Qui-Gon can take Lego objects and re(;onstruct 
them. The new structures may give be important to progress, or simply give access to power-ups or extra areas 

Lego 'studs' are enormously evocative, and they work well 
as an interaction signifier. lt's hard to look at the bigger 
ships without wanting to prise apart the bricks and rebuild 

hardcore, seen-it-all-before gamer? This is exactly 
what they want They haven't seen it befofe. • 
Interesting. Just suppose he's nght. 

You - you - may not have seen Lego Star Wars 
before in a very literal sense, either. The game had a 
low-key public unveiling at the San Diego comic 
convention at the end of July to no small amount of 
surprise and excitement, the hype snowball taking 
its first few tumbles down the mountainside. 
Recounting all the major events in the modern 
trilogy, and due for release just before 2005's 
Revenge Of The Sith, superficially it's a 
straightforward game - a series of thirdperson fixed
camera adventures through landmark set-pieces, 
instantly recognisable environments populated with 
heart-warming lego structures. circular studs and 
the tiny mining Star Wars characters. 

Investigate further, though, and the game's !,near 
handhold.ng melts away, replaced by a freefonm 
friendl'ness that encourages exploration and 
experimentation. While the levels are compact from 
start to finish, the idea is that players who want to 
spend more time playit1g in the environments are 
provided with enough toys to play with. Lego pieces 
act as interaction signifiers within the playfield - Jedi 
can attempt to man'pulate Lego briCks with the force 
or smash things with thetr sabers; robots will pull 



The point is that if it's made from Lego you can play 
with it. And when you realise that, you realise what's 
fundamentally different about this Lego game 

and push Lego levers; an<! royal guards will shoot 
the cutest laser pistols ever, or use grappling hooks 
to reach higher platforms. There are many more 
characters and many more ways of manipulating the 
environment, but the point is that if it's made from 
Lego you can play with it. And when you realise that, 
you realise what 's fundamentally different about this 
Lego game. it's about transferring the Leg Godt 
philosophy into videogaming, not taking a 
videogame and colouring it with bricks. 

Smith explains how that concept came about: "11 

started with the idea that Lego could make a great 
computer game. There was something in that 
fantastiC experience of playing with Lego that we all 
know about, that could be brought to the world of 
videogames that we all love. That could match. That 
coulo create something l1f!:W - that could draw on 
what was in Lego, but take it into a new place." 

But why bring Star Wars into it? "The th1ng with 
Star Wars meant that we could bring the wortd's 
favourite characters into that idea. and create 
something that would be extremely accessible, 

u£ 
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Construction complete 

The ship models in Lego Star Wars are recreations of their Lego krt 

counterparts. Better than that. they're constructed out of virtual Vet'SIOns of 

single separately built bncks, meaning Traveller's Tales has essentially turned 

Maya into an •nfinijely large Lego kit. "H makes ij building models a lot easier," 

explains lead artist James Cunfiffe. "Siave-1, to bu1ld, is an afternoon. Bwlding 
a new spaceship out of regular polygons would take a whole lot longer." Most of 

the ShipS are bui~ out of s•m•lar bricks, Since reus1ng odd pieces from previous 

kits is a source of pride in the Lego design community. You'll find the wing panel 

from one ship might have had a previous life as a spoiler on an F1 car. and that's 

a technoque that Cunliffe is continUing in the vldeogame's new Lego creabons. 
"One of the droids I buitt this week has a telephone that are his eye sockets, 

effectively," he explams. Convergence taken to extremes, that. 

attractive, exciting. Lego's range of Star Wars play 
materials has been one of the most successful 
ranges of toys for the Lego toy company. Much 
loved by us. much loved by everyone we know, by 
many millions of people throughout the world. So the 
next question was what would the Lego Star Wars 
game be? What are all these great vehiCles. all these 
great characters, soenes from movies that we live 
out when we play with the toys, what would that be 
like in a videogame?' 

So Lego brings the structure and Star Wars 
brings the universe. Interestingly, though, just as 
Lego's designers have been allowed to experiment 
with the vehicles in the universe themselves - check 
the back of any Star Wars Lego set and you'll find 
other, non-Lucas creations that can be built with the 
same pieoes - so Lego Star Wars turns the 
cinematic story into a playset. As players progress 
through the game they unlock characters, and these 
characters can be taken back into previous scenes. 
By combintng their unique skills with those of the 
characters already present in the level it's possible to 
reach new areas in a gameplay twist that may 
remind some of The Lost Vikings on a grander scale. 
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Slice slice, baby 

Star Wars wouldn't be Star Wars wrthout some saber slicing and laser 

swooshmg, and Lego Star Wan; doesn't shy away from either. Jed• have 

hghtsaben; with which they can perform simple, smgle-button eombos, each of 

the fighters having their own particular moveset. Hokling down the attack button 

will block, while laser blasts can be reflecting back at opponents wrth well-timed 

SWipes. Other player characters have different methods of attacking their 
opponents, including R202's strangely sabsfying abllrty to disable droids. "I 

think that as soon as you pick rt up rt has immediate playabilrty." says Pardon. 
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Also of note is the 'drop tn, drop out' twoplayer 
dynamic, which allows a second player to enter or 
leave the action on a whim. There are always 
between two and six possible player characters 
on screen, and pressing Start drops player two into 
one of their bodies. If they'd rather play a drllerent 
part they can approach their choice of host and 
transfer their spirit with the triangle button. The same 
goes for player one, of course, wh>ch is how they 
can solve the multi-character muHi-sl<ill puzzles. The 
AI of the rest of the party is smart enough but it's 
essentially static, not progressive - it will do the 
minimum required to keep itself alive, and shadow 
your progress through the level intuitively, but it won't 
sotve puzzles or rout enemies. 

Wrth such a strong emphaSJs on a wide range of 
characters, much thought was put into how the 
instantly recogn>sable Lego minifigures were to be 
recreated in a game. Initially animated in a similar 
fashion to the comedic (funny-cos-they're-rubbish) 
Lego stop-motion videos that pop up across the 
interne! from time to time, Traveller's Tales soon 
decided on something more organic. "lt was pretty 
obvious we weren't really going to be able to stick 
with plastiC," explains Jeremy Pardon, Lego Star 
Wars' lead animator. "That worl<ed better, creating 
characters rather than just copying the minifigs. I 
mean, there were technical problems anyway - the 

Jango Fett is one of the developers' favourit e characters. Like the rest of Lego Star Wars' cast , he's beautifully 
animated - watch his tiny body recoil in mid air as he hovers and fires his pistols, or the little flourishes as he spins 

plastic was built to worl< and function in a certain 
way, which as a character it doesn't necessarily do. 
A good example is if you open their legs, they 
actually have something in the middle, and it starts 
to look ... ummm .. . " 

Lego Star Wars' min•figs have a sort of flexibility 
that's absent from the figures on which they're 
based, knee joints flexing as if the legs were made of 
soft rubber, plastic hairstyles flopping comically with 
their owners' motion. The painted-on facial 

weeks left on that project, just kinda fixing bugs and 
stuff, but we were all so excited at the new project, 
at the prospect of being able to play with Lego 
basically, that we just cracked on and buiH ... well, 
we had hall a dozen characters, a speeder bike, 
stormtroopers. Helped by lots of Lego." 

How did the Lego designers react when they 
first saw their creations moving? Smith interrupts. 
"They were just blown away, everyone, right from the 
start, right from the first minifigure they saw move 

If other Lego games have shown how Lego would 
look if animated with Thunderbirds-style strings, 
this is Lego done by Pixar, flexible and emotive 

expressions are beautifully animated, too. If other 
Lego games have shown how Lego would look if 
animated with Thunderbirds-style strings, this is 
Lego done by Pixar, flexible and emotive, almost 
inevitable when you cons•der that the team's last 
game was Rnding Nemo. 

"Actually, when we started, we hadn't even 
finished Nemo, had we?" grins Pardon. "And we 
were doing the first demo of the game. My producer 
on Nemo wasn't very happy. There were a few 

around. Everyone just said: 'That is 100 per cent 
right'." Was that because they had pretty low 
expectations? "They had no expectations. None 
whatsoever, because they didn't know what we 
were going to do. At all. 

"But the results were spectacular, and proved 
what we'd been hoping for: that these characters 
could come to life as videogame characters. That 
the world in the imagination of a child or aduH -
becoming a child for a moment as they play with the 



it's not all platforms and puzzling - here, one of the 
movies' key sequences is recreated as a linear shooter, 
w hile the famous pod racing also has a Lego equivalent 

Lego and live out that story- could come to life in a 
really cool way." 

If you want an illustration of exactly how cool that 
cool way is. take the short, sharp cut-scenes. 
Unking the action, they compress Lucas's newly 
verbose storytelling into tiny, expression-filled silent 
movie-style bulletins. At the end of Episode One -
and this is spoiler territory tor those who've been 

livlng in a hole for five years, so beware - Darth 
Maul's final, fatal fight with Ou1-Gon and Obi-Wan 
is jammed into 20 seconds of supercute lightsaber 
dancing. When Maul fals, split asunder at the 
waist into his two minifig parts just as a real lego 
minifig would, you can see just how well they've 
captured the essence from both universes - the joy 
from one, the character from the other- and have 
created a third. 

Or, as Smith explains, it's about ignoring 
theoretical convention and returning to Leg Godt: 
"If this was a mission to done those plastic toys 
and represent them in a videcgame. we would 
have all kinds of challenges from a technical 
perspect ve, to try and make that fun. But the 
mission, right from the start, was to say: 'What's 
the game of Star Wars Lego going to be like? What, 
in that currently exist1ng plasbc world, can we draw 
upon to make that game?' But if new stuff needs 
to be crealed to bring characters to fife in this 
imaginative world, we are at liberty to make those 
changes. The Lego ethos is bigger than any one 
particular representation." 

That's difficull to d1sagree with. But how will 
Giant persuade Edge readers that this is the 
one? Thai this is really, actually, genuinely going to 
play well? Smith's three-stage answer is simple. 
Stage one: "We would show it to them.· Stage two: 
"And they would play it." Stage lhree: "And they 
would 9fljoy it. " 

Right now, we've got no reason to 
suppose he's wrong. 

£DO 
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From left: Giant Entertainment's managing director Tom Stone, development 
director Jonathan Smith, and Loz Doyle, producer on Lego Star Wars 
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WALLET-FRIENDLY FIRE 
As beefier tech specs and supercharged graphics chips continually push 
the realism agenda, the bedroom coder has returned to making shooters 
with a new mantra borrowed from Japan's Treasure: 'be attitude for gains' 



_; 



JAPANESE 

WARNING FOREVER 
wwwlS.big.or.jpf-hikozafProd 

Boss-rush bl SS. A beautlful-loolong VertiCal 
shooter with a vector-ISh Vlbe li"" standard · -es the 

fonrnula and stnps out the bresome 
business of shoot.1g lOts of lrttle er.TIOIS 
before you 9E!I a go at the big boss A 
ptOCessiOn of......_ 
tOOled ...,.,.... badder, mcreasongly 

-up bosses. No more, no •ess. Whole 
other shooters treat .._ __ w. """"""' as • conventJon 

l!ITIIflg Forever re-.-ers ., them. ' 

PERFECT 
CHERRY BLOSSOM 
www16.big.or.jpf-zunfhtmVth07.html 

The beSt of the out·and-oul bullet·hell shmups 

(or 'curta>n shOOters/. The slightly fl'llly pinkneSS 

('Gorls do their beSt now ... pleaSe watch watmiY 

unlll ilos ready) os all a tront. PCB '' steely. 
tough, and a shck, protessoonal Job that 

wouldn't look out of place on DC or PS2. 

CHO REN SHA 68K 
wwwz.t!<y.3Web.ne.jp/-yosshin 

Vertical shmups are abundant. but this '' a 

standoul. with stylised 8bit looks concealing 
modem gameplay. Instead of bombarding you 

Wllh power-ups, it lets you modofy your style of 

play by offering a choice of three (weapon 
power-up. extra !)Omb, shoeld). 

An enchanting 
the """ of li!b Ribbon 

Qame delnses and shooter 
P<ltterns dependi 9€<Jmelnc. buu'-able buf~ 
the 11'19 on the rhythm 
f ~you tell ot to #ojlow • and pace ol 
eels tike an interactive Wi . H sa Sllmup. but n 

K1Arnp lllSUaiiSat.on. 



- RROOTAGE 
www.asahi-net-or-iPI-esBk-cyv/ 

index_e.html 

Kenta Cho has deslg.'Vld plenty of shooters 

wo<th onvest.gallng, 111cluding Tumilo Ftghtei"S, 
Parsec47 and No1z2sa. But rRootage s tne 

most accompltshed; cerusonly the ore most 

onlluenced by C()O'Y'I11IWCoal s11muPS- FOLI' 

di.''etent '"lOdes baSed on ondiVldual shooter 
styles (Psyvanar's 'bua system ll<aroga's 

chamlng. G1ga Wing's bullet-absO<b and the 

staooan:l shoot-everythong-and-dodge-buliets 

nlOdto). The Mac vetSIO<lS of NOiz2Sa and 

rl'loolage are spot on. 

EVERY EXTEND 
nagoya.cool.ne,jplo_megal 
product/e2.html 

Another mW-imoYator that poses the 

perplexing Question: 'One dtty. suddenly Y<>J 
111Ce111e 12 UCHU·guided bombs. What do you 

do?' Answer: blow yourself up and take the bad 

guys ,.,:r, you. Psyvanar and Sllllogatnl No 
Shiro ~ ltleor a..a:z• system, Every EJrtend 
goes further and makes sacode pa.nless. 



A compuiSNe hnle curio that takes bullet 

dodg•ng to ItS purest extreme. The premise 
couldn't be simpler: how long can you stay alive 

on a single. non-scrolhng screen full of 
mult•·directlonal bullets? it probably took about 
ten minutes to wnte, perfectly Illustrating the 
point about shmup principles be;ng the most 

accessible to novice DIY coders. 

GALSHELL· 
! OOD REO SKIES 

mo.sa~wra.ne 'p/ ·l -~ 

Aaand in the blood ' 
corner . . Y·m ndeclly non·com 

... th•s 1s a patho . merclaJ 
honzontal shoot ioglcaJiy G•oer·•nspu·ecl 
Freudian ocki er with plenty of VISCeral 

change from ness. Cluni<y, but Ce<talnly a 
2appy lasers and ster;'e Ships. 

DEADEYE 
www.wayoftherodentcom/ 
deadeye_teaser.htm 

A mote wave-based Okt·scOOol . 20 shooter v.rth a strong 
. eotn-Op sensibility l{'hoentx 

Galax131l). The 'risi<y!' concept (shooll • 

enemoes when they're close to ng 
and bullet·absort> feature tak your shtp) 
cues from J es plenty of 

apanese shmup principles. 

STRAYFIRE 
www.gradientstudios.com/ 
strayfire/gamedownloads.html 

()ecldedly Japophilic verocal shmUP frOm 

Gradient studioS. supert>. commerc;aJ.quahty 

graphics - including parallax. /KanJga·inspired 

interactive backdi'O!'S· 



WARBLADE 
www.warb4ade.as 

Based on the oelebtated Amoga game DeWre 
Galaga (and by the same a~. Warolade os a 

SOlid enough PC update whoch packs in the 

variety but still sulfetS from the actJon·btealong 
business of us.ng tokens to buy power-ups. 

MUTANT STORM 
www.pompom,org.uk 

PomPom's stuff C8t1 feel a teeny bit 

over·PIOcfuced, but there's still masses of 
playab<lity and 1ongevrty m these sumptuous 

Defender!Robotron-tnspired blasters. Again, 
extra backsfaps for acknowledging the Mac. 

BUGATRON 
www.retro64.com/bugatron.asp 

An even purer 16bit·style shOoter. Stylistically 

similar to Space BirdZ, but more tnSplfed by 

Galaga than PfJoet1ix. Plenty of character and 
humour, wrth some tnventive levels and - best 

of all - good, okHash.oned power-ups. 

A more successful, Armga·hungover 

wave-baSed shooter. Glossier and bette<' 
. "'arl:>/ade and more lmmecMte. looking than ... . 

Wor1<s well as a straJ9ht remake of Phoer!IX. 

but seasons the formula With rtS own IdeaS. 



SPHERES OF CHAOS 
str&amerp2p.convc:haos.htrn 

BATTLE OF YAVIN 
BATTLE OF ENDOR 
www.bruneras.com 

Here's somethmg a JOt more ambitious. Bt\r,o 

Marcos• class.c Star Wats llllogy Qames, 

rendered in 'TrueVISion• 30, manage to be I'JSt 
as pOlished and Playabie as the recent 

Gamecube Rogue Leaoer!Rogue Squadron 
93llles. They're also more ateadey and less 

fussy. Matcos os thinking of developing a further 
Qame based on the Hoth AT·AT Walker battle. 
~ lhos man, end do rt nght now 

DEMONSTAR 
www.mking.com/mac 

Apart from the Kenta Cho and PomPom 
coovers.oos. good Macintosh shooters are 
petty scarce Which makes Demonstar e.en 
more essenLal. A nxk·solid verucaJ shooter 
with all the usual J)O'N@'-op trmmings, temfic 
30 rendeted graphocs and bearable rnus.c. 



PLATYPUS 
www.squashysoftware.com 

As a break from scrolling star1ields and samey 

spacey content, Platypus takes a refreshingly 

unique moulded, 'claymatiOn' approach .. The 
chunky colhsk>n detectoon is offset by bnght, 

jOlly lool<s and an excellent Pop 'N' Twin Bee

style system of cok>ur-coded power-ups, which 

are liMe and have to be used sparingly. Buy rt 
from the above lonk (author Anthony Rack's 

webSite) and he gets more convnoSSIOO. 

GRIDRUNNER++ 
www.llamasoft.co.uk 

Completed as a ~al project befona he 

began worl< on ompendong opus Unity, Jeff 

M Inter updated hos own 8bit classic tor the 

mouse-savvy generation. Brutally addictive. 
One mouse, one button, shoot lots of 

relentlessly host•le everyday ob.rects and icons, 
collect sheep to boost bonus multiplier. 

M inter at hos most rel3Xed and access·boe. 

• 

Sltck and lladitional horizontal scroller from the 
wel-establlshed Midnight Synetgy stable. 
Plenty of nods to Gradius ., the power

up/power-down system. Slow to start, but 
builds to live up to its name on later levels. 

TSUNAMI 2010 
h/Games.htm www.unl-ulm.de/-s_cwaec 

. make of Minter's 
Technically impreSSIVe re d'ences wothout 

2000 aomed at au ' 
Tempest . Plenty of naor - and a 
access to Atan Jaguars. p3 _but 

u use your own m s 
ntee option to let Y0 f M Inter's 

K Is Wll notice the abSenCe 0 

T2 puns ut game d-"'n engine pumng 1ta(lemal1c a ta ,...,. 
th the pYtOtechntCS· AlsO. deSigner 

awey bene8 Inc. sought Mintet's approvai
Apoc81yps8 ...... 811"""~Y wasn't goven. tt went"'-"· ,.._ 

:~job. soured by laCk of mutual respect. 





F
ounded 1n 1991 by a tno of UCLA graduates w1th a 
qu etly determned rTliSSion statement to 'make great 
games'. the company that would becomO Blizzard 

began as the slightly less snappy SilCOI'I & Synapse, a 
lhl"dparty SNES and Mega Drive g<rne developer. 

ThouQtl rt enpyed genUe success. a Change of name and 

e11ange of plattorm for 1994's PC realtroe strategy utle 
Wa/Oaft would see that success become more raucous. 
The receptiOI'l of WarCrall2, a product of the company's 
QfOWV19 house styie and confidence. proved monstrously 
larger than anyone had predicted - lt Came From The LAN 

Party - and from there Bfozzard would be defned by a desire 
to top rcs own award-scooping perlormance 

That ph losophy would delay so-li ep1c StarCraft for two 
years in response to a subdued E3 roception. dunng whiCh 
t me dt.ngeon crawl O<ablo found a global aud1ence as 
massiVe as the dial-up 1ntemet connectiOn b l!s it spawned. 
When a comprehensively rewo~ed StarCraft returned in 

1998, it was all-conquenng - part1cularly n Korea. where 
professional StarCrafl leagues continue to this day. 

Blizzard had found rts stnde: a steady rhythm o• release 
fOllowed by expansion folowed by the next. ll'lEMtal)ly 
pos':jXli)Eld. reease (t'le company would come to share id's 

enlightened approach to release dates). The mpatience of rts 
fans vJOUid be tempered by their dramatiC response to the 
eventual launches, W1th mos: recent tJtles Diablo 2 and 
WarCtafr 3 effortlessly toppng sales chat1s- the latter's lou' 
mi oo preorders betrg something of a por1ent for success 

Now. under a tra~ Orange County sky. t1Side one of 
II'VIne's many outwardly anonymous oftiCe blocks, C8ifornoa IS 
dream111Q: Blizzard's massiVely mu~iplayer debut. World Of 
WarCraft, is four years nto development. StarCraft's return 1S 
three years in, with a console-only Side story. Beh nd POlitely 
closed doors other worlds are no doubt being imagined, too. 

Much like its games, BliZZard's office starts out simple 
and grows intncate. Departure lounge neutrohty giVOS way to 

a twl ght-and-striplight warren of offices. artwork. 1n-jokes 
and h1story: neatly partitioned chaos, tarmar as a student 
dormitory set uP for al!-111ght gaming sessions. overwtlelming 
as a Holywood set designer's 10terprelation of wt1at a game 
development studio shoold look like. 

But wt1at's most smking is the profusion of g<rneS. Not 
iJ$1 Blizzard's own, which naturaly take pnde of place. but al 
games - from the coin-ops Ill the canteen to televisions piled 

high With consOles to shelves 0\'erllovmg With )fNK!A cases. A 
rr:1N of box spres reveals legends da111g from last rrl()l'lth to 

last decade, evidence that this is a gamer's developer. 
enthralled by the medilrn to which rt contnbutes. /WJ ntensefy 
aware of thot medium, too, in oontrast to the mpressiOI'l thot 
Blizzard's liking for privacy m19ht also be 1solating. 

A day 1s barely enoug!] time to take it all n. As the staffers 
we interview will attest, ten years isn' t enough to become 
1nurcd to the strange alchemy resulting from people who care 
far too much about games creating them for a living. 





REALTIME BUSINESS STRATEGY 
Blizzard's semor vice-president, Frank Pearce 

Consldenng the alOOf, number-crunching connotat1011s a 
vice-president t1tle onta~ls, it comes as a guilty re ie' that 
Pearce's office, though presentably managerial, features a 
life-size sculpture of Orcish antihero Thrall loom'ng over the 
table at wh,ch we're seated- and another that Frank Pearce 
JOinS us wearing a smart button-up WarCraft shirt. 

·our growth has been qu,te ... chal enging." he beg ns. 
sett ng a precedent tor gontle understatement our other 
lflteMeWSElS wll follovl• "When we were making SNES lilies 
the oev team consiSted ot maybe one-and-a-hart 
progamme.-s and three or four artists. Even when we stMed 
makl'lQ PC games, With WatCraft: O'cs And Humans. that 
was Wltn a very small team by today's standards." 

A very smal team compared to today's Blizzard, also: the 
mythic resonance of lis universes has been mirrored by the 
company's status as a great Amencan success story. World 
Of WarCraft alone has a oore team of 65 developers. but also 
draws on the 25-strong Blizzard Film cinematiC department 
and an eight-person sound studio. in addihon to server-side 
support teaJmS and a Mac port contngent. The company has 
also acqUired a SISter studiO, San Mateo-based 8J zzard 
North (developer or the Dtablo line) whiCtl has doubled on sa:e 
to keep pace With the II'Wle office's relentless appetrte. 

·And that doesn't include tech support.· adds Pearce 
"On SNES ga'TleS, OOViously. there was no tech s~. but 
when •;.:e started PC development we made a conscious 
decision to provide 1t ourselves. rather than relying on a 
publ sher - we felt rt was the only way rt could meet our high 
standards of quality. We have our own QA group for the 
samo reason." 

This combinattOn of self-sufficiency and perfectiOnism is 
as characteristic of Blzzard as the product1011 design laVIshed 
on rts games. lt suggests that the immnent move 1nto the 
mas51\1ely mulbplayer arena - a plastic-packed otfce already 
awaits the IIK)W game master staff's anival. L'e mtat109 
rea;;.me strategy production queue - is flOl a ;eap 11110 

lJ1known temtooes. but an obvious step forward. BliZzard 

of the company's titles, and assumed team lead duties on 
WC3 dunng the project. 

"I call it 'vertical integration'"- he pauses to chuckle at 
the business-speak. "On WC3 not only was I programming, I 
was the team lead, and n my role at a high level in terms of 
strategic decisions. I enjoy rt a tot. because when I'm working 
on the oode for a game I'm very 10 touch with the product 
we're J1'l8Klng. on touch With the dell team as opposed to just 

manag.ng - that's not where I want to be." 

A srnilarly bond~ng aspect of Blizzard CUlture is ther ethos 

of collaooratiV9 09S1Qn -While there are set cleslgn rOes on 

"We made a decision, as a team, to spend every available 
working hour on it until it was right. And that took five 
months, but I think a big factor is the passion everyone has" 

player support has been tradi!Jonally generous. from the 
free Battle.net matchmakong servers to exhaustiV9 
post-reease UPdates. 

•tt 's not JUSt a bUiet poot for the back of the bOx: I really 

wm the 8J1zzard commun.ty for each specifiC game to be a 
huge feature that adds value to the product. So it's mportaJnt 
for us to nurture that communrty and ensure 1t has a long 
ldespan. • Pearce says. Regular balance fixes, map 
downloads - and in the cases of WarCraft 3 and Oiablo 2, 
ent rely new content - haV\9 ensured Blizzard's back 
catalogue rema ns viable years after release. 

For all their success in keep1ng thelf fanbase tapped 
1nto the BJ.zz.ard VlSIOO, rcpeat109 that success nternally 
through the company's exponent.Jal growth must recpre llJSI 
as much dAdiCatiOO. 

·n ·s cert81nly a challenge we're facing wrth 300 people. I 
don't know 9V9I)'One 1n the build ng; I don't think anyone 
does, • Pearce agrees. Notably. the founders have rema1'1ed 
involved at tne development 'evet Pearce has coded on most 

proJects, all members partiC,pate on the game's direction. 
"I want to say 'by acCident'.· gns P~ when we ask 

how tl1is came aiJout, ·but rm sure rt was a pl1ilosophy Alien 

IAdham. one of Pearce's fellow eo-founders] was applying to 
the way we did things. We had commrttees. 'stnke teams', 
who wou d talk about the biggest issuos at the tme. If you 
had 1deas or opimons you could provide them to the team. 
and feel that they would objectively represent your feedback. 
And we still use that model." 

The development philosophy most fam,liar to Blizzard's 
audience, however, IS that of not releas,ng games 'until 
they're ready' - a strict reg1me of qua1ty control that Pearce 
appreoates iS a hard·earned riglt. 

"We re very blessed on that ()U( track record for success 
gives us a tot of lelie<aQ9. As tong as we can con!nJe to 
prove tnat we do what we do very well. tnen ()U( opirjons on 
how long to hold a game are grven a tot of weight. Newer 
d611elopers probably face 1ssues With mlestone payments, 
pub4ishers 'ean ng on them to get the product done early .. . 

coo calling 

There's a constant battle between developers and publishers." 
Though the effect of extended development on the 

finished t~les is obvious. with few western developers able 
to match thelf finessing and po1ish, we wonder what effect 
1! has on the teams concerned. 

'When we talked about crunch ng for WC3. we wanted 
to get the game to our fans as soon as humanly poSSible, 
and for rt to be something we would be proud or." Pearce 
recalls. "So we maoe a deciSion as a team. to spend every 
available \vori<Jng hour on ;: Llll'llll ~ was right . And that took 
five months. it's a dtfict.it process to manage. but I think a 
big factor iS the passion that everyone has here. what they 
share in temns of a vision tor the games.· 

By nature. the company is an overprotective parent, 
gnl ing would-be suitors on its prospects and demand1ng its 
franchises are delivered home by 11 -and this has resulted in 
a somewhat edgy relationship wrth th1rdpert18S. Infamously, 
8J1zzard's only canned project, WarCraft Adventures: Lord 
Of The Clans. was a thlrdparty effort, and more recently 
StlliCrah: Ghost has su'fered lengthy delays and a change 

of eo-developer. 
"it's an area where we've tned to broaden our honzons. 

and ~·s probably where we've had the biggest Chalenges. 

because we're rot as close to the development process," 

Pearce oomments. 
Though Pearce won't be drawn on whether the recent 

arrangement with Swinging Ape Studios wil see more 
Blizzard franch1ses continuing on oonsole after Ghost, we 
ask 1f he doesn't feel that the growing onhne mult1player 
community, and the enduring populanty of Otabfo·homage 
dungeon hacks. indicate a platform and audl60ce npe for 
BJczzard attent1011. 

"Ever Since the f.l$1 ~ our expertiSe has been on the 
PC. so we've stayed true to Oll' expertiSe And I look at 
those trtles' success and I don't f~ we .-r;ssoo out 'J'f 
fOCUSing our efforts there," says Pearce, "but we've never 
had a shortage of great ideas for console games -Just of 
people to Implement them. • 



THE ART OF WAR 
Blizzard's art director, Samwise Didier 

"Its pretty COOl 5000'19 how we start eo as such a sma1 
compa'1y and grew to be one of ·"e biggest names 11'1 the 
llldustry, • declares Samwise Didier, dl5pla:llfl9 the affabi ty 
that sees the term 'taod-bad< Cai'Ofl'ian' reg+Ster 7.000 

Google ms. "but we ·re sbll doing the sa:ne thrlg as when 

we startec! - making grea: ~s. • 
Another constant, even across three dist net lSlMlrSeS, 

has been Blizzards art des.gn: a st~ng. pulp sellSlbiilty that 
may be an acqu red taste, but one acqu rable on e<ther Side 
of the Pac1f1C, s.de-stepp.ng polarisation of appoolto e<ther 
eastern or western audiences. A recently launched fan art 
program - selected p•eces a•e featt.red both on Blizzard's 
web presence and 1n the office foyer- draws an 1rnpress•vely 
global mix of submiss•ons. 

•we haven't changed our sty1e since the very beg•nning. 
The first ore we ever did, in [1994 platfonn-act•on t1tle] 
8/ackthome, was just a l~tle guy chas•ng after Blackthcrne -
but we thought, 'Hey, these guys are cool', so we used thOt 
character for our ores in WatCraft," says CMier. • ArtistiCa ly, 
we've always gone for the same sort of goals: we try to keep 

everything over-the-top. over-rJroportiOf19d. and really 
001ou1ul, then we add n as mucl'l 'comiC factor' as we can." 

Is that the secret of Blizzard art's success, then - tapping 
the IIISU8IIaf"9uage of come book heroes and vilains 

hardwlfed .nto the gaming generat100 at eh ldhood? "t think 
we have enough reallSlll to appeal to the people who don't 
I ke cartoons, but then we have enough big. bulky gree.n guys 
to keep the kids whO're ll'lto comics, into an•me. And we try 
to M the stereotypes- J you look at StaJOaft, you've got the 
rec!neck marines. you've got the hig!'ly inteligent. evolved 
aiens. you've got the a1-devouring bugs. AJI of the artiSts 
here can name al the X-Men. they have thee' lavounte 
characters from Street Flf}hter and Samurai ShodcJv.m, rt's hke 
a goo1< squad here." He l.aCJQhs, tt'en deac:lpans: ·And that$ a 
badge you wear Wlth honour." 1 

Though the style has survived a ten-year stretch 1ntact, 
the del very has had to adapt to a rapidly chang1ng gaming 
landscape, IMth progressively h1gher-resolut10n prerendered 
sprites finally giVJng way to full 3D n WarCraft 3. ''[30] was 
sort or new to us back then, and we didn't have a lot of 
guys." Didier says. "but when WC3 rolled around people 
were already dOing 30 games. so it was our ltrne to step up 
and shake off the shackles." 

Ironically, the move away from 20 presentatiOn would 
benefit the transitiOn from original illustration to in-game 
model: "Back in the day, for SC, we'd say, 'We need thiS type 

of unrt', and we'd just make •t. but for WC3 we concepted 
the un1ts first and then modelled thel"1 a'ter that. We'd 
sometimes tako elements from the d'3Wings and use them 
for textures- before then, we rarely concepted anything, and 
that reqUired a lot of rewoOOng. • 



Blizzard's 30 models would largely retain the personality 
of their prerendered predocessors, without machine-choking 
hardvolaro intenSity. 1t seems the heavy bnes and pnmary 

c:olouts :hat defined the company's art deSign have to 
some degree future-proofed 11.. emphasising style fMJr 

polygonal substance. 

"If you have strong artwo~. more polys can definitely help 
make it 'ock better, but you can get away WJth a lot by just 
having a ooo1 shape," says Old1er. "And then the an mat10n 's 
v.tlat realty carries 11. - !he newest guy on our team has been 

here five years. so he and the other arwnators de'mety have 

a bowl of apples' -when everyone would rather be draw1ng 
ores and warriors and oemons and monst9C's and spaceships 
and burnllQ stars.· 

Agree11g on the cosmc unfatmeSS of being assessed on 
the st n ~e rather than the death Knight sketched in the 

marg n, we remark on the diVSfgent approaches to portraying 
a 1/lrtual world seen With World Of WarCraft and Even::luest 2. 

·we wanted to make WOW look like a IIVtng, breathing 
WOI'Id but a veroon of the WOI'Id that's ours." explains Did >er. 

'We've gone for !ha' sort of cartoony feel not necessanly 
because everyOne else ts gotng uftra-reaishc. but becaJSe :'s 

"Photorealistic stuff is the most boring thing in art class. 
Everyone would rather be drawing ores and warriors and 
demons and monsters and spaceships and burning stars" 

a feel for the art, and their own ideas are right on." 
Such an art-heavy lead, as opposed to technology-driven 

graphical fidelity, IS increasingly unusual on the PC field: we 
put to DiOoer that Bizzard IS almost n.mong counter to the PC 
garnng commun.ty's fasonatiOO wllh photorea!ISbc rendering. 

''Blizzard. in my opintOn, has never been an on·tne-edge 
tech company,· he says. "People are really pushing to get 
photoroahstic, and drawing photoreal stic stuff 1sn 't that tun. 
it's always the most bonng th ng to do tn art dass- 'Go draw 

more tun to draw- there's more colours, there's more 
dynamic characters, you're not tied to being compared to 
somethirg that's real." 

And operat.ng under the logic of the fantastJC rather than 
the gloomily practtcal must alk:m more lllterplay between art 

and game deStgn, especaally 1n an environment that Values 
collaboration as much as B1izzard does. 

"lt wo~ bcth ways," Oidier agrees. "The deSigners w 11 

have an idea, and we't all Sit there and try to come up With 

aJd caling 

someth ng to make that work, and vice versa: we'll throw up 
a giganbc bug. or undead Crypt Lord, and they'll be ltke, 
'What are we gong to do with this giJ'{I' Th s IS a pretty tight 
company, and everyone works together .• 

Even With so much hstory and Sha'ed confidence driving 

the art department, Otd er stresses that the new blood is JUSt 
as Important, to chal enge, expand and tmprove the Bl,zzard 
style. That's arguably most apparent wth the company's 
cinematic divioon who have grown, bcth in visual scope 
and filmiC technque, into a poweri1ouse as well-regarded 

as Squares legions of CG an.mators. 
"In the beg1nntng ·we were hungry for people - If ~ 

could draw a cool ptCture on blue· I ned notebcok paper they 
were in. Now we're big enough where we can still take those 
people, but we can also get people with industry exoenence. 
And the cinematic department have rust kept pushtng, f"CoN 

rt's i.<:e wa:ching mrHnollies. • So iS there potential for a ful
length Blizzard Film feature? ·r hope so." he enthuses. But 
they have to get our cinematics for the game done first." 

And Didier knows his prionties. as we find when 
concluding on how tmportant a untf.ed art d rection is to the 
success of Blizzard's trtles. 

"I ltink our art iS one of the thlllQS that help make our 
games. But no matter how good-lookng the game ,s, If t 
sucks to play you· re not playing 1! " 

He grimaces, m mes rewinding the recorder, corrects 
himself: "If it's no good to play, you're not playing it." 

'Sucks' works for us. we assure him. 



WORDS OF WARCRAFT 
Blizzard's VP of creative development, Chris Metzen 

The sheer amount of mea... r Chns Metzen ·s otroee -
comes. novels. artbooks. gar< .AX>Oks.llicleOg<YneS - IS 

ahlost oaunting. threatetmg to bury nm beneath an 
avalanche of storytejljng. But Motzen's own creatiVe output is 
no less prodogiOUS: his work has created the foonatNO 
mythos around each of 8 1aard's uruvers~>.s. 

"I was probably tho 15th omployoo -I started on JustiCe 
League Task Force for the SNES as an an mat or, • Metzen 
recalls. "WarCraft had turned out to be an unexpected 
success. and 1t was around the s!art of WarCraft 2 that I 
stayed late one night and j8mmod up a three-paragraph 
summary of what m.ght have happened between WC and 
WC2. That got me put on WC2 as a 'deSigner'. We d1dn't 
know what that role would be at the t'rl'e: I think the bosses 
expected 1t would be making pie graphs, mechanical 
design. but I just sat there al day maklng stuff up, and •t 
took off from there." 

There's that B1zzard understatement again. W1th 
Metzen's extrapolation. WatCroft grew from a setf·conta'ned 
battle between two races nto an ent~~e continent of clashing 
cultures. then a W0<1d of them. 

., was try~ng to build a big hstory based on this small 

confld. And wrth ~Of WatCtaft. you're seeng this ittle 

Idea ;rem eg.t, n.ne years ago bmg about this thing nfiOIIely 
bogger than arrf of us, With hundreds of people having row 
forged ft and added their viSIOn.· 

Wh~ cultLM"al context would nform the character of WC 
and StatCraft's opposing lact.ons: "EVCI)'Or'la designs the 
game: we alii come up wrth un.t types and powers and 

cons:ruct that chess game, and I'm the guy that plays 
goaie on whether Ideas are appropnate to this race, 
cu~ure. mechaniC." expla,ns Metzen- 11 was h1s devotoon 
to backstory that would stnke a chord w1th Bl.nard's 
growng fanbase. 

"l grew up wrth Dungeons & Dragons. as a Star IMlrs fan, 

as a comic fan. Wlth their vast cont fl\.ltoes. They hooked me 
so~. and kept providng me With senal.nstaments of lP 

that I thought: that's where t's at. I'm always confident we'l 
build cool, fun games to get people to play- but what ~we 
attempted to construct more of a unverse for them. and 
keep people thlnkJng about them when they're not playing. 
So that \'VaS always :he theory .. t was hard 1n practJCe: I 
remember the bosses tel ing me: 'Dude, we need you doing 
pie graphs. no one cares about this and that -we JUSt want 
gameplay.' But over time we found people wore respond ng 
to these geeky details, and it became pan of who we are. 
and how we develop." 

lflterested 1n that next super-rare item than being transported 
to the world of Sanctuary, we pose: are there any regre1s that 
the mechanics ultimately usurp the story. no matter hOw 

much effort goes into the latter? 
., don't regret ~ - that Oiablo clickfest. 'I get my O&N stuff 

111two lellels' IS the pont. after al. If two kids out t'lere" - he 
pauses, decides to ICiiSO his siglts - "If ttvee kids out there 

paid attent.on to the story and were~ at all. if they 
read the manual story and thought rt was cool, and buy one 
of these sily novels we put out because they like the 
universe. then that was the pont too. 1 

"'That's the coo1est thing in the world, if someone wants 
to road your stones,· he continues as we look to the 
wal-mounted 0011er art of the novel hne. "I JUSt always wanted 
to see something like [the novels] happen, because grOWing 
up wllh my head in a book. novels legitimise the Idea. it's not 
about 'Lot's try and make as much money as possible', rt's 
about seeing people respond to it at thatlovol. And that leads 
you to suspect you did something right, and then you 
scrabble to maintain that, and push it further." 

Even Metzen isn't sure where tl'at push leads in the wake 
of WOW- after the solidification of all this history into a 
tangible wor1d, the handover of narrated moments in t1me to 
unpred ctable, unending vinualllfe. 

"I I ke to think the series will always go on. it's hard for me 
to imag ne at this point Wlth WC. or se, or arrf licence, what 
the exClamation mark 1s at the end of the day. Is there a 
bigger kind of game to nnake. and vlhat does that look Gke? 
Someone's going to fgure it out, and I'm SlM'O we'll put our 
heads together to look fOIWard in that way: 

Is it possble to glance sideways, though, to step back 

from an ongong world to contlllUe with self-conta.ned trties? 
"[MMOGsJ sure change the landscape. I mean, check out 

\Mlat EvetOuesiiS dong: their sequel's 11 the future! The 
game's stJll goong on. but nrm you have thiS O&N lwlsl 
prediCated off a concept. .. it makes things really weird. 
There really 1S no precedent. I guess is the point." 

W~h our time noar1y up, we drop in an unprepared, but 
burn1ng, SIX-year question - \vhat was beh1nd SC's frontier 
western nff, an slide guitar twang and Confederate flags 
fluttering against prairie sky and starlield? 

"To be dead honest with you, I didn't l,ke rt at first, • 

"In all videogames there's the pure, visceral, tactile ... hit of 
the mechanical flow of gameplay, which is what addicts you 
in the first place. The secondary element is the immersion" 

Accordingly. as the Blizzard UIWOI'SOS grew n densrty. 
lhetr deiNery became more sophistiCated. Where WC2's plot 
was narrated. S'.atCrafr's was to ElVClN9 through character
driven drama during the game. Tl1e response from players 

was posrtive. and the mtlthod was re:ined for Wa'Ctafr Js 
sweeping story ate. 

"CertaJnly OU' business is a! about gameplay, and the 
onine component of our wargame business IS rna5SIVO. but 1f 
we're clever eroough and bold enough, there's always ways to 
ma~e you care." reasons Metzen. "In all vidoogames there's 
the pure, VIsceral, tactile ... hft of the mechanocal ftow of 
gameplay, \'ltlich IS what addicts you •n the f1rst place The 
secondary element is the immersion. escapism, the fantaS). of 
it. And if you're go,ng to spend 20, 30 hours on a song eplayor 
game - dammit, it better take you somewhere.· 

But the people sti I playing Diablo 2 are I koly more 

admns Metzen. "When we frrst started j8mming on rt I had 

this bog space opera idea ... the cirlernatics department had 
these sequences with backwOcXls, beer-guzz 1ng yokels. and 
I'm lke [sighs]'Come on, guys. we·re ~to be sellng 

this ClasSy uMierse here·. Bul l loosened up over trne. and 
thclug'lt oaew it. J you guys think peOple WIP respond to this. 
let's goal the way. That's how the ConfederaCy happened 

although the last tnng on my nlnd was 'Ths could offend a 
lot of Southern people: we're stereotyping a massive part of 
my ro..ntry'. 1t aJ just ended up WOII<ing. And as we've found 
on amost fNef'J development path, that's the magiC. when 
ol's contentoous, because 11 forces you to step up creatiVely 
and make the concept work. • 

He eans back in his chair for the first tome 1n the Interview. 
"That's the beauty of game development: havlng 60 
people making decisions by comm1ttee. • 



The Korean StarCraft merchandoslng (contie) explaons all those 
crushmg defeats on pnvate Korean servers- tf we·d been washang 
down se cnsps wolh se pop on our se traoners, we could have won 





Out of the 
to box 
Having conquered our leisure 
time, games are now out to 
take over the rest of the world, 
too. lt's a serious business ... 

A 
t best. the conventionall/i&.v of videogames 
1S of an arttorm that's juven le in <Nery sense 
of the word. At worst. however, it's seen as 

da'lge(OUS waste of bme; something symptomatiC of 
the wider dumt:>ong down of western ciViiSatiOn. 

In OJther case. the term ·senous games' isn't one 
that has rruch resonance Bul rt was exactly the 

term dlo5en to kiCI<start an 1n.tiative to hghight the 

patent181 uses of games outSide the tradtional 
entertaKVnent sector. 



With a history of high·level vehicle slmulatlons, small studio Lateral Visions Is now 
employing its skills in developing an online automotive engineering environment 

I 1--1.&.1-

"HaWlQ been in\/Oived •n a numb« of prqects, 
geltlng the right title 's ~ a tough 9'9 • explaWls 
Ben Sawyer, eo-director of the Serious Games 
lniiative. "For the Uflllformed people we want to 
reach, rt worl<s well. Remember. you orly have two 
seconds to catch these people's allenhon so you 
better say what you mean qud<. Serious games are 
games that are used to solve problems. 1t doesn't 

mean we thnk entertainment is I!Mllous." 
Set up by the Woodrow W1lson Center for 

ln:ernatiOOal Scholars in Wash ngton, DC, the 
Serious Games ln,tiative IS a formalised attempt to 
encourage the use of games and game teclvlology 
to create tools and simulators to improve the US 
publiC sector's management and leadership 
expertise in three specifiC domains: healthcare and 
hospital management, education and high-school 
leadership, and publiC lands management. 

lt's a sector Sawyor knows well in h1s other role 
as the president of Dig~almill. A Maine·based 
technology development firm. ~s first major project in 
this area was Virtual U, a unrversity management 
Simulation. Funded by the Alfred P Sloan Foundation 
to help the understanding of management practiCes 

at America's univerSities, it's proved to be something 
of a crossover success. Orig.nally available only to 
adm:nistrative professionals, it's s nee been revised 
and now can be downloaded by anyone who wants 
a freebie, albeit a relatively serious one. 

"The problems of government poliCy, healthcare 
and education are huge in scale," explains Sawyer, 
who has experience of polities from a stint working 
on a Clinton presidential campaign as well as a 
lifetime as a committed gamer. "To solve them. we 
need to think outSide of the box so it's no surprise 
people are looking at the alternative approaches 

"The problems of government policy, healthcare 
and education are huge, so it's no surprise people 
look at the alternative approaches games represent" 

.r.· 
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game developers represent. Some people see 
Grand Theft Auto as unredeernng. but I see rt as 
example of an industry hurtllnQ forward at warp 

speed. That power IS g01ng to give us exciting tools 
to apply in different directions." 

And the Serious Games lnihatrve seems to be a 
movement on a roll. Its first conference was held 
over two days at the Game Developers Conference 
in March, whiCh was followed by another event, this 

Developer: Thlnk,ng Tools time focused on educational games, prior to E3. 
Funding agency: Maxis 

< 090 

Release: 1994 Cost: $40 www.maxis.com 

On the back ol the incredible soxx:ess of SimCity. 

Wil Wright's IYanchiSe spawned a numoer of 
bizane game types, but s.mHeaJrh took the 

ooncept to 'IS purest level. A poliCy slmuta1ion. 

~ prov1ded playe<s w•th a very broad·based 

approach lea1uring baste societal values, such as 

hbel1y verses effiCiency, and charged them to 

build natiOnal healthcare policy on that basis. Key 

questiOns •nclude hOw to control medical costs. 
what benef~s should be offered to a I citizens. 

and how hea~h Insurance Will WO<'k. 

MiXJng the psychology ol team dynaiTllCS w•th a 
muiUplayer envitonment, lnflflifeams Is a 

commercoa1ly developed tool tor team learning. 

Designed as an aJd for llumM resource 
managers, rt strands a team of~ four and 

etght people on a remote ISland and provides a 
vanety of problems and mystenes tor them to 

solve. By prog-essng tlvough 11*8 challengeS 

rt's hoped groups of indMCiuals will f.nd 

themselves commur~~Callng, c:ol!abor8tlng and 

embracong the behaviour of an eff8CIN8 team. 

--
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Developer: Olgrtalm.II/Enloght Sottwar.-Jackson Hole HJgh« Education Group 
Funding agency: Allted P Sloan FoundatiOn 

Release: 2001 Cost free www.vrtual-u.org 

Oeslgned to foster better understand•ng of management practices on American 

colleges and unlvers.ttes, Wrtual U provodes the opportunity to step into the role of 

a university president. Players are responsible fOf estabhshing and monrtoring five 

I'TlajOf components such as budgets. course and student scheduhng, student 

enrolment, accommodaliOfl and classroomS and ovwatl performance. The 

challenge is to improve the 11'\StrMJOn tlv'Ough techntques such as resource 

allocaliOfl, minonly enrollment polocles. and polocoes for promobng faculty. 

Progress os demonstrated by an annual tetter of """- from the \.1rtuaJ U board. 

out of the toytox 

11 

Developer. Comparative Media Stud es Program, MIT 

Funding agency: Mocrosoft Campus 
Release: 2003 Cost: n/a educat.onarcade.orglgaltery 

Developed as part of MIT's ComparatiVe Med•a Slud •es Program into educational 

games. &perChargedl was created 10 help physics undergraduates gain a deeper 

inturtive grasp of how electromagnetosm works. Using Criterioo's Renderware 

engine, players have to Interact wtlh electromagnetoc forces to propel themselves 

through various leve<s. with dtfferent partiCle typeS beong charactensed via 

coloured traols as wel as audoo cues such as pitch and volume. 
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Developer: PrlcewaterhouseCoopers 

Funding a~ PncewaterhauseCoopers 

Release: 2002 Cost variable - provided on a 
per-user bases www.ontellexis.com 

AA •ntemalleMI.ng SOMIOO created by 
PncewatemouseCoopers and distributed by 

lntellex.s, ln$1der was developed to help auditors 
understand the complexities of derivat1ves 

trading. such as hedg;ng onterest rate and 

currency risk, with respect to corporate balance 

sheets. Set in the future, players join the finance 

team of inte<gaiactoc: m1ning company Gyronortex. 

wllere they 01e requored to master the basics of 

hedg ng, swaps and opbons over the course of I 
the tour-eo. 8\lef1t-dnven simulation. ___) 
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Developer: Play2Leam/Energy Research Centre/Aiterra 

Funding agency: Dutch Mrnistry of HOustng, Spatoai Plann ng and the Environment 

Release: 2001 Cost: free (singieplayer versiOn) 
www.serc.nf/piay21earn/productslnitrogoo•us 

Thanks to ~s intense agncu~ure. Holland suffers from h.gh levels of nitrogen 

ldut100, and tllis was the spatk for MtroGerwus. Ongonally a fourplayer game 

each player takes the role of Industry, ogncu"ure goverrvnent or soaety. Every 90 

seconds, each side gets to make a move, whether n be R&O, forming pressure 

groups or easing controls, woth the resu"' generated by a environmental model 

developed by Dutch pollutoon scoeotosts. Forst played at the Second lnternatoonai 

Nrtrogen Conference. a s•ngleplayer version rs now ava•iable for download. 

£D 

Hamlet on 
the Holodeck 
The title of one of the most onnuentaal booi<s on 

game cu~re, Janet Murray's challenge to 

developers to come up woth a Character as 
cornpelflng as Hamlet os bem.g put to the test 

thanks to a joint project between the Royal 
Shakespeare Company and MIT's ComparatiVe 

Media Stud>es Program. In an attempt to provide 

an entry point to The Tempest. they are 
developing a singieplayer game celled Prospero's 
Is/and. Mcye a journey of non-linear textual 

doscovery than a narra~ve adventure. the player is 

shipwrecked on a fantastoc:al island and gets to 

onteract with characters from the play. One 

onteteSt.ng game mechaniC beong tested s 
oodertoning that every choiCe has consequences 
Hence, If the player dies or backtracks on 

deciSions made, the game wOOd dra•ns of colour. 

This can be reversed through greater tnsights on 

the characters and enwonment. ~ goalts lOO' 
the game is given as enhancing the immedoate 

experience of the watching the play, not displace 

rts centrality as a piece of theatre. 



th a healthCate game conference also schedUled 
or October, it's certC~Jnty tu filling its a1m of creat1ng 
;ynergy between d1fferent sets ot experts. 

When I look back to where thngs were in 
?002, fs pretty amamg how quickly fs 
.xogressed. • Sawyer reckons. "The 1n1bat1Ve has 
;l9lped rase the profile of serious games thanks to 
;trong support lrom key org<Osations and the 
::ommunrry. Now we've got to make the transition 

m a group that has he ped bring a tot of energy, 
to a grouo that os making a lot more haPpen 

tactically. P<s I said at the Serious Games Surrmt. 
we're a fad until we're not." 

So it's at th1s point where the hard work really 
begns. While the end results of devetoptng a serious 
game are often smilar to conventJOnal PC games. 
the business mcldets involvod are very d1fferent. For 
this reason. one ol the I:Jjggest problems for 
develOPers s ft.ncflllQ. W1th •rue chance of 
commercial explortahon of the fin1shed product, the 

developers over the past couple of years. The result 
IS a number of expenencecl tEiiiffiS that are too smal 
to land tradrtional publishing deals. and hence are 
looking to explort their ski Is in other related areas. 

One su::h outfit is LJverpool-based Lateral 
VisiOilS Wrth a background 1n hgh-definrtoo ve.'1de 
dynamics, it's recently signed up to develop an online 
automotiVe eng·neenng academy for NEST A, the 
lottery fuloed National Endowment for SCience. 
Technology and the Arts. Called RaCing Academy, 
the prQ)ect is a persistent gaming environment. "it's 
de51Qnod to prOVIde a progressive opportunrty to 
learn about phySICS, engineenng and automotiVe 
engineering for students from GCSE level up to 
postgraduate level Within in a virtual community," 
explains Cart Gavin, latetal VISIOOS' MO. The 
company 1S also work1ng With the poliCe on another 
as-yet-unannounced vehiCle-based prOJect. 

.. rs roniC but there's an attrtude n the games 
llldustry, whch I used to agree wrth, >n that we 
should only make games and not use the tochnology 
elsewhere. In the previous company I worked for, we 
turned down requests to use games technology for 
other usos as a matter of course; says Ga111n. "But 
now, as a small developer, the games Industry is a 
scary plaoe. it's poss ble to secure our ntellectual 
property and OU' future by being broac!mn:led." The 

long-term goal for Lateral Visions rema1ns developing 

As a small developer, the games industry is a 
scary place. lt's possible to secure our intellectual 
property and our future by being broadm1nded" Drawing on elements of roleplaylng games, Desq's Streetwise project is a 

component of Channel 4 's Gridclub, which deals with 1ssues such as bullying 

cost of delieloprnent neods to be provided by an 
agency, v.'hether that be governmental, corporate or 
charitable Getting this type of funding IS typically 
tme-consuming, while the developrnoot process 
1tself can be extremely weaucraoc. And. as &N~yer 

points out, these tend to be the types ol 
organ1sations that love meet ngs and reports -
exactly the sort of things people jol1 the \1deogame 

industry to aVOid. 
"Developers have a lot to learn, • he says. "This tS 

a buSiness-to-busress market that has very long 
ramp up nmes and expensive business develoPment 
work. Also. I th.nk developers have to learn how to 
build games that will be run as appticabons by their 
users. lt doesn't mean you make yOU' game look tii<e 

Microsoft Word but rt does mean you need to park 

some previous approaches at the door." 
In the UK. at least, there are some reasons to be 

choorll.A. ronically one is the lragmentatoo of many 

Developer. Desq/Aqua Pae•foe Funding agency: BntiSh Counc~l BeiJ ng 

Release: 2000 Cost free (in China) www.thlnkuk.Oig.cn 

Using similar gameplay mechaniCS to Clltl)' Taxi, English Taxi was dMigned to aid 

1n the teaching of EngfiSh as a second language to Ch1nese students. Players drive 

I around the foetional Spa Town, picking up archetypal Bntish passengers as they go, 
llsten.ng and responding to their conversatiOns along the way. Around 150,000 

copies of the game have been dostnbuted w~ anguage centres In Chlna _) 
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cutUng-edge games. however, and its current 
workload is a means to an end. 

"Finding sympathetic developer partners in this 
sector is a problem,· agrees David Squire, director 
of Desq, a Sheffield-based studiO that focuses on 
Flash and online training and education games. 
·we· re always on the lookout for console and 
handheld developers who are wi.l ng to wor1< on titles 
that might not sell in droves or, more importantly, 
who are open to altematNe uses and themes for 
games. There's not many of them around.' 

For those that are, Desq's wor1< demonstrates 
some of the ways in which gaming concepts are 
valuable when eo-opted into the mainstream. One 
interesting example is English Taxi, a Crazy Taxi·sty1e 
English language and culture vehicle for Chinese 
students. "Streetwise for Channel 4 's Gridclub is 
another example of re-purposing garneplay 
elements," Squire adds. "In this case we were using 
the features of nonplayer character interactions from 
roleplaying games and iSometric chat sites like 
Habbo Hote4, and adding a serious iSsue -
relationships problems and bullying issues of 
primary-school-age kids. The RPG format is great 
because there's often no right or wrong answer; 
it's more about experiencing things and seeing 
reactions to your actions." 

But while there are some examples of serious 
game development in the UK and Europe there's 

nothing like the enthusiasm that's been unleashed in 
the States. ·Americans seem to be more receptive 
to alternative rnarkets and rnodels, • Squire ponders. 
"They've coined the phrase 'social capital' find it 
has real kudos attached to it, both in terms of real 
money and public perception. lt's that which is 
currently driving the Serious Games movement. 
In the UK, we're still dealing with overtones of 
Smashie and N1cey's 'charidee'.' 

Yet. l'ke Sawyer, he's convinced the mar1<et 
potential remains huge. "We're now a generation of 
digital natives; people with games and interactivity in 
their bloodstream are growing up and getting proper 
jobs. They aren't going to engage with the usual 
training programmes. They're more likely to learn 
using technology and processes they're familiar with 
-games and other immerSlve interactive media," he 
points out. "lt can be tough getting your head 
around the fact that game design and the process of 
playing a game can be applied to things other than 
racing and shooting. But, once you do, it's dear 
there's a lot more to playing games than first 
meets the eye." 

Launched a t the 2004 Game Developers Conference, the Serious Games Initiative 
brings together developers, government agencies and funding bodies to encourage 
the use of games and game technology t o improve management and t raining 

"Americans seem to be more receptive to alternative 
markets and models. They've coined the phrase 
'social capital' and it has real kudos attached to it" 
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Developer. Discovery SoftwareNiew the Wof1d 

Funding agency: Foresight (OffiCe of Science 

and Technology, on) Release: 2002 Cost: £50 

www.discoverysoftware.co.ukiFioodRanger.htm 

Aimed at flood defence practitioners, local 

authorities, insurers, unive<sities and schools, 

FloodRanger is a game about managing flood 

defences along rivers and coasts. Its objective is 

to defend urban areas and sites of special 

scientific interest while maintaining levels of 

housing and employment for an expanding 

population. Using terrain loosely based on the 

east coast of England, the user can select 

between two world-future scenarios combined 

with four climate-change scenarios taken from 

the UK Hadley Centre for Climate Change. 

£DO£ 

Fighting the next war 
One market for the serious games world that needed little encouragement is the 

military. lt has used training simulations for years. even to the extent of employing 

pen-and-paper roleplaying and board wargaming. Computer-based simulation was 

simply the next technological step. But even with this relatively open attitude, the 

success of the internally developed America's Army remains a surprising example 

of the enthusiasm shown by some areas of the US military in the power of 

computer games. Created by a team of freelance developers and 20-odd serving 

sold iers using the Unreal engine. it has generated over ten million downloads - not 

bad for a recruitment tool which cost less than 0.5 per cent o f the army's annual 

recruitment budget. A new version, America's Army: Overmatch, is on the way, 

while Ubi soft will handle the pub lishing of console versions in 2005. In addibon, 

another studio, thos time staffed by civilian developers, has been set up to expand 

what's becoming a something of a hardcore computer game franchise. lt was a 

similar story with the recently released Full Spectrum Warrior. Developed by 

Pandemic Studios under contract from the US army and the Institute For Creative 

Technologies, it was one o f two squad-based realtime tactical simulations based 

on the army's Military Operations In Urban Terrain program. And within the US 

military, other not·for· public·consumption tools are being developed for more 

complex training missions, too. One is the There Army M MP. an online 

communications platform being developed by There I ne, a massively multi player 

game developer. A four-year, $3.5million project, it's designed to be a toolset that 

allows many different training applications and missions to be set up quickly. 



r""'\ ' -'--.zarr· I I .L ""7on 
Developer. Camegoe M&llon Entertainment Technology Center/Coml)ata!Ne Media 

Studoes Program. MIT Funding agency. MICtOSOft .campus Release: TBC 

Cost nla www etc.cmu.edulprojE!CtS/bioha 

A networked mul!•player collaboratrve game designed to aid the train ng of the 

emergency services w1th respect to first-response protocol for ho.z.ardous material 

outbreaks. Biohazard is being jointly developed by Carneg1e Mellon Entertainment 

Technology Center and MIT's Comparative Med•a Stud1es Program. In addition, 

L
input Is be<ng prov•ded by Pennsylvania's Region 13 Weapons of Mass Destruction 

Task Fore.~. and the Federation o f Amencan Sc1en~sts Tl'wl player IIS'!Umes the 

role of a fireman. responding to a chemical attack"' a mall enwonment. 

n · • ~ '\ Home Of Our Own 
Developer: Med14 Options 

Funding agency: Nat1011al Associat ion of Home Bullders/Freddl8 Mac 

Release: 2002 Cost free for teache.s www.homesofourown.org 

Des1gned as a teach ng tool for a middle school classroom enwonment, Building 

A Home Of Our Own was funded as part of the NatiOnal Assoo3t oon Of Home 

Bu11ders Nat10081 HouSing Endowment and mortgage lender Fredd e Mac. The 

game ~ts a macro VIeW of the home-bu>ldong process. wor1<ing on scllediJe 
and W>th., a budget to design and build a house from s.te selectiOn to final sale. 

Players collect .,fonnation, solve problems and make chooC<Ie as they build a 30 
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Rewriting history 

I 
d Software has clatmed that Doom 3 IS, 1n essence, a 
remake of the first Doom. With today's technology at its 

dtsposal. it has been able to realise its original v1sion in a 
manner that is more true to the ideas kiCking around in 

1994. While in Hollywood Kmg Kong has been remade 
twice and IS about to be given a fourth retelling, this 

doesn't happen very often in the gam1ng world. But why 

not? Just think about what rt m1ght mean. How about an 

Elrte (below) with planets made not of SJmple c1rcles 
hanging 1n space out of mounta1ns, cobes and oceans? 

That's 1f the retelling worked, of course. In some 

respects. id's does not. Because in Doom 3 we do not 
get heav1ng waves of baddies beanng down on us like a 

tide of pure evil; instead, the environment 1tself

specifically the dark bits where scrabbling hellspawn lurk 

- is 1ntended to compensate as a kind of enemy in itself. 
Furthermore, the existence of fellow human lifeforms on 

Mars scratches away at the orig1nal game's macabre 

sptnt of isolation and oppressiveness. 
There are other issues not related to the 'remake' 

process. Id wanted to remam fa1thful to the ortg1nal 
Doom but clearly could not help but acknowledge the 

1nnovabon that has been hammered out over the last ten 

years of flrstperson shooters. Unfortunately, 1ts biggest 

concession in th1s regard - your in-game PDA - can 

detract from the brooding atmosphere so much effort IS 

spent butldtng elsewhere. Who actually thought 1t'd be 

really entertaining to sift through emails 1n order to find 

keypad combmations to unlock doors? 
And, considering one of 1d's points of inspiration has 

always been Aliens, why do these mannes' shooters not 
have bu1lt-1n torches? Then there's Super Turbo Turkey 
Puncher 3, the coin-op you fmd 1n the Mars facility's 

canteen area. Why is rt there? To show that d's sense of 
humour isn't up to the level of soph1sbcat10n commonly 

found 1n make-a-funny-videogame-parody-using

Photoshop threads on internet forums? Or does 1t really 
th1nk that vtdeogames w1lllook like this hundreds of 

years 1n the future? No, 1t IS simply a dumb abberabon. 

So. desp1te 1ts technical prof1c1enctes. Doom 3 
Isn't nearly as clever as it thinks 1t is. Take a look at 

The Sims 2 to see a game with beauty and brams. 
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Doom3 
Forma:: PC Pub1isher Activision Oeve<oper; id Software Proce £40 Release: Out now 

True to source, the imps remain your 
most relentless enemy, boiling out of 
dark corners and hemming you in 

The req uirement to toggle your torch is 
less frustrating once you upgrade to 
weapons which require two hands 

F orget pain, suffering and death, Doom 3 
is about fear. Primal fear. The dark, the 

unknown. Aickering lights, gloomy corners, 
half-glimpsed movement. lt's about trying to 
distinguish a groan from a creaking pipe; a 
slumped figure who may or may not rear 
up as you walk by; a constant verse-chorus 
of uneasy calm followed by a desperate 
battle for survival. 

Plot-wise, this is a redux of the original 
Doom. You're the new guy at a huge waste
reprocessing facilhy on Mars. Following some 
military meddling with matter transference, 
the base has been overrun with nightmarish 
beasties and it's down to you to tool up and 
take them on. 

However, the story isn't the only redux. 
The theory behind Doom 3 is that this is 
Doom cubed; all the chansma and raw thrill 
of the orig1nal game transposed into the 21st 
century. In practice, things are somewhat 
more complex. Visually, despite the truly 
arresting perfection of the environments, this 
isn't a recreation of the B-movie brashness of 
the original: Doom 3's aesthetic 
achievements are muted by its functional 
take on the future. lnihally underwhelming, 
this restraint emphasises the body horror 
once hell spills over into the base, squirming 
umbilical cords violallng the sterile corridors. 

Nor does the pace of the combat mimic 
your memories. Doom 3 drip-feeds measured 
confrontataons, a oontrast to the extravagant 
attrition of the first game. Rather than being a 
remake of the Doom that millions loved, this 
is a remake of the Doom we never saw, the 
Doom id hoped to make but couldn't. Now 
every encounter has the potential to drive you 
to the edge of your seat, every enerny 
representing an intimate, lethal threat. 

Again, these enemies are mostly original 
Doom upgrades with some hideous, 
Quake-style zombie-animal hybrids thrown 
in. The mutant grunts tend to keep their 
distance behind oover, but it's nothing you 
could really call 'AI'. Mostly, everything 
scuttles out from the shadows and steams in 
without any self regard, hunting you down 
wherever you hide. lt's kill or be killed. Again 
and again and again. And again. 

This is where some of the first doubts 

Rather than a remake of the Doom that millions 
loved, this is a remake of the Doom we never 
saw, the Doom id hoped to make but couldn't 
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start to set in. The reliance on contrived event 
scripting in a game whose manual 
encourages you to depend on quicksaving 
can rapidly undermine your queasy 
nervousness. Repeating sections round for 
round and move for move until perfected 
makes a mockery of the carefully constructed 
suspense. The tight funnelling of the 
claustrophobic environments. so crucial for 
the game's mood, also severely reduces your 
tactical options during firefights. Doom was 
always a oonidor shooter, but now, even in 
more elaborate environments, there's often 
literally no room for manoeuvre. 

Manoeuvring, however, was only ever a 
means to an end, and that end remains the 
killing which was always the cathartic heart of 
Doom's appeal. All the old weapons are 
present and politically incorrect: shotgun, 

chaingun, plasma rifle, rocket launcher and, 
most thrillingly, a c'eluxe edition of the 
chainsaw that chews up the hardiest 
hellspawn. The controversial decision to force 
you to toggle between flashlight and weapon 
was clearly intended to amplify the player's 
sense of vulnerability. 11 accomplishes this, 
but at the price of an absurd and cheap 
conceit. it's a vulnerability brought about 
solely by a whim of the developer rather than 
arising from the situation and, as such, can 
soon provoke resentment. 

This cheapness is also a feature of the 
game's rudimentary puzzles. Personnel PDN; 
must be found and plundered for door 
codes, fleshing out the story as you go. lt 
can be a powerfully emotional system: let a 
dead soldier's voice log play as you explore 
and his cheery mundanrties echo chillingly off 



blank metal walls. As a mechanic, however, 
it's too obviously a meaningless elaboration 
of 'find green key to open green door'. 

Other niggles break the painstakingly 
crafted atmosphere. Some sections feel 
pointless and tacked-on: a tedious 
barrel-loading minigame: an interminable 
sequence of faffing with a mechanical 
platform. Most annoyingly, when the 
monsters die, they lose all sense of weight 
and disintegrate to ash with indecent speed. 

There's no question that id knows its 
audience. Although the game's simplicity 

caters for newcomers in a pertectly intuitive 
way, the team realises that original Doom 
fans will poke around in dark corners, 
expecting to find health/armour upgrades 
and secret a·eas. And also expecting, with 
perhaps a lit11e more nostalgia than genuine 
dread, a zombie to spring up behind them 
while they do. l'here are also plenty of in-jokes 
and back -references buried away in the petty 

bureaucracies, a worthwhile reward for those 
keen to devour every crumb of PDA detail. 

Even these oomplaints, however, can't 
entirely erode Doom's accomplished terror. 

-EDG£ 

it's impossible for your heart not to race as 
you sweat out the fright of its peerless audio 
design, chattering voices and muffled sobs 
endlessly scraping at your senses. lt's this 
that makes irrelevant the debates of how 
Doom is Doom. Terror is the surest badge 
of Doom 3's heritage: this is a tense. 
uttraviolent action game which demands 
you revisit the way we played the original 
game: off with the lights, on with the . 
headphones. and up with the volume. f-~ 

Edge rating: Seven out of ten 

Previously in E112, E125. E128, E138 

Taking a hit sends you reeling, disorientating 
you and occasionally slamming you down 
stairs and over ledges. Keep your d istance 
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Burnout 3: Takedown 
Format: PS2, Xbox (version tested) Pubhsher: Electronic Arts Developer Criterion Games Pr'ICO C40 Ro10ase: September 10 

One crihc1sm would onvolve camera wotk. Crash mode replays rarely feature the most dramatic angle 
and the v1s1on during Impact Time can be frustrating In the restnctoons it puts on your view 

T he speed. Lord, the speed. Takedown 
could have the best environments yet 

seen in a ractng title but you simply won't 
haw time to nobce them. The game's 
openong soctJons, even for seasoned Burnout 
afio1onados, are utterly bewildering. There is a 
wearth of fresh informallOn to take :n - ret~ 

road structures and a ret~ driving dynamic 

thanks to immed~ate access to boost, 
regardless of Whether the gauge IS ful or not, 
to name two- but it's the urosuat velocity of 
the action that dazzles. You'll still be 
pondering how something can 
Slm\itaneously feel so familiar and foreign 

when it hrts you. Uterally. You've barely 
managed 100 meters in your lowest -spec 

Now more complex and focused I Crash mode 
could eas,ly present itself as a standalone 
product, so accomplished is its new form 

Car models are tar closer to their real 
life inspiration, and are far better for it 

100 

160mph hot hatch and already the CPU 

competJtion is tl)'lnQ to t:uy you :nto the 
scenery or place you 1n the path of oncoming 
traffic. Not to be outwrtted by the Al, you start 
to figlt back, of course. and so begins the 
Burnout 3 expenence. 

You'll already know that Takedown is all 
about aggressive driving. What you won't 
realiSe until you play rt IS how thos sMt 1n 
focus completely transforms the Bumout 
mechanic to the extent that it feels ~ke an 
ent1rely different game. Racing takes a back 

seat to carnage as you face the fiercest 
opposition yet encotXltered in wtuaJ racing. 
Let your pm'1al inst1ncts take over (they wr 
whether you want them to or not) and it's not 
unusual to lose an event because you've 
become too onvolved 111 a race-long battle 
with the fifth-placed car to remember to fight 
your way to the front. it's only when you 
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return to Bumout 2 that you realise JUSt how 
l!tle CPU driver nteracllOn there was before. 
My not1011 of batt .ng 1n Takedown's 
predecessor was clearly player inlerpretation 
- opponents display a deternW'IallOn to get to 
the fir.sh line fi1St, suoe. but no ;nterest in you. 
Here, they don't just want to get past you, 
they want to hurt you as they do so. 

Consequeotly, you'd better hurt them 

first. The incentive, othor than attack being 
the best fOITTl of defonce, is boost. Every 
oftensive move- side-SWiping. Slde-scrapng, 
tallgating, shunting- IS rewarded with the 
stuft (as are evasive manoewres and the 
usual oncomng traffic, near mosses and dnft 
elements). AAd in the wonderfully satisfying 
event of crashing them out of your way, 
termed a 'Takedown you extend (and fi'l) 

your boost bar. Get taken down yourself and 
you lose a section of your gauge. 

Coming off worst in an encounter with 
the compelition isn't the end of the 
argument, and nothong charactenses the 

combative spolit of Burnout 3 better than an 
Aftertouch Takedown. HokJong down the A 
button dunng a crash 1nvokes lfTl)OCt Tme. 
slowing down the action and allowing you 
control of your sliding wreck. You can use 
this lengthy opporturlly (depending on 
momentum, Impact Ttrne can often last 
beyond 20 seconds) to orchestrate complex 
crash combtnatJons utiliSing the traffic and 
any structures around you. although nothing 
proves as satiSfying as taking down one ol 
your nvals. Except for ~ Aftertouch 
Takedowns, of course -as with deft ttrning 
and coordination (as well as a little luck), 
double, tnple and even q~ forms of 
this last -drtch offenSive are perfectly 
achievable. and only further reinforce the 



mechanic's stand•ng as one of the game's 
brilliant and defining inc USIOns. 

Its ongin, of course, oes in Crash mode. 
Burnout 2$ party game of choice returns 
vastly enhanced. thoe add1!Jon of ramps, 
pick-ups and thoe aforementiOned artertouch 
has evolved rt as rruch as the r,ection of the 

combat dynamic into the rn<lin game has 
radicaly altered the essence of Takecfo.Nn 's 
predecessors. Now I11Cie OOI'J"4))ex and 

focused on design. Crash mode cOOd eaSily 

present itself as a standalone product. so 
accompi'1Shed IS rts rt8W form. 

Takeckmn is accomplishoed a1 round. The 
extent of the developer's profiCiency can be 
seen in thoe way thoe revised structure focuses 
on player reward. lt w111 see you bovnoed 
around the globe as much as you are on the 
track, with events opening across three 
territories and offering an engaging mix of 

One great new addition to the Crash mode is the car-mounted bomb you can set off, allowing you 
to guide your wreck to find still more victims, or perhaps pick up that elusive x4 multip lier icon 

actMlies (you get to sample thoe fndyCar 
racing early on, whiCh iS a nice touch). Then 
there are thoe little gameplay enhancements: 
thoe way thoe oncom'ng traffic's hoeadlights are 
pennanently on to help Vlsibilrty; how thoe 
green chevrons from previOUS Burnouts have 

boon replaced by dearer, yellow-hued 
alternatives; the period of amnesty afforded 
to the player when placed back in the path of 
a ciWan vellde lolowv1g tne camera's 
violent pan back from cfiSpaying a successfU 
Takedown (an interruption ......ocn can be 

swrtched oft, as you'd hope). 

At a t1rne when, to many, developers' 

cont1nued preoccupatl()fl with rea~sm has 
removed the element of tun that 
characterised early raoers and first attracted 
them to thoe genre, Takedown offers up a 
gargantuan gulp of the highest raong octane. 

Until you've blasted along the gently 

curved outl ne of 1ts European motorways via 
a deliCate balance of brake and steering inpvt 
(the accelerator never anyth1ng othoer than flat 
to tho pad), n.trous llowlng, gaze fiXed firmly 

on thoe distance thtough bumi'19 eyes you 
daren't shut whle carVIng 'fOJ way through 
traffic and tradiOQ pa.nt with the oornpet tl()fl 
a· 200mph or ITlCie. you won't have delved 

deep nto Takecfo.Nn's core. 
1t Sill possesses the senes · tradernarl< 

abtlrty to deliver Tem.oesH ke '1n the zone' 
moments of remat1<a01e •ntensrty urlike arry 

of rts contemporaries. but rv:m oornes With a 
confidently reVIsed dynamiC, nnari<lng this as 
Cmenon Gamos' finest hOur Cr\.ICially, 1t's 
everyth ng a racing Vldeogame shOuld 
be: a relentless, unwavenng and 
phenomonal assault on the senses. 

Edge rating: Nine ... n ten 

Team Takedown 

otfine rruttiplayet offers the S1f19leplayer's 
Race and Road Rage optiOnS. but for real 
mayhem head for the Ctash-based modeS

l ean Crush sees you coordonat.-.g 

sim.o!taneous autornollve massacres woth a 
panner on any of the game's 100 Ctash 
jUrlCiions, while Ooub<e Impact has you 
oornpeting to grab the most poonts and 
pick-ups. Party mode offers the more 

traditional one-at-a-time approach. If 

splrtscreon isn't your th~ng, get online. We 
haven't yet been able to test this element , 
but it oilers all of the above plus specofic 

modes such as Team Road Rage, so 

expect it to deliver on its massive potential. 
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The Sims 2 
Format: PC Publisher. Electronic Arts Dei/OOper: Maxis Pnce: £40 Release. September 17 

The Sims 2 is an advert for self 
improvement. The fitter and better read 
a Sim becomes, the more successful 
they will be in life. But they'll need to 
chill out and play some PC games, too 

Facial expressions and gestures are all 
highly animate, giving you a good idea 
of the condition of a Sim before you 
even glance at the information bars 

Who could have foretold that The Sims 
would become such a huge, singular 

hit? lt has had few worthy competitors in its 
sell-created genre, oertainly none that can 
repeat its staggering financial success, and 
Maxis looks set to repeat this chart-topping 
accomplishment with its people-managing 
sequel. From the first lew moments of 
chatting, flirting and interior decorating, 
The Sims 2 is delightful. 

A new 3D engine creates visuals worthy 
of modern PCs, but it also provides d.rect 
and immediate aocess to a simulation of 
modern domestidty that is both subtle and 
awesome in its complexity. Each Si m is a 
near-perfect virtual pet. Free-willed enough to 
go about their most mundane duties, they 
nevertheless require the beneficent hand of 
the gamer god to guide them to happiness, 
sucoess and the occasional much-needed 
shower. This process of day-to-day 'living' 
now boasts conSiderably more depth and 
diversity than in The Sims' previous 
incarnation. Each Sim has a basic set of traits 
that will dictate their domestic habits and 
social propensities, but they also now have a 
set of wants and fears that will guide their 
overall mood wrthin the parameters of an 
overall life-building aspiration. 

A Sim's handful of immediate goals need 
to be addressed each and every day it 
they're going to feel suocessful. This might 
be as simple as having a chat with someone 
on MSN or having a couch bought for them. 
lt might be a grander, more dlfficu~ 

endeavour, such as having an affair with a 
local beauty, or bringing home enough cash 
to afford some of the dazzl'ng consumer 
luxuries (ftatscreen TV, four-poster bed) that 
make a Sim's house a luxurious home. 

Suoceed in these and a Sim's mood 
improves, making them better at performing 
the tasks to follow. These goals undergo 
constant change within the overall aspiration 
of the Sim's l.fe. A child might simply want to 
play, but will still need to interact wrth an adult 
so that homework can be aced and bedtime 
stories lovingly told, before they are genuinely 
happy. A maturing teenager, on the other 
hand, might need to get busty Lucy into the 
hot-tub while still finding time to hang out 

When two Sims lovingly clasp each other as they 
sleep, even the coldest gaming hearts will begin 
to melt. The Sims are genuinely endearing 
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wrth local Sim buddies. Watching him 
spurned for faJt:ng to balance these concerns 
may lead to his greatest fears be'ng realised. 
If rejection by friends is his worst n1ghtmare 
then his aspiration meter will plunge as they 
argue, and there will likely be tears or worse, 
so setting him right again will become an 
urgent priority. The range of options for 
providing for these needs, the actions the 
Sims can perform, the interactions that are 
possrble, the careers that can be undertaken 
and the furnishings that can be purchased, 
makes up a bevnldering array of possibilities. 

General play consists of creating a family, 
putting them in a home and then developing 
their careers, relationships and environment 
in such a way that they will achieve their 
goals. The complexity of these tasks, along 

with a constant stream of storytine events 
and the possibilities of a whole 
neighbourhood of Sims IMng together, rapidly 
makes the scope of the gaJme seem a little 
daunting. Ensuring that a busy 2.4-chifd 
family is running smoothly requires much 
attention. not least during social events 
such as parties (see 'AJways party hard'). 
Moods will run high and fights or flings 
soon become inevitable. 

AJI these events are designed to be as 
charming as possible- it's hard to dismiss 
the brilliance of the Sims joking and 
goss.ping, or y~ling and fighting. When two 
Sims lovingly clasp each other as they sleep, 
even the coldest gaming hearts will begin to 
melt. The Sims are an genuinely endearing, 
and this attachment makes all the labour of 



manag.ng !her lives seem WOI1hv.t1ile. t's 
been said before, but the soap opera content 
of The Sms can quickly become more 

entertairwlg and more absurcl than anything 

daytme lV can invent. Within moments of 
playing ~ovrth one of the pre-bu lt 
ooghbourhoods the father of the famty is 
juggling h1s relat,onsh p With h1s wtfe wtth h1S 
affar with the mad. Add two biCkering 
teenage daughters to this volatile miX and 1t 
becomes qurte clear why this IS one 
stressed-out S m. (Dea'ing with hiS 

predocarnent IS a compelling chaDenge. 

espooalty wnen tnat maid IS so cute ... ) 
The Sims 2 snlJiy dnps With addtional 

functiOns and features - not least of which 1s 
the movie-maKing nterface, which allowS 

players to reoord and edrt moments of their 
Sm I le to be kept as a video file and played 
back later. Sims 2 players wnt be able to 
Share the r Sims stones with each other and 
to bu1ld up a l1fe on fi'm for their creations. 
Players are made to feel that they'll be able to 
achieve just about anything With the game, 
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e~~en though there's boood to be vast tracts 
of content to be added n expanoon packs. 

W~h all the arguments about videogame 
VIOlence 111 the rna.nstream press, t's always 
plcasng to note that the boggest -sellng 
modern PC game has been non-11101ent. 
Ou1etty ro11ng onwards w th a highly 
accompt shed projeCt of sophiSticated and 
emotive gaming, The S1ms 2 looks set 
to ensure that it stays that way. 

Edge rattng: Eight r c ten 

The range of activities the Sims can undertake 
is huge. Detailed TVs and chess sets add to 
the delight o f watching them live their lives 

Always party hard 
The ambitious party can be a dlfficuh event 

to get tust right. it's even wase "' SunsVIIIe 
and the result of a bad party can be 
devastating to the mood of the S•ms 
involved. Get rt nght, wtn a flQht and get 

1ntimate wrth the weahhy target o f their 

affections, and the Sim's mood Will soar. 
Points earned from successes can be spent 

on improving the.r environment. Get rt all 

wrong, and the Sims will struggle with 

depression and damaged egos. 
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Second Sight 
Format: GC, PS2, Xbox (version tested) Publisher Codemasters Developer: Free Radical Pnce: £40 Release- Out now 

Character designs are boldly drawn, 
well-dressed and full of personality. 
Wiry Vatt ic is particularly likeable. 
The stock NPCs lack variety, though 

W ith TimeSplitters and its sequel, Free 
Radical's staff seerred to struggle 

deliberately against the prevailing trends n 
FPS and action games, trends that they 
themselves had helped create in their work at 
Rare on GoldenEye and Perfect Dark. Filmic 
style. narrative coherence and considered. 
tactical combat were all eschewed. In their 
place were frantic, twitchy arcade shooting 
and a charmingly silly kitchen-sink conceit 
that could accommodate every spoof and 
staple they could think of. The games were a 
defiantly uncool manifesto for a tradnional 
gaming aesthetic (or lack of one), and though 
they divided opinion, many loved them for it. 

So it's a surprise to find Second Sight 
sneaking out from under the noisy cover of 
EA's signing of TimeSplitters 3, for this 
paranormal spy thriller is all about stealth and 

story and a seamless, d rected, singleplayer 
'experience' - the very model of a modern 
videogame. Which is not to say that there's 
no family resemblance. TimeSp/itters fans will 
feel at home with the funky flared character 
design, wh1le the snowbound Russian base, 
the scattershot AK47 and the musical cues -

Crisp of cut -scene, Second Sight could well 
be a high water mark in storytelling through 
games (as opposed to storytelling around them) 

even the telltale chirrup of the CClV cameras 
- belong to an unbroken lineage stretch'ng all 
the way back to GoldenEye. So cosy, so 
avuncular, so Britsoft. 

The premise, the structure and the 
setting are al new, however, and substantially 
more voguish. Or John Vattic awakes in a 
mysterious medical research facility to find he 
has amnesia and psychic powers -
telekin9SlS, self-healing, shockwave attacks, 
projection of a ghost form and more. These 

Coloured circles c learly indicate which objects and people can be targeted or manipulated. 
Drawing weapons and ammo from across the room in the middle of a firelight is a smug kick 
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are drip-fed to the player as Vattic makes his 
escape and investigates his own abduction, 
his past and his place in this web of intrigue 
coming back to him all the while in the form 
of punchy playable flashbacks. Handily, these 
include his secondment to a military special 
ops team and the attendant stealth and 
weapons training. 

The plot is a pretty hokey sub-X-Files 
conspiracy, to be sure, but it's handled with 
genuine grace and economy, piquing and 
steadily rewarding interest without resorting 
to shock tactics or loudly telegraphed Big 
Secrets. Crisp of cut -scene, blessed with a 
refreshingly light touch and low-key 
compared to the pc-faced chest-beating of 
its peers, Second Sight could well be a high 

water mark in storytelling through games (as 
opposed to storytelling around them). Its 
flashback technique recalls Silicon Knights' 
remarkable horror yam Eternal Darkness. but 
h's far less grandiose, more focused in its 
application, and ultimately even more 
successful. Free Radical has taken to 
tale-spinning like the proverbial duck. 

The same, sadly, cannot be said of its 
attempt at the ubiquhous stealth action. 
Second Sight lacks the radar or the camera 
flexibility for players to be aware of all threats 
to their secrecy. While it could be said that a 
certain level of frustration goes hand in hand 
with the quiet excitement of going unnoticed, 
that excitement is only there the first time, 
and endlessly restarting and replaying 



sections of motionless hid1ng is the very 
opposite of entertaining. So is the alternative 
- skulking in cupboards to wait out repeated 
security alerts. That the most disheartening 
sneaking sections come early in the game -
during Vattic's eacape and before he has a 
full compliment ol psi powers - is a critical 
error in pace that threatens to kill the game 
for many players. 

Far more successful is the armed 
combat, some of the beat in any thirdperson 
actioner to date. The essential lock-on 
system is complimented w~h the abil~ to 
finesse your aim vertically, bringing the nch 
satisfaction of the smoothly timed headshot 
to this perspective. The weapons are familiar 
and masterfully realised (see 'Snipe 

snobbery'), cover is easy and fun to use. and 
the resulting firefights are an evocative and 
generous thrill. 

second Sight's supposed USP - the 
psychic abilities - are a more mixed blessing. 
Occasionally fiddly, they are slow to reveal 
their potential, especially since their use is 
only very occasionally required, leaving it up 
to the player to discover how best to wield 
Vattic's brain power. ll's also a great shame 
that telekinesis, which should be the 
standout power. is let down by some tinnily 
unconvincing and buggy physics (one of 
several areas, also including audio, in which 
the game feels a little low-rent and daled). 

But then, just as Vattic approaches a 
godlike ability to manipulate his world in later 

stages, the player gets oomfortable and finds 
that tactical options are blown wide open. 
timid tedium replaced by soope for genuinely 
creative and cruel improvisation. The rush of 
omnipotence is heady indeed. and finally, 
perhaps just a little too late, second Sight 
adds up to more than the sum of its parts. 

Caught between the superior psychic 
physics of Psi-Ops and the bigger, brassier 
stealth-opera of Riddick, Second Sight may 
get squeezed out. But it doesn't deserve to 
be. Despite its irritations and its occasionally 
threadbare set-dressing, this is a smart, tun. 
forward-thinking work, a tale well told, ";2. 
and a true British original. 

Edge rating: Seven OJt of ten 

PreviOusly in Et35, E138 

Though relatively low-tech and parsimonious 
w ith the polys, Second Sight's visuals are 
clean and have total coherence in style, as 
well as consistent levels of detail - and that's 
something remarkably few art teams achieve 

Snipe snobbery 

If the shotgun and p istol are the meat and 
potatoes of videogame gunplay, then the 

sniper rifle is its haute cuisine: a refined, 

dramatic, guilty pleasure for the diner, and a 
chance for the chefs to show off. Happily, 

the expert virtual gunsmiths at Free Radical 

are more than up to integrating this 

headshot hedonism with locked-on 

third person combat. An inset scope 
prevents a jarring perspective shift; a slow 

zoom on your prey teases the tastebuds; 

give those wandering crosshairs a judicious 
tweak and bang, the full flavour htts. Mmm. 
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Tales Of Symphonia 
Format: GameCube Publisher: Namco Developer: In-house Pnce: 550 (£27) Release: Out now (US), 04 (UK) 
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The game suppons up to four players, who can slot in and out throughout your adventure. lt's a 
slightly f iddly and dismally unexplained process, however, and the camera doesn't cope at all well 

E erly on in Tales Of Symphonia, you'll stat1 
to get the feel.ng it's played more1RPGs 

than you have. ·oh, man," sighs Lloyd at the 
end of another dungeon. "Can't they just 
warp us back to the exit?" His companions 
eye him narrowly, but you'll chuckle in 
recognition. it's a dangerous step, however, 
because it makes it herder to forgive when the 
game falls back on lazy genre standards. 

As is traditional in the Tales series, this is a 
game based around active, realtime battles. 
Leave your companions on autopilot, and 
take control of your favourtte: leaping, 
blocking and comboing to bring the bad guy 
down. Which isn't to say that you sacrifice 
any of the classic RPG battle tactics. There 
are elaborate Al settings to tweak. elemental 
resistance to consider, moves to power up 
and unison attacks to plan. Much of this can 
be altered in battle, so the rhy1hm bounces 
between all-out hacking and slashing to 
pensive forward thinking with a flick of the 
pause button. it's a satisfying and often 
stunning spectacle, and one which still 
reveals subtleties hours into the game. 

The story, which stat1s with a predictable 
quest-in-peril setup, soon expands to 
genuinely epic proportions, spanning 
generations and taking in themes of racism 
and identity. Its telling, however, is hampered 
by the form. In-engine cut-scenes and odd 
manga-inspired excerpts add detail and a 
strong sense of character, but the plot is 
revealed in awkward lumps which never quite 
dovetail. There's no question, however, that 
Namco has managed to twist out a tale that 
sustains your interest across both discs. 

Normally, being needlessly elongated is 
the kiss of death for RPGs, but Symphonia 
lasts the distance. Each dungeon has a 
wonderfully distinct visual style as well as a 
unique puzzle system, which is as likely to 
depend on summoning helper fish as 
detonating rockfalls. However, the challenges 
themselves aren't always perfectly pitched -
alongside those that perplex just enough 
there ere many that swing between the 
blandly obvious and the bafflingly obtuse. 

All this makes tt galling when the game 
sends you on needless fetch-and-carry 
miSSions, when early exploration earns you a 
'we can't go here now' and when the menu 
system reveals its frustrations. Ultimately, 
though, Namco has played - or at least 
made - more RPGs than you have, 
and here. for once, it shows. 

Edge rating: Eight out of ten 



Conflict: Vietnam 
Format: PC, PS2 (version tested), X box Pt,b1isher: SCi Developer: Pivotal Games Pnce· £40 Release September 3 

T hete are differences between Conflict: 
Vietnam and the previous two Conflict: 

Desert Storm games, the kind you expect. 
Parched, open-plan desert landscapes are 
replaced by tight jungle. Cool professionalism 
and surgical campaigns are replaced by 
hysteria, profanity, licensed music, bungled 
offensives and numerous ambushes. And 
the look of such a leafy, vetdant battlefield 
has been captured well, with lush, tangled 
COfridors of plants and huge. protrud'ng 
leaves brushing against your squad as they 
skulk in the undergro1'.1h. it's not technically 
spectacular, but the layers of impenetrable 
foliage and excellent sound design help give 
the game a humid and cloying atmosphere. 

But the appeal of the Desert Storm 
games lies in the combination of reliable 
squad behaviour and a palpable sense of 
being able to apply strategy simply and 
effectively - laying down fields of fire. gaining 
ground and covenng t11e angles - and it's this 
fluid functionality that seems to have been 
lost in Conflict's latest tour of duty; ~·s still 
lhete, but rarely allowed to come into use. 

Your team spends most of each level 
being funnelled along narrow jungle paths. ll 
may be a fitting setting, but it's one that 
doesn't tend itself much to strategy. Groups 
of Viet Cong seem to spawn from every angle 
nigh-on continuously and, while your soldiers 
follow orders quickly and efficiently, they 
seem to be unable to take down an enemy in 
the middle distance without spending an 
entire clip. Again, this may be faithful to the 
firearms of the time, but this not only leads to 
ammo running dry all too quickly, but also a 
reluctance to spl~ up your team as they seem 
unable to fortify any position singlehandedly. 

The pacing, thanks to a combination of 
necessary haste and the weakness of your 
divided squad membets, reels more akin to a 
corridor shooter; thete's a constant sensation 
of feeling harrted and hemmed in. Again, it fits 
the setting, but doesn't play to the strengths 
of the game's framework. There are moments 
when the sturdiness or that framework 
surfaces, and it becomes hugely enjoyable, 
but all too quickly it recedes, lost in the noise 
of det:beralely unwieldy, insurmountable 
s~uations. With too much of the game 
reduced to what feels ike a chain of 
frustrating pushes, then, scratch up one more 
viCtory for the thorny territory of the Vietnam 
war, and one more casualty (see 
Shei/Shock Nam '67) for videogames. 

Edge rating: Fl\/6 out of ten 
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manning a mounted gun on an armoured boat -
it throws a frustrating escort m ission your way 

Prcviousty in E 135 

Booby traps feature, and must be d isarmed to 
allow the squad to progress. Bonus obj ectives 
also emerge as you progress, allowing you to 
perform duties in return for more experience 

SOS 
Uke the previous games, you're given two 

save points to use whenever you wish. 
Often, though, thanks to the chaotic nature 

of the campaign, the apparent end of the 

level is anything but , as new objectives get 
added in a last-minute blitz. it's qutte 

possible to get unwittingly marooned 

halfway through a mission, where restarting 

it with these hidden objectives in mind 
seems far more bearable than having to nun 

a punishing and unintentional gauntlet to 

get to the end of the stage. 
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Tenchu Kurenai 
Formnt PtayStotlon2 Pvblrsher From Software Developer K2/From Software Price: ¥6,800 (£33) Release Out now (Japan), TBC (UK) 

K2's SNK heritage Is clear In the style and 
concept of boss fights (top) but there's 
neither the time nor a clear enough view for 
anything but dodges and button-mashing 

The killing game 
As in WOH, extra a.brlr.les are unlocked 

through stealth kJ Is. but KuffJflai adJUsts the 
formula by awatdrng a number of scroDs 
depena ng on the seventy of the 

assassonation. M indocator bnefly flares up 
at the perfect moment, and launching a 
stealth krll in t.nw earns the maximum 

possible scrolls, In addrtoon to add ng a 

grisly moment-of-impact highhght to the 

already savage sequences. 
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Some of the original Tenchu's level layouts are revisited, and they bolster an already strong level 
design. Oversaturated colours abound, an obvious improvement over the largely washed-out WOH 

Previnu5iy •n E139 

T enchu has always been a s.ngular vision 
lfl search of a game to do a just~a~. 

Neither its 0f9na1 nor curent delleloper have 

ever quite puled olf its skewed, unquely 

affectrg Kabt..d<i show Without a htcn, but 

then the contrast of broodang stealtn and 
funous duels, careful forethOught and twrtch 
reaction, sober period prece and wild fltght of 
fancy was never going to be easy to stage. 

These all feature in Kurenal (often to more 
vivid efect than ever before), but also reprised 
is Wrath Of Heaven's eng ne, With all the 
problems that entails. Most prominent are a 
camera almOSt Wilfully determined to break 
the game and cripplng slowdown as alerted 
enemies' AI routJnes clastl With the processor

gobt:lWlg graphic del'srty ol outdoor levels. 

That AI remains near-negltg1ble, although 
it's compensated for with considerably more 
rnteresting enemy placement and shoer 
weight of numbers -many guards patrol in 
pairs. at once a warning and a murderous 
invitation to attempt the new double stealth 
kill. As for the levels. they're generally smaller, 
more rntimate affairs than lfl WOH and. while 
thel( Lego·block construction is st1l obvious, 
an OlleiWhelmng profusion of detai - wreaths 

OlllliSt coaJescing in &'CIIC moonbeams, 
leaves scattemg through hazy ~t - are 
an object lesson in detached beauty. 

Beauty, but not tunctiOnahty. Each beam 
or hght or crawl ng shadow is hand-drawn, as 
rnsubstanual as the traces of desperate red 
your blades describe through the air. and 
make little contribution to gameplay. A stealth 
game where light and darl<ness are largely 
irrelevant may seem obsolete in Sam FISher's 
long, perfectly modelled shadow- but Tenchu 
was nB\19( a game aJbout sl<ulloog 111 corners. 

Rather, K!Aeflai is at rts nchost when 

you're rTlOIIing with relentless determnabon 

from ground to sky and back agaw~, leawlg a 
swathe cut through the enemy ranks almost 
as an aside. Few games can capture the 
sense of being in the hunt so well, and by 

degrees few games can diSBppo nt so much 
when this sense is lost to wrangling with the 
camera or gawkish, unpredictalblo oontrols 
shackling your w81Qhllessness. 

In terms of atmosp/1ere and 1ntent, th1s is 
the best Tenchu yet, but rt's st.l pa11fully 
taclooQ. lt's apparent K2 understands and 
cares deeply for the expenence Tenchu can 
provide, bu1 theJ_leld inStalment mJSt delrver 
rt in a fashion that convinces a wider 
audience to do the same. 

Edge rating: Sow u ten 



Headhunter: Redemption 
"onlat PS2 (version tested), Xbox ~ - ~ Oewlopu Amuze "nr.e £40 Release September 3 

I t's a shame, really. If Headhunter's controls 
were as coherent as rts looks. rt could've 

made for one of the greatest act•on adventure 
games of recent hmes. Instead, we're left 
wrth a clunky shooting gallery that is, 1n parts, 
a I keable gunfighting game. 

But first, those VIsuals. Bleached and 
ghostly, l1ke everyth1ng has been coated 1n 
some kind of radioactive Vasel.ne. 
Headhunter's future world doesn't just npple 
with a haunting glow, but manages to hang 
together well as a style, with a continuous 
sense of location. Th1s adds to the ambience 
-reinforced by an excellent score - of a 
crafted atmosphere, but rt's sw•ltly deflated by 
your first accident -prone shoot out. 

Gunplay is at rts best when you confront 
enemies n a t.ght comdor. Locking on is 
performed by a reticule that hovers around a 
iafget before zeroong tn -the st•ller you are, 
the faster the zoom. SimlaJ1y, keeping 
~ lllO'.'Ing ll'lil throw yc:u opponent's 

am off to make you a tncky target. Wlen 
you're inllolved in combat while lealllng 

around a corner, this makes the g<me feel 

ke a tidy Tvne Cnsis homage, one where you 
feel tar.g bly in control of the situation. Shame 
rt's tarnished by the fact that the enemy sti I 
seems to be able to h t you desp•te your body 

being out of view. Not even wa.st·high boxes 
can be used to create any effective cover 

Outside of bearable wall stealthing. 
however, Headhunter's control scheme is a 
giddy mess, with indecisive funchons that 
can't differenhate between you wanting to 
pick up something or climb on to a box, and 
a lock ·on so swerving that it can't decide 
between a nearby enemy and one in the 
middle distance with any amount of useful 
speed. Shootouts 1n open areas become 
farcical, as your character spons and lwltches 
to face a'l opponent you'd Inadvertently 
turned towards due to the comblnatiOil of 
oversens tJV9 hand ng and, once you anempt 
to lock 0'1, an Jllilex!ble cat'r1e<a. N. bmes. 
your cha'aCter's am seems preoccupoed wrth 
the scenery rather than the dangerous man 
wrth the gl.fl several feet away. 

While the game IS paced well, liS puzzles 

don't S9r'.'e it any. Mostly, they invotve 

scanning the scenery for a lock or a bolt to 
shoot oil. Perversely, you're not aiiO>Ned to 
shoot scenery unLI you've managed to scan 
Jt. All thiS helps turn what could have been a 
flowing and well-realised adventuna 
tnto a fractured, patchwork garble. 

Edge rating: Frve rt c ten 

£DG£ 

Lining up with a ladder is often far trickier than 
it ever should be, as lead character Leeza -
backed up with communication from mentor and 
Headhunter star Jack Wade - handles so loosely 

Most boss encounters can be solved by using 
an adrenaline booster- effectively giving you 
temporary invincibil ity - and then charging at 
them w ith a whole clip of machine gun fire 

The Below Job 
As a testament to the strength of 
HeadfNJnter's plot, the game features a 
'Otizen's Media Bank'. which contains the 
typtCal unlockable galleries of artwO<f<. 

However, 11 also includes a number of 
colourful, sati~l commercials created to 
enforce the sensation of c()(p()rate 
domination within the 'Above' -the section 
of society that exists above ground 
includ1ng a porn-styled ad for recruitment 
work in the underworld - The 'Below' Job. 
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DJ: Decks & FX 
Format: PlayStation2 Publ~er: SCEE Developer Relentless Price: £40 Release: Out now 

Knob-fiddling is one of the more creative and 
satisfying ways to use the software: a mix is 
tangibly energised by a sudden bass kick 
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The cross fader can be smoothly moved with a stick, and the equipment looks like the real thing and 
works in much the same way. Everything, that is, except the record bag, which remains sadly static 

Prev.ously in Et 40 

E dge doesn't review music. The 

appreciation and analysis of vid~games 
can be subjective enough without having to 
consider the oomplex emotional response to 
music. it's therefcre probably best to make it 
clear from the start that oor musical tastes do 
not include Judge Jules-esque MOR house. 

This is perhaps a shame as, musically 
speaking, that's all DJ: Decks & FX has to 
offer. Otherwise, it does exactly what its 
name would suggest, providing would-be 
DJs with a pair of decks, a selection of eftects 
and a bag of reoords. Rather than interpreting 
the idea of mixing tunes and making new 
music from the mixing, DJ: Decks & FX is 
instead an utte~y literal translation of a 
real-world DJ set up. 

Virtual reoords are placed on virtual 
decks, and any difference in beats per m;nute 
are accounted for automatically. Indicators at 
the top of the screen show the progression ol 
the records bar by bar, allowing the tracks' 
start points to be matched visually as well as 
by ear. Meanwhile a sampler allows for 
sections of the music currently playing to be 
stored and repeated indefinitely. 

There are a handfvl of effects {flange, pan, 
filters and so on) that can be comprehensively 
controlled and applied to any of the channels, 
along with a mixer with equalisers and kJII 
switches that is exactly the same in lorm and 
fvnction to the real article. 

And il all works perfectly well. Navigation 
is smooth, and where appropriate the 
analogue sticks are used to simulate the 
movement of knobs and sliders. There are no 
issues with the technical implementation here: 
the problem lies in the banal and limited 
selection of records on offer. it's bland house 
or nothing, and as there's no option to add 
new tunes to a hard drive, unless you have a 
love for the narrow selection on offer. it's 
nigh-on useless. 

it's difficult to make a judgement on this 
title as it's both utterly niche and absolutely 
perfectly realised. The complete lack of 
musteal variety can easily be seen as a 
limitation of the software - all the included 
songs are of an extremely similar BPM and 
identical lime signature. as variation would 
have made the automatic beat matching 
significantly more difficult. 

Ultimately, DJ: Decks & FX is little mcre 
than an interactiYe mix album, and an 
unadventurous one at that. We'll have I,;;=; 

f' _::. to see how the property is developed. 

Edge rating: FtVe out of ten 



U-Move Super Sports 
FOI'mat: PlayStatlon2 (Eye Toy required) Puol Sher: Konaml 09volojl<>l: In-house Price: ¥6,800 (£33) ReiM~O Out now (Japan), September 24 (UK) ---------------------------------------------
E ye Toy: Play's success brought with rt a dear 

genre open1f19. Wth the camera n aver three 
rniion homes across Europe. thropcrty l)lblishets 

were presented with the opportunity to bUild on 
Sony's success. This is Konarn's attempt at that, a 
collectJon of sport-themed minogames 111hoch 
doesn't so much butld on Play as np off the 
concept wholesale. So. the player stands tn front of 
the camera. things move around on screen, and 
the player (usuallY) tries to touch them. And so on, 
until the player falls over or onlookers die laughing. 

As wtth Play. some of U-Move's games are 
better than others. The one that sees you playing 
baseball is well executed. partocular1y ~you've got 
an empty tube of Pringles to hand: the saving 
pena!OOS one IS good. Simple. stupid, fun. Most, 
ltlotql. are far too easy, and maybe that's because 
(going by the front -of-box screenshots. at leaSt) 
U-Move ts aimed squarely at chtldren. That's not 
to say it's bad - even when Play was at its simplest. 
rt was st 11 tun. particularly wrth those laughing 
hiends - but it's certainly a difficult purchase 
to justify if you already own Play. 

Eage ratJng· ten 

Ape Escape Eye Toy 
Fomw: PlayStallon2 (Eye Toy required) PubloSIIe<'· SCEI ~· In-house Pnce V6.800 (£33) R_..,. Out now (Japan), TBC (\JK) 

like Play and Groove before it, U-Move 
works on motion detection, rather than 
colour recognition. Difficulty depends 
largely on your lighting - If your world's 
dimly lit , expect to do a lot of violent 
waving to score even a handful of points 

Prevtou 'Y on E 140 
--------------------

The graphics are Impeccable, using the 
waving-In-circles Input cues from Play, 
while much of each menu screen carries 
irrelevant but aatosfyong Interaction 
opportunities, and the characterisation 
is of the high standard we've come to 
expect from the Ape Escape team 

£DOE 

A t least th1s month's other Eye Toy game, Ape 

Escape Eye Toy, has the good grace to steal 
from two different places. The Play-style pick-a-
m nigame element as sttl present. but the central 
part of the experience is a mu~iptayer Mario Party 

done. Ws a solid dynamic. If t~ pointless 
and souless with ody one player - that's a crrtiCISITI 
:hat coUd be leve6ed at Play, too. and as such the 
addlllon of coherent competrtoo os a PQSitive lt1ing. 

The mlfligames, of which there are 30. are 
fractooally less deveoped than Play's, but no less 
entertaining and must be unlockoo by competing in 
the board game, which may prove a chore. 
Different approaches to the camera-as- input ethic 
nclude Track & Reld-style races (running and 
hurd ing logs) and steering a roll ng boulder around 
a wonding course. There's also Simultaneous 
mu~tplayer compeUtion, which •n fourptayer means 
senous crowding arot.rrd the saeen. lt sort of 
worl<s. n a stupid. chaotoc kind of way. which IS fi1e 
because these games am about stupid chaOs. and 
Ape Escape is different enough from tiS nvals 
to warrant tnterest from regtJar party gamers. 

Edge rating: Seven 1t t ten 
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MUD: the opera 
To desc~be MUD's comme<cial histcxy as 'troubled' is an 

understatement of gtgantic proportions. 

Slmon Dally, the initial impetus behind MUSE, provided an e!IJ1y 

problem when a bout of manic depression saw him steal caoo.ooo 
worth of antiquarian books, empty MUSE's bank account and shoot 
h1mself dead. Arguments over hiS will ensured that hos shares In the 

company hed to be bought from two of h1s brothers at consoderable 

cost rather than - the flfTTl fold. 
In Amenca. the attempts of Engage Onterplay's on•ne divlsloo~ 

to add a gaphical frontend to the game were frustnlted wh9l'l the 

first chooce of programmer transporeo to have no green card and the 

second, who was a pacifist. left the company after hiS conscience 

objected to his wOfking on some of Interplay's more violent tijles. 

Things became no easier when d1sagreements over worldwide 

exclusivity lead to a suicide attempt from one of the UK operators. 

Meanwhile, attempts by Rick Mulllgan, one of MUD's champions in 
the US, to counter Engage's more unpleaMnt corporate 

machinations were limited by his frequent absence from their 

offiCes as he underwent gender reassognment therapy. When he 

finally left the company n diSQUSt, as Jessica MulllQBI'I, Engage 
had pulled the plug on MUD altogether and 11 was Woreplay's turn 

to add to the <f!SappOintment ... 

For IU1her details consutt Bartle's websrte at 

http://www.mud.co.uklmusa/backgrnd.htm 



RESET 

Examining gaming history from Edge's perspective, five years ago this month 

Issue 76, October 1999 

1. The men or Guildford go 

snack-hunting in Tesco 

2. TriekSty/e: 'a refreshing 

slant on the racing game' 

3. Tekken VItamin drinks ... 

4. And Pac-Man noodles. 

A scovr<ng or Tokyo's stores 

had returned some oddrties. 

5. 'Fortress Edge' is 

destroyed in Team Fortress 

6. Gapcom fights big 

robots in Kikaio. A'r<A 

Tech Romancer 
7. The future of gami~g? 

8. Yuji Naka thinks so 

9. And so does Bill Gates. 

at least for the moment 

10. Ultimately. Sooy's 

evolution would prove 

more comfortable 

than Sega's revolution 
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Come closer, and we'll tell you a story, or at 

least give you an image. Peter lvlotyneux. holding a 

plant. In a supermarket. With Jeremy Longley. who's 

about to purchase a French loaf and a pineapple, and 

the Carter brothers queuing impatiently behind with a 

bottle of champagne and some Bunny Brunch. 

Welcome to E76, replete with paparaai-style 

photography; Guildford was painted as 'Silicon Valley, 

UK', and a plethora of software stars were herded down 

to the local Tesco for our take on supermarket sweep. 

Were the contents of the trolleys clues to the ex-Bullfrog 

crowd's future output? We can't say for sure - could 

coffee and pasta really be code for Fable? -but at least 

there aren't any VISible red herrings. 

Retail work of a more relevant nature provided the 

DID THEY REAllY SAY THAT? 
•n's hord to see Oreamcast as anything other than a Milky Way: a 

snack to consume between PlaySta:ions - wrthout ruirWig appethes" 
Gary Penn c:ondemns the DC in a swift. prescient sooodbite. 

DID EDGE Re-J.Y SAY THAT? 
'If garners really want such shallow emertrunment. they need only 
watch Channel 5'. lt's improved qvite a bit since then. of coli'Se. 

Hasn't rt? 

TESTSCREEN SCORES 
TnckStyle (DC; 8110), Soul CaiOJr (DC; 9/1 0). 

Shadowman (PCIN64; 8110). C&C: Tibenan Son (PC; 7/10). 
Unreal Toornameot (PC; 7/10), Darl<s<one (PC; 6110), 
Airforoe De~o (PC; 7/10), RC Stunt Copier (PS; 4/10) 

3 4 

7 

theme for the issue; Sega's Dreamcast was right on the 

cusp or launoh in Europe, but things were already 

beginning to look a little awkward. 

Damned by Gary Penn as a "Mi ky Way" - a catchy, 

killer soundbite that would haunt Sega UK until its 

systems were being shrinkwrapped in Poundland - the 

128bit console was nevertheless favourably voewed in 

our cover feature. On its opening spread the article 

immedoately offered 'six solid reasons for buying into the 

dream'. under head1ngs of 'Power', 'Connectivity' (what 

other console had a moderr?), 'Software support' (300 

titles were in development), 'UK respect' (60Hz modes). 

'No competitiOn' and 'Pnce' (£200 at launch). 

Perhaps Edge really did ki'l the Dreamcast, 

after all, simply by being too posrtive about it. 

5 

9 

6 
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• 
1n Communicate by post 

Letters, Edge, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 

Or email (stating 'lnbox' in the message header): 

edge@futurenet.co.uk 

Another controversy swells up 
around violent videogames and the1r effect on the 
youngsters who are too young to legally play them. 

I was once on the side of Rockstar and the 
critics who smiled wryly at the hysterics of The 
Daily Mail and put it all down to a conservative fear 
of anything new and beloved of the young. But 
while I don't request an outright ban on 
videogames whiCh feature such extreme depctiOOS 
of murder and mutiation, I" m beg1nnong to lose 
sympathy With those on the I beral Side of this 
debate. And Manhunt is only the most tasteless 
of tnat grisly hall of fame wh,ch fi s me W1th ;rtle 
more than disgust 

With the likes of State Of Emergency, Kmgpn 
and Soldier Of Fortune, developors have stepped 
away from realistic, unflinching depiCtions of 
violence and into a realm of fetish1sm. it"s now 
about indulging the darkest fasc1nations of the 
player and if not awaken1ng. certaJnly nurtunng a 
des,re to witness the most 1nventrvllly VICIOUS 

scenes of kif ng that can be provided. The tac;Je 
component of videogame design adds a r.aw 
sensory element. an elli/OII.ement that leaps beyond 

mere perception and whiCh ITlOVIes can·: 
reproduce. And desp1te the now-tedious 
protestations that these games v.eren·t desiQned 
for youngsters, 1t"s hard to deny that the young are 
the most likely by far to find these games 
appeal ng. They fulfil only the most 1mmature 
definitions of 'adult entertainment' If you had 
asked me at the age of 14 wt>at r:ons1der to be a 
grown-up movie. I would have repll8d RoboCop, 
Predator or any other 18·rated blocllboster with a 
leve of v10'ence that would have seen me turned 
away in d sappoifltment from my local onema. Ask 

me to deeine 'adult' at 29. and the ~: movie to 
enter my head would I kety 1nvollle Wooay Alien 
and a scenano so contemptatrve tnat 1\ warrants at 
most a 12 certificate. 

That's not to say most readers of th1s magazine 
should be whiling away the hours with an 
1nteractive take on Manhattan, but l"d like to bet 
that. when handed a game like Manhunt, an Edge 

staffer would Immediately put 1ts gruesomeness 
1nto perspec!lve. boxing it off as 1ust the latest. 
most provocat1ve chapter in the ongo,ng saga of 
digitised brutality. In the adult mind, things have 
their place and stay there. even if they do intrigue. 
lt"s d1fferent for adolescents: they're chomp1ng at 
the b1t prec1sely because of the offensive graphic 
content. You could even say it's the sign of an 
active young m1nd that it should want to be taken 
to places tt's never been before, exposed to newer 
and more vivid sensations. 

What the pubic and IT18instream press need to 
see ngnt now is a draWil1Q o' lines within the 
•ndustry, maybe not an adm ssion that things have 
gone too far but at least the assertion that 
standards could be set higher, that as a creative 
form gains increasing viSibility it can branch out 
with an aspirational m1ndset rather than submitting 
to a puenle fixation on caus,ng outrage simply 
because it 1S able to. it's callow and hypocritical to 
despair of publiC opposition to a game's violent 
content when that content has been deSigned to 
zone in on people's unease and ooun notonety 
from the outset. 
Dion Yates 

Thanks for all your letters on this topic. (There were 
tons.) We'lllook 1nto th1s area n a future ed1t10n. 

With regard to the seemingly endless hand 
wnnging encountered 1n the let1ers pages of Edge 
about the lack of acceptance given to games in the 
so-cal1ed ·ma nstream' (whatever that stands for 
these days) I thought in reading this artiCle (www 

comc-con.orgtPagestCClEI$I'ert>4Chabon.htmQ 
one oould draw plenty of paraJie s W1th the comiCS 
wor1d and that of games - in 'act you oould sempty 
replace many of the examples giVen W1th game
SpecifiC .tems. (lth1n~ you know the ones.) 

Frankly, as a garner s1nce year dot, I havo no 
trouble whatsoever with the apparent lack of cnt1cal 
acceptance of the games field. I don't need to feel 
comfortable reading Edge on the bus (not that I 
don't) or expect others to wax lyrical over Ieo. it's 

enough for me to enjoy them. Sure, there are the 
odd occas,ons where I'd l1ke to share some 
particularly stunn1ng exarrpte with a close friend 
and they simply don't understand, but in the main 
rt rema1ns a pnvate passion, and no less for it. 

lt's constantly compared w1th him. which has 
meticulous and agonised-over reviews of 1IS more 
creative and celebrated output. wh1le game reviews 
1n general, appear to remaJn, frankly, feeble-minded 
(present company excepted. naturally). Well. rt's a 
poor example at best - how can you compare a 
statiC seated experience taKing. say, two hours 

with a gam1ng one taking 20. 30 or 40 hours and 
upwards, with al 1IS many I ttle quirks a'1d controls 
to be teamed beforehand? 

In any case I could go on, bull won't. Suffice it 
to say I think that those feeling aggrieved that more 
people don't understand gaming are missing the 
point somewhat. Is it them need1ng the 
acceptance. rather than gam ng? 
Robert Stark 

I have complained to you about games' 
storytel ng 'n the past. but Steven Poole brings 
forward 1nteresting po~nts n E 139, natrely 
concern1ng story structure and reader/gamer 
tolerance. 11 is this I'd like to add to somewhat. I've 
always found it curious that games are so 
compared to movies. while thoy also contain a lot 
of parallels with books. Writers also seek to keep 
books interesting for e1ght or more hours. but they 
sure do a better job keeptng the1r audience hooked 
until the end. There are more than 2,000 years of 
ideas on the sub)9Ct of stones and telhng them. 
and 1\'d be foolish for the ndustry to ignore them. 

For one: in hiS preface to Bagombo Snuff Box. 
Kurt Vonnegu1 wrote his rules for creative wnt.ng. 
and they sure stir up 1nteres11ng thougNs when 
appl ed to gaming. So let's see: 

1. Use the time of a gamer in such a way that 
he or she wt/1 not feel thatttme was wasted. 

Well, amen to that. 
2. Give the gamer at least one character 

he or she can root for. 

Games contain many parallels with books. Writers also seek 

I 
to keep books interesting for eight or more hours, but they sure 
do a better job keeping their audience hooked until the end 

£DGE 



Think about rt. Alll105t every game you iked 

had a character you went for, be it Guilty Spark '" 
Halo, Slippy in StarFox Adventures or whoover. 11 
adds to a game infinitely if there is an emotional 
response to a character. If the gameplay 1s crap, 
nice characters will partly make up tor it. 

3. Every character should want sorneth•ng, 
even 1f 111s only a glass of water. 

Far Qy shows a premature verSIOn of !As 
concept. Some of the NPCs are fiSilong. some are 
talking, some are patrolling. Games expand when 
adding a psychological reality to 11. Nowadays we 
have characters whose sole purpose it os to 
respond to you. In Far Cry we can havo the sense 
we are interven•ng in someone's lofe, that we are 
rressing up a system that is there. And thtnk about 
all those RPGs wtlh characters srnpfy watlong for 

you '" the pub to rehm their nng to them. day and 
n.ght, month after month! If Characters are to be a 
part of a story so long they should have far more 
depth - even if only meeting them occasionally. 

4. Every sentence must do one of rwo th1ngs -
reveal character or advance the act1on. 

Are there any bocks that backtrack through all 
the rooms where the character has been. the orv.; 
seemng purpose oo.ng to lengthen up a Short 

story? Of oourse not! Yet in games 1t happens an 
the time. Pnnce Of Pers1a also had an interestong 
take on this, where in dull moments the prince 
would muse about what is happening to him, 
revealing ch:J.ractor and making you care! 

5. Start as close to the end as poss•ble. 
Bn lianlfy executed in POP as wolf. 
6. Be a sadtSt. No matter how sweet and 

inf"IOCCflt your leading characters, make awful 
things happen to them - in order that the gamer 
may see what they are made of. 

Ieo is the only game that made me caro about 
the lead<ng characters. When nearing the end, 
when they got separated on the bridge, I damn 
near cnecl. In thos resoect rt is probably better to 
have a sweet and ii100C90t maJn character than 
someone who <S obviously in control (and armed to 
the teeth). They don't need your sympathy. 

Acne Kneyber salutes Far Cry's excellent enemy 
soldiers, whose existence and behaviour gives 
the game's action a more believable atmosphere 

7. Wnte to please jVSt one person. If you open 

a w.ndow and make love to the work:J, so to speak, 

your story will get pneumoma 
Surely Sudeki will come to mind. So eager to 

please everyone, it fails to please at all. 
8. Give garners as much informaUon as 

poss1ble, as soon as poss1ble. To heck wllh 
suspense. Garners should have such complete 
I.J()()6(Starldtng of what is go.ng on. where and why. 

that they could fir~~sh the story themselves. should 
wuses eat the last megabytes. 

Well ... I, for one, do like suspense ... 
And afterwards he adds, of course. that most 

great writers tend to break these rules. But then 
aga<n, most game designers aren't great writers. 
Rene Kneyber 

Yep, you can have 1. 2, 3, 6 and 7, but 4 and 5 are 
op9'1to debate, and we seem to agree on 8. 

What does I P stand for? I just can't work 
it out. (I'm not stupid.) 
TomWilcox 

Internet protocol, idiOt proof Of lfltellectual property, 
but on this magazine n tends to be the latter. 

I've just recently retumoo from a six
month jSunt around the globe, my last stop being 
Tokyo where I spent a good deal ol lime searching 
in vain for a nice crisp copy of Edge. I tried shops 
ol al' kinds, from general newsagents to special st 
llidoogame merchants (lncJud ng some ./1 Akihabara 
that made me feel dirty due to the 'adult games' 
they stocked). Could it be true that Edge isn't 
actually ava~lable in Japan at a I and that 1t puts 
the price in yen on the cover just to bolster its ever
so-ch•c and trendy image? Surely not! 
Ben Blease 

You could've tried, say, Messe-sanoh Chaos-kan, 

whdliS actualy in (where else?} Aktlabara /ls a 
side note. though. Japanese shops often tgnore 
the otfteoal pricing and replace 11 With their own. 

About six months ago 1 managed to 
wrangle myself a part-t•me JOb in one of the btggest 
high street VJdeogame stores. I lasted two hours. 

Why, you may be asking, d•d the ass of my 
new·found employment drop out so soon? Well, I 
don't know if this is common knowledge, but all 
the big publoshers pay to h:J.ve thotr games fltcked. 
caressed and nipple twoaked by soul-stripped 
employees. Here's a COtJple of grand - SheRShock. 
Nam '6n Bribiant. mate! 

I oouldn't do that fOf money. I know •'m naiVe, 
but come on! Why aren't they promoting good 
gamos? Because they're paod to do as they're told. 

Why has such a creative, thought-provoking 
and fun •ndustry slipped down the same money
grabb ng slope as ITlOVles? Have dol/elopers really 
gtven rt all up? 
Sieve Masters 

We've heard somethong •nterest•ng about UK game 
reta<l, but we're not allowed to talk about ot. Yet. 

I'm fairly certain Edge appraised 
Neo-Geo Pocket games dunng the conSOle's bnef 
appearance on UK shelves. Therefore, I foci the 

format's exdUSion from Paul Phi ps • potentially 
<nterestong review scores Excel Sheet (lnbox, 
E140) a little surprising, call ng tnto questiOn the 
research's accuracy. If Mr Pholhps can arbitranly 
exclude a whole format, how can we be expected 
to accept that every score from every issue was 
inputted correctly? 

However, I'm sure Edge's readers will be Wlllng 
to overtook such a dreadful account•ng error, 
provided the mostake IS SWIItty rectified. Therefore, 
I respectfu ty ask Mr Pho lops to thOroughly confirm 
the document's exactness, resubm•tting his 
conclusions along with all applicable formats. 
Hopefully we will then be able to settle the 
debate once and for all 
Simon Byron 

But we haven't ever reVl9Wed a Neo-Geo 
Pocket game. Don't you keep old Edges? 

I don't know if this is common knowledge, but all the big 
publishers pay to have their games flicked, caressed and 
nipple tweaked by soul-stripped game retail employees 
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